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The acculturative process is a

con~inuing

process

beginning at the moment of contact betwe.en peoples
.. ferent cultures.

of'

dif-

This process subsumes the acquisition of

new traits from concrete elements to behavioral patterns to
·abstractions, a growth in perception, and socialization into

2
the host culture.

The process is affected by other variables

such as personality structure and national origin.

Thus far,

it has been difficult to find empirical studies which reveal
how a person perceives and feels as he moves through these
processes.
Three primary hypotheses were proposed to study this
perceptual growth.
Hypothesis 1.

Acculturation is'a scalable construct along
various posited phenomenological

di~ensions

(i.e., perceptions and feelings a~out
acculturation can be placed on.\. continuous
scale which reflects and defines the processes of acquisition, growth, and socialization.)
Hypothesis 2.

Acculturation is a factorially complex
construct, an amalgam of sub-hierarchies

I

. ·1

along various phenomenological dimensions
which may or may not be related to each
other.
Hypothesis 3.-

Scaled self-reports of competency on given
dimensions are related to actual behavior as
reported in the literature of acculturation
and in relation to other variables.

Three secondary hypotheses related to the third
'hypothesis above are (1) the perceived level of difficulty
· parallels the actual order of trait acquisition,

-~;:

;f,';
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(2) perception

ot

ability is not necessarily congruent with

actual level of ability as evinced by amount of contact,
and (3) other variables affect perception.
Data for the first hypothesis was gathered in three
generations of

te~ting

as Guttman scales of nine phenomeno-

logical dimensions were administered at Portland State
University and Lewis and Clark College (N

= 150).

When

Guttman's Index of Reproducibility was determined, six quasiscales- of dimensions were found.
\

~earso~'B

r and

Spearman~s

'
rho were computed
to

determine the relationships among these scales for generations 2 and

3.

were related.

Some dimensions were independent, others
Kendall'-s-Coefficient of Goncordance-:W was

high for Generation 2 indicating-that all dimensions were·
ultimately_ related. to the construct,, "acculturation.!'
Hypothesis 3 was tested with Generation 2 data
(N

= 45).

Perceived level for difficulty paralleled actual

level of difficulty of trait acquisition as determined in
previous~studies.

However, it was found that a person's

perception of his own level of ability was not always congruent with the actual level of ability:

both J- and

linear-curves were apparent for amount of contact over
time ;(perception of ability was also ·affected by national
origin and intentions of permament residency).

cx2

and Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance.)

tests
With the

exception of one scale perceived status level and perceived

4

ability to communicate were not related to scale scores.
Thus, "acculturation" is a complex phenomena.

The

perception of one's own acculturation accrues in hierarchical
stair-steps along several dimensions.

The perceptual stairs

are built in the same order of least to most difficult as
the actual acquisition of traits.

Yet, due to the learning

processes of differentiation/overgeneralization, the
relationship between perceived and'actual behavior as
defined by time is sometimes linear, sometimes curvilinear
depending on the dimension.

Guttman scalogram analysis

appears to be an appropriate technique for the study of this
.

~

complex area although some refinement is needed

-j

.J

J
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CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND

J

.

Overview

Acculturation has been defined· as "one kind of
cultural change, specifically the processes and events
which come from the conjunction of
, 1

separate and autonomous cultures."

~wo

or more formerly

The study of this

process is a broad field of enquiry encompassing several
disciplines--anthropology, ·sociology, speech communication,
and psychology.
Anthropology has traditionally been the locus of most
of the discussion:on
reports in. this field

accultur~tion.

includ~

A few of the classic

Red.field's et al., . "Memorandum

for the Study of Acculturation," Broom and Kituse's "The
Validation of Acculturation:

A Condition of Ethnic Assimilation," and He~skovitz' Acculturation. 2 More recently,
studies of culture shock and 'foreign student adjustment have
been made in the field of .speech communication.

Noted

writers in this area include Barna, Oberg, Morris, Selltiz,
and 1'1. Brewster Smith among others..

(See Li.st of· References.)

However,.in both the f-ields of' anthropology ·and speech
communication it ts prc:iblematical whether or n6.t a standardized, operational ·definition of the acculturat'ive process

·l

--1 . - - -

........ ...

.

...

......

__ .

.

__

........

- - ..... ---
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has been established •. And even though researchers such as
Morris, Spindler and Spindler, and Weinstock3 have described
some of the changes in an individual's perception over time
as he becomes acculturated, it is

~are

to find a study that

is longitudinal, covers a broad range of

nationalit~es,

and

is standardized, easy to replicate, showing an individual's
degree of acculturation in comparison to

others~

This study therefore has three major purposes:
(1) to establish a tighter definition of the construct
"acculturation, tr (2) to

measur~

a,nd analyze the change in a

foreign student's. self-perception of his piogress in
acculturation over time during his sojourn in the United
States, and (3) to determine the congruency of a ·student's
self-perception with appropriate behavior, as determined in
previous studies· and defined by amount of contact.
The first chapter. of this study is a review of the
literature of acculturation from the field~ of anthropology
and speech communication.

Chapter 2. de'line.ates ·the purpose,

basic assumption, and the theoretical 'hypot:P.eses.

Chapter's

3 and 4 will describe and justify the testing instrument
and the procedures.

·Results of each of the three phases of

testing and a disqussion of these results will be presented
in Chapters 5, 6, and 7

respec~ively.

The

las~

chapter will

summarize the research and present implications for further
research .

.

...._

... ._.._----~

.......

-

... .-.-.

............

---

... ....-...

... -.-.... ...
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Introduction
This chapter has three divisions:

(1) the basic

theories of acculturation, which includes a definition of
acculturation; a justification of the inclusion of f6reign
student adjustment as a sub-set of acculturation; the basic
processes of culture acquisition, i.e., perceptual.growth,
socialization, and attitude change; and the effects of
personality variables and background experience, (2) previous
methods of studying acculturatio.n, and· (3) a summary.
Basic Theories of Acculturation
Definition
In individual studies, acculturati9n has been defined
the process
along· a broad continuum everywhere from, " ..
of becoming more .American-like, "4 to -". • . the u_l timate
assimilation of the ethnic individual in American society."5
However, the

class~c

definition of accuituration is

that set forth by Redfield,- Herskovitz, and Linton:
Acculturation.comprehends those phenomena whic~
results when groups of .individ~als having different
cultures come into continuous first hand contact,
wit~ subsequent changes in.the original culture
patterns. of ~ither or both groups.5
·

Acculturati~n·

is t6 be

~learly

differentiated from

culture change,7 a sub-set ~hich. ''refers to modifications in
the elements and patterns of a cultural sistem. 118

These

modifications may.accrue as a result of culture contact or·
_may be internal cultural· changes only such as the transition
from closed to open classrooms in the United ·states.
f

I

......

_.

__

................................ . .
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Acculturation is also to be differentiated from assimilation.

Even though both acculturation and

assim~lation

involve direct contact and are dynamic .processes· occurring
on both the individual and the group levels, assimilation is
unidirectional

requiri~g

that the newcomer be accepted by

the new host culture and that the newcomer change.his reference group and internal thought· patterns including his
value system.9
Teske and Nelsen emphasize the difference between
acculturation and assimilation as they note that
. • • [l] acculturation may occur independently of
assimilation; [2] acculturation is a necessary,
though not a sufficient condition for assimilation
to occur, and [3] the extent to· which acculturation
must occur before assimilation begins is indefinite. 10
Thus there are

vary~ng

degrees of acculturation and

various possible mixtures of acculturation and assimilation.
Teske and Nelson note that it is possible for a person to
be highly acculturated, yet not assimilated (such as East
Asians in India); or to be highly assimilated but ·not yet
arrived·scientis~s

·acculturated (such as newly

or artists);

or it is even possible for someone,. a "sojourner," to be
highly accepted and

h~ghly

acculturated without changing

their reference· group (such as.missionaries, diplomats,
and foreign students). 11
In clarifying the difference
acculturation and

~s

a

me~ns

b~tween

assimilati9n and

of defining acculturation, the

saiient characteristics of acculturation hav~ b~en listed
as follows:

.

l
'

I

·5
1.

A dynamic process [not a "unitary event" or an
end product]
2. May be treated as either an individual or a
group process -.
3. Involves direct contact
4. Two-way, that is, may occur in both directions
[bi-directional]
5. Does not require change in values, though
values may be acculturated
·
6. . Re.ference group change not required
7. Internal change not required
8. Out-group '[host culture] acceptance not
requiredl2
Foreign Student Adjustmeht as a·
Sub-set of Acculturation
As seen above, the older definition of acculturation
stated that acculturation was

a phenomena

groups came into first hand contact.

occurring when

Teske and Nelson note

that this assumption was tacit in earlier studie·s.
such as Herskovitz, Linton, and Bogardus

Authors

~ere.mainly

cerned with the process ·occurring between groups.

con-

More

'I

recently however, ·writers in the field of anthropology
began to stress the individual in the acculturative process.
Spiro, Broom

a~d

Kituse, and Dohrenwend and Smith·were

. among those interested in .this particular aspect
acculturation. 1 3

o~

Also in the late 1950's, Morris defined.foreign
student adjustment.as favorableness, personal satisfaction,
satisfaction with facilities, and-amount and kind of social
contact with Americans along the four dimensions of
I

(1) cultural adjustment. (liking and accepting the new
culture, liking Americans), (2) personal ~djustment (being
happy and satisfied with the stay regardless of' liking .for

1
·f

6

Americans), · ( 3) educational adjustm·ent (the. amount of satisfaction with educational facilities), and (4-} social adjustment (the extent to which one

for~s

friendships and associ-

at.es with . new companions ) • 14

.......

.....

This adj.ustment process defined ·by Morris ·J.:s inherent
•

in cross-cultural

edu~atiori •. l~

i

is, for the student, one

in which he comes closer to .American norms or in which he
'

makes adaptations to his- original· .. perceptual :framework.
Since this is so, M.

Brewst~r Sm~th

cross-cultural experience,

inclti~ing

refers to the whole
that aspect dealing

with foreign students, as "an acculturative process. 111 5
Bernard J. Siegel aiso insists that foreign student
adjustment is an instance of accul tur·ation ahd, as such,
involves the interaction of three variables: . ". • • the
social and cultural systems (or

p·ar~·-systems

'of. interacting

groups, and, • • • the intercultural relations established
betwe·en th~m. 1116

He also notes that time is a conditioning

variable in the acculturative process which

Ma~delbaum

places as .just one of the many channel's of· cultural
diffusion •.1 7
Teske and Nelson summarize the whole. d-iscussion by
noting that
In short, it is axiomatic that.acculturation may
be treated ~s either an individual phertomenon, a
group phenomenon, or both, providing care is
exercised to de.fine at which level· of analysis the
scholar is operating.18
The existing literature, therefore, contains the
premise_ that foreign student

.a4j'u~_tment

·may indeed·. b·e

7
legitimately considered and treated as part of .the acculturative

proce~s.

By reason of this, what applies to.one

applies to the other.

One appl.ication is that any of the

definitions and processes that have been found applicable to
the classic anthropological studies .of groups may also be.
applied to the case of individual foreign

student~.

'

Logically, that which is also found to be true for foreign
students may also be generalizable to others

unde~going

the

same experience.
The Basic Steps ·of Trait Acquisition.
Even though the order

o~

trait acquisition appears to

be stable across all situations, the choice of traits to be
acquired is dependent on individual differences within
persons .and specific social environments.
Environment
The nature of the contact situation itself is impor. tant:

acculturation occurs in· a social context; .therefore,

what one borrows is dependent upori the "carrier" activit.ies
that one comes into contact with, the carrier activities
being the parts of the culture that are represented in the
contact situation. Demographic and trade characteristics
are important. 1 9 ·'Tribesmen in Papua, New Guinea will have
strikingly different views of the United·States if their
first encounter with .Americans is with a group ·of male
rubber entrepreneurs or with a ·group of male and· female
missionaries.

Fo~eign

students

arri~ing

in the United States

1
·l

l
I

8

will have different views of American life if they attend a
large eastern university or a private college in the midwest.
Once the representatives of the cultures come ·into
contact, a specialized intercultural role network
becom~s established.
This role-network then influences the amount, kind, direction, and impact of
the communications which flow between cultures.20
Contact between two different groups stimulates change.

But

the parameters of the change are determined.by the demographic characteristics of those who are in contact and by
the nature of each society.

The change that is encouraged

may be one of several types.

The culturai traits of either

group may be diffµsed and adapted, or adopted •.. Or the ·
presence of a new culture may act as a catalyst stimulating
.within-culture innovations.

T.he change may be a fusion of

the two formerly autonomous cu.l tures or ass.imilation of one
culture into the other.

Or, the two cultures may remain in
the asymetric, symbiotic re+at'ionship known as pluralism. 21
However, the end

adaptive or

malad~ptive

resul~s

of the contact and any

effects depends on the degree of

integration and psychological balance within the system-whether the

syste~

.

'

is a culture or an individual, i.e., a

very tightly organized system may break under the pressure
of radically different. incoming stimuli.

I.

I
I

A more loosely

organized systB~ ~ill more iikely be able to in~egrate the
.
22 .
new input. ·

'~ 1

-

__

...........- ........ . - .......................................
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... ...................................

.-.-...
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Substitution Process Influenced
by Individual Differences
As a sub-set of the acculturative

process~

culture

change itself (whether in a group or by an individual) is
mainly a "process of substitu:ting.new elements for old" 2 3
as each individual or group selects specific traits to be
borrowed.

This basic selection of traits occurs in the

peripheral rather than the core institutions of· .the groups
. d"iv1. d ua 1 s. 24· For example, Saudi Arabian men coming to
or in

the American university will more easily adopt the American
patterns of dating than they will the value orientation of
equality between the sexes.
Linton notes that

I

. . . the factors which influence the dissemination
of culture elements .. most strongly are the utility
and compatability with the pre-existing .culture of
the elements themselv~s • • • .25
This can be both on an individual or on a

~ocial

le~el.

A

Japanese woman student who is already more outgoing and
aggressive than other women in her situation will be more
likely to adopt, upon arrival in the United States, the
!

American value orientations of aggressiveness and sexual
equality than will her more average Japanese male counterpart.
Basically, the newly disseminated cultural elements
are adapted and utilized as the following two conditions
are fulfilled.

First·, the

~ndividual

selects traits o.nly

as th~y are congruent with the existing cultural patterns

I
l

....-..-.

................................................. ......

......... .- .......
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of his primary culture and internal systems, as they hold
economic or prestige advantages, and as it becomes expedient
to adopt them for social survivai. 26 But secondly, this
new trait will not be fully,aocepted nor wiil the original,
'' • . . be eliminated until the substitute has proved itself
better, or at least as. good, in all the complexes in which
the original element functioned." 2 7 This holds true whether
the new element is something as simple as a new nonverbal
gesture or as complex as a new value orientation.
In other words, a new form will be selected for
adaptation as it is necessary for· social survival or as it
promises acceptance or

pre~tige.

It will be more readily

chosen if it is compatible with the newcomer's
own existing patterns and beliefs.

borrower's

o~

Neither will the new

trait or form of behavior be used until it is ascertained
that it accomplishes the same function as the
example, in Ubud·, Bali, movie watcning

~ay

old~

For

have been accepted

as a substitute· means of entertainment replacing the shadowpuppet show, becaus-e it was a
entertainment.

prest~gious

Western form of

However,.movie watching would not appear to

be an acceptable substitute for.the religious and curative
shamanistic powers of the shadow-puppet

pl~y.

Order of Trait Acquisition
The process of

~cculturation ~s

seen

ab-0v~

is a process.

of substituting new cul~ural elements for old, whether these

-··,

...

__ ___
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.................... . .

_... _........ _...
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cultural elements be artifacts or values.

Yet, Linton notes

that when first contacted
The culture of an alien group presents itself to
the potential borrowers as an aggregation of forms
stripped of most of their meaning and all but the
most obvious and elementary of their functional
relationships.28
This is to say that the cultural rituals and artifacts of
the new group are seen as bare forms with only functional
meaning rather than with both functional and symbolicvaluative meanings.
From his observation of the above principle and

f~om

his observation of groups undergoing the acculturative
process, Linton educed the basic ordered.steps in the
acculturative process stating, to wit:
It seems that, other things being equal, certain
sorts of culture· elements are more readily transferabie than others. Tangible objects such as
tools, utensils or ornaments are taken over with
great ease, in fact they are usually the ·first
things transferred in contact situations . • • .
The transfer of patterns. of behavior is more
difficult • • • . The transfer of elements which
lack the concreteness and ready observability of
objects and overt behavior.is the most difficult
of all.
It requires not only face to face contact
but also the presence of some means of communication adequate·.;for the conveyance of abstractions.
In general, the more abstract the element the more
difficult the transfer • • • . The common element
in this range of variation seems to be that of .the
relative ease with which the foreign element of
cultures can be perceived by members of the borrowing group. Objects can be perceived most
easily, culture elements of other sorts· with
progressive difficulty.29
These observations wer2 borne out not only in Linton's
own studies but also more re0ently.

One such study among

12
··~

Thai in Seattle was made by DeYoung·who found that for the
more recently arrived Thai
Objective materials like ·clothes, appliances, • • .
are generally adopted first without difficulty.
Other subjects like climate, language, manners, etc.
are well tolerated if not well-adapted to.30
However, the psychological changes, the acquisition of new
values and attitudes, accrued only over a much longer time
and with a more intense involvement in the host culture.3 1
Summary
The acculturative process begins with in-person contact
between two groups or individuals who\\Bre previously
unacquainted.

As items in the other group's behavioral

repetoire .are found to be_9omplementary, useful, prestigious,
or needed they are added to the

~orrower's

behavioral

p~t

terns in a substitution process.
Functional, easily perceived traits are acquired
first.

There are' two basic reasons for this:

(1) the new

behaviors are seen stripped of all symbolic meaning, and
(2) one tends to acquire new behaviors· at the periphery of
one's be·ing rather than.at the core.

As the length of con-

tact is increased, one begins to recognize not only individual traits, but also new patterns and value systems.
When these new behavioral patterns and value systems are .
found to be necessary, useful,· or harmonious they, too, are
then acquired.

13
The Learning Process--Growth in Perception
The
time.

acquisi~ion

of these new cultural traits takes

As Schild says,

• • . the stranger does not observe organized ·
behavior--he perceives only certain acts and has
to interpret these on his own: that is the
stranger has to organize the acts into the patterns
of behavior which are reinforced.
But this organization is problematical in itself. The stranger,
by virtue of his previous learning in a different
culture and consequent relative ignorance of the
norms of the host society, may misinterpret the
situation and the behaviors, in which case the
learning obviously will be faulty.32
The stranger sees these new traits but because of his
own cultural frame of reference he cannot perceive their
meaning.

He might try to reinterpret them in the light of

his own reference system;- or he may "unfreeze" from his
accepted mold and identity and learn to perceive the world
in a new way.
This process of perceptual growth is a "stair-step"
process, i.e., each stage of perception is dependent on
the precedent stage.

Yet at any one point, a person's

perception of his perception may· or may not be congruent
with either (a) his own behavior display, or (b) how
others perceive his own interpretations and/or actions.
This growth in perception and resulting new behavior
has been lucidly defined in lay terminology in the field of
communication.

The same process has also been elegantly

defined linguistically.

The linguistic definition also

offers explanation for the possibility of incongruency

-
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between the individual's perception of what is occurring and
the actual event.
Perceptual Growth
Speech Communication
Definition
Rhinesmi th and Hoopes coined the term "unfreez'ing" to
describe the expansion of perceptual vistas.33

The expansion

process was described as a three-phase cycle of unfreezing,
moving, and refreezing.

One first overcame the anx1ety of

seeing the world in a new way (unfroze).

One's vision then

expanded, and one accE?pted or r.ej ected new behaviors while
reevaluating the old models.

Finally, one "locked in"·the

new changes so that inappropriate patterns would not ·recur
(refroze). ·
Linguistic

D~finition

Linguistically, this growth process is described as
the process of differentiation/overgeneralization, the
process by which a child ~earns to spE?ak the adult
language.3 4 A linguistic example of this would be.a·child
as he learns to distinguish t.wo- and four-legged beasts,
naming all four-legged beasts "bow.;..wow.n
has occurred between two- and

four~legged

Differen~iation

creatures, but

there has been a general.iz~tion among all four-legged
creatures; dogs, 6ats, cows, etc. have all been grouped into
one category.

This cycle is repeated until the child fully

·1
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comprehends the meaning of "dog"--the time when the full
range of correspondences between the concrete and all.
abstractions have been made (i.e .• , between dog

~rid

not-dog,

this dog, that dog, my·dog, etc.).35
It seems logical that this process of differentiation/
overgerieralization, of unfreezing-moving-refreezing, would
occur throughout the learning process as one acquires new
traits.

One would call a person acculturated who has made

the full range of correspondences between the concrete
element to the behavior

patt~rn

of which it is an integral

part, to all the abstractions or values and philosophies
which underly it.
Congruency between Self-perception
and Reality
Eyen though it seems .logical that the perception and
integration of abstractions occurs after the perception
integration of concrete behaviors, it is sometimes
sary to

~etermine

~nd

nec~s-

I
I

by means other than verbal r·eport jus-t how

much a person actually does or does not know~

Self-perception

of how much one knows with what one actually.knows is sometimes linear and sometimes curvilinear.
A linguistic

e~ample

of this would be the child

insisting that the cat ·is a "dog," because he is aware that
it is not ."mommy" but is not _yet aware th.at "cat" exists.
A cultural ·example would .be as follows: .

I.

When some African men arrive in the United States,
they are pleased to find American women who will readily

I
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go out to dtnner and a movie.
understand why:

They say to others that they

the women are in love w"i th ·them..

But they

have understood the situation according to their previous
background and have integrated only one element of· the dating
pattern.

They are not yet aware that going out to a dinner

and a movie may have other connotations than "love" and,
therefore, may be adamant that they understand.

True under-

standing would not occur until the American courtship pattern was understood including the more casual relationship
of

11

friend" and the less. casual relationship of "fiancee."
Conversely, a person who has been in a new country for

a period of several years may .not realize how many of the .
new norms he understands,

h~s

internalized, and is actually

using and, therefore, may

~ay

that.he doesn't really under-

stand what is happening in a particular area until he can
compare his knowledge with the knowledge of those who have
only recently arrived.
The Learning.Process--Integration
and Socialization
As the individual's perception of the host culture
grows he has the option of integrating these new elements-traits, patterns, and values of behavior.

A student, more

specifically, learns to handl.e the five fact·ors I"I. Brewster
Smith lists as

ne~ded

for

person~lity

adjustment:

1. overcoming.communication prqblems; 2. learning
the American academic "maze"; 3. gaining acceptance
and making friends; 4. , b~lancing memberships ·and
loyalties; 5 .. retgining integrity of personality
and self-esteem.?

...

...
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The integrating, socializing prpcess is gradual an4.
relatively easy.

But many times the process is made more

difficult because of the changes that need to be made in
one's.perceptual set and the tendency to allow negative
attitudes to dictate responses.

T~ese

intensification.of such may lead to

are problems, and the

rol~

conflict and with-

drawal, i.e., to culture shock.
Cult~re

shock

general~y

the learning process.

occurs about midway through

Malingering is aided by the student's

position on the periphery of society and his tendency to
withdraw into groups of

co~nationals.

It is only through

time and interaotion with host nationals that the student
recovers enough to validate the· acculturative experience and
to proceed through the final two ·p:P.ases o.f the

learn~~g

process.

I

Cognitive Phases
After the initial moment of contact_ which

begin~

the

acculturative pro~ess,37 the individual psy~hologically
proceeds

th~ough

necessary for the

the four

~teps

integra~ion 0£

which DeYoung posits as
new traits: .(1)·compara-

ti ve judgment,. (2) a time of more acute observation,
(3) +ecognition of excellent qualities in the new patterns
and hen·ce, appreciation, and ( 4) absorption of the new
st~ndards and mores.3 8 Unless there is outsi~e pressure
this process is gradual and not disruptl ve·. 39

IO.eally, the

two cultures will.fuse suscitating.a new·uthird" culture. 40

'
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Nevertheless, the processes of learning

an~

readjust-

ment are difficult and not necessarily concommitant with
41
personality adjustment,
at least not during every phase~
Culture Shock
The first phase of learning, the time of comparative
judgment, can be considered a "honeymoon period."

At this

time, the student notices the major differences between his
native and his host· culture.

But. the strain of living with

the differences is counterbalanced by the excitement of
being in a new place.
Between the second and third cognitive phases the
student has already integrated some new concrete elements
into his behavior but has not yet .totally seen, comp.rehended,
or integrated patterns of behavior or the underlying assumptions and value orientations.

It is at this time that the

student realizes that literally and

figurati~ely

he is,

unot at home" and that is unable to give or receive the
messages

th~t

.

he desires.

42

For the student, the loss of all ·"familiar signs and
symbols of social inte·rcourse" induces anxie·ty and the
onset of the "occupational disea~e "· known as culture. shock. i1-3
Symptoms of culture shock . may include a negative . evaluation
.
and a rejection of the host country, withdrawal into. a group
of co-nationals, and a glorification·of the home environment,
among other things. 44
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The resolution of this anxiety is further impaired by
the type of role conflict Mayntz found in adjusting to .the
role of a visiting academic fellow:
• • • a conflict between the expectations of .
different partners in the role-set regarding
the behavior of the status occupant • • ; in
inconsistencies of expectations from a particular source of norms in the role-set • • •
incompatibility between expectations made by
partner in the role-set and the status
occupant's own values and behavior dispositions
. . • . insufficient specificity of expectations
when one needs to have rank and performance
evaluated.45

a

This is to say that the clash of two diverse sets of
expectations and assumptions about

ro~e beh~viors

and even

the resolution of: role conflicts hinders academic, social,
and personal adjustment between the second and third phases
of the learning process.

Rhinesmith and Hoopes add,

• . . • persons. can function successfully abroad
only when they are: 1) aware of themselves as
culturally conditioned individuals; [and] 2)
alert to differences in perception which exist
between themselves and others; • . . 46
·
Yet this heightening of perception which would facili...:

I .;

tate the learning of new role behaviors and the proper filling

I

·!

or expectations is· ·made more difficult for the stranger· than

'!

for· the native in a new role situation because of two major
factors.

First, the student generally is socially located

at the periphery of society while the iearning·f~6ilities
are at the core (especially· the family).
h~s

Second, the student

learned a different .repetoire of behaviors in .a different

1
·I

setting.

I.

Since all learning builds on what is previously

I

.I

... ·I

I
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known, the abrupt transition from one set of

expect~d

behav-

iors to another leaves him very little on.which to begin
building. 4 7
Broom and Kituse state that "Access to participation
in the dominant institutions is a precondition for the
u48

validation of acculturation •
anxiety which causes negative
and the

perceptua~

Therefore, the

eval~ations

and withdrawal

biases which engender role conflict would··

appear to be ameiiorated only over time and through continued
.

.

interaction with nationals.

This is so because, as Schild

notes, the student must relearn his role in much the same
~

way that a child orfginally

lea~ns

his own cul ture--thro-qt?i™~ ·
participation, and

processe.~ of observation,

expl~~it ,corriniun~

Validation 01' -Uhe J..c.culturaiive
Process (Social:i:zatlon)
~s

the role expectations of

on;9

J~.-

one moves· out of the first two stages of comparative
......

:-

""t~ ..

\,,:_ .,_.,..,..~..,-....,.~ ~ ....

.,.. .....

judgment and acute observation (and out of cu.lture shock)
into the third stage of the learning process (appreciation
of the host culture), one is beginning to comprehend and to
integrate the new behavioral patterns and is beginning to
operate in an efficient manner.
tim~,

A person or student at this

however, is still not participating in society in an

integral way.

Yet it is at ·this time that he may make the

decision to enter .society in an integral way by absor~ing
and utilizing the mores of the :P.ost culture, thus "validating"
his accultu~ation.50

.:j
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If a person chooses not to enter the society in an
integral way, two routes are open to him--marginality or a
type of isolation in his own ethnic group.

If a student

chooses marginality, he exists oh the periphery of both
groups unable or unwilling to decide who he is or where he
belongs; he is considered a "marginal man."

Though inter-

acting with members of ooth groups, he will be considered
a little odd or strange by members of both gr9ups and will
not be warmly or intimately accepted by the majority.5 1
A student may elect the alternative, to retain membership in his own national group.

Though he interacts with

members of both groups in at least a tolerable manner, he
interacts mainly with other foreigners like himself •.
Because of this, his attitude toward the host culture will
continue to be influenced by.his own national group in a
cycle of uniformly held stereotypic attitudes.
His own reaction to the host culture is ·influenced by
the expected reaction of the group and is reinrorced by the
shared· experiences of the other members.

The host culture

is seen through the group's perspective rather than through
the individual's own perspective.5 2 Access to the "dominant

·I

institutions" may be limited by force or by choic.e, as in
this case.

This lirrii ted

acc~ss

will

•i. .

create stress in

[the] inter-ethnic s.itu.ation, provide for the prolonged
survival of parallel ethnic

institut~ons,

deferring the validating acculturation. 11 53

and result in

I

·1
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In other words, the student no longer views the host

culture through his own eyes or thinks for himself but allows
the group to think for him.

Ethnic enclaves are created and

one retains as much as possible the heritage of the home
country.

This results in a superficial knowledge of the

host culture and a stereotypic form of response to its
members.
Validation of the.acculturative experience may be
chosen by the individual in contrast to the above withdrawal
from the society.

This validation occurs as one moves more

deeply into

and personal contacts with the host

socia~

nationals into the fourth stage of the iearning process.
Once again, two options· are open.

First, a student may

choose to assimilate to the- host culture, completely integrating new core values.
I
I·

"nationalized."

This is. the process of becoming

Or, one may choose to adapt and meld both

cultures, forming a third culture.

The person who does so

diffets fr6m the marginal man in that he is an accepted and
liked member of both groups.

He is free to move in and out

of either group as he pleases

an~

is able to understand,

l

•'

utilize, and clearly explain the variou.s behavior patterns
and values as necessary.
. be

cons~dered

He is eclectic and would probably

cosmopolitan.

Summary
The

learning-s~cializing

staged process.

process, then, is a multi-

One first makes gross comparisons and

l

·II

fl.
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judgments between the home and the host culture.

Later,

more acute observations and differentiations are made.

But

as one. realizes how dissimilar the two cultures are, conflict and withdrawal--culture shock--sets in.
As one begins to integrate and appreciate aspects of
the host culture, one is in the third
proce~s.

phas~

of ·the lc:arn'ing

Yet one may now choose whether or not to

into the host culture in a viable manner.

i~tegrate

If one chooses

not to integrate one may remain marginal to both groups or
one may remain on the periphery of only the host culture.
If one chooses to integrate, to validate one's
acculturative experience, to socialize, one

~ay

assimilate

to the new ctilture, or one may adapt to the new culture
while

fo~ming

a third culture which is an eclectic, versonally

satisfying meld of the home and host

cultures~·

Ease of adjustment and change would appear to depend
on the depth and amount of personal and social involvement
a person allows himself to have· with the host· nationals. 54
Patterns of Foreign Student Adjustment·
and -Attitude Change
As seen in

~he

previous section, the individual learns

and integrates the traits of the host culture in a multistaged "socialization process.

During this time'· the indi-

vidual moves through times of satisfaction .and of dissatisfaction with the host country, times
discomfort.

These patterns·of

~f

comfort and of much

per~onality

adjustment

24

reflect and are reflected in the socialization process.and
have been intensively studied by researchers working with
foreign students in the United States.·
William H. Sewell was

amo~g

the first ·of several major

researchers in this study of foreign student adjustment
patterns55 which has been established as a sub~set of
acculturation.

While developing an index of contact and an

index of affect to measure the effect of background variables on adjustment, Sewell found a U-shaped pattern which
described the personal adjustment phases that students ·
underwent.5 6
This U-shaped pattern, or

U~curve

graph correlating feelings over time.

of adjustment, is a
The pattern can be

basically described as a time of a highly positive outlook
followed by a time qf quite negative feelings, followed
once again by a more positive outlook.

Many different

attitudes and processes within the sub-field of foreign
students adjustmeµt have been grap4ed over.time.
curves such as the
reported on.

Other

~-curve57 have also been found and

But the basic pattern of adjustment.which ·has

been defined has been the U-curve.
M. Brewster Smith found the same U-shaped pattern for·
morale and for satisfaction over time as the students went
through the four adjustment phases he entitled .spectator,
adjustment, modus vivendi, and readjustment.

Among ·Indian

students in the United States, Coelho found four

phase~

of

25
attitudinal change:

favorable impressions, criticism and

use of previous thought patterns, a time of "broad national
orientation," and lastly a period of

reorienta~ion

to the

In addition, Coelho found that attitude change

homeland.

was related t·o length of stay, yet

ca~tioned

that the con-

tent or nature of the change should riot be generalized from
national group to nationai group.5 8
Selltiz and Cook found this same pattern of enthusiasm;
criticism,
the initial

to a favorable attitude yet without

~nd re~urn

They also found that feelings of

inten~ity.

satisfaction.with

stay and attitudes of favorableness

t~e

to the United State~ followed this same U-shape·d pattern.59
One of the major

st~dies

of adjustment and attitude

change was by Richard Morris as he regarded the effect of
national status in foreign student adjustment.
study, adjustment was defined along four

In this

dimensions-.~

cultural, personal, educational, and social--and was measured
by f'our indices: .favo:i:ableness to the ynited States,
pers~nal

satisfaction with the stay, satisfacti6n with

education~l

and training facilities, and the amount and kind

of social contact had with .Americans.
It was found that students with previous foreign
travel, good commun{cation skills, and previous contact with
Americans (usually students of European . background) were more
'

satisfied with their stay than those without the same broad
range of experience.

Although this more personal type of·

satisfaction was not necessarily correlated with

;;
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favorabl~ness,

affairs

~

satisfaction with practical and academic

related to favorableness to the United States.

However, the U-curve pattern of attitude change (positive,
negative, positive) which had been appropriate in the
aforementioned studies was not found to reflect a correlation with this type of favorableness to the United States
and time-in-country in any statistically significant way,
except for students who had been in the United States for
over 50 months. 60
One of the later studies on the pattern of .adjustment
found was
Students."

0

Patterns of Attitudinal Changes among Foreign
In this report, Becker reviewed the U-curve

pattern of adjustment and Morris,· findings.
explain

diff~rent

In order to

patterns of adjustment between students

·from developed and developing nations, a new hypothesis,
the "anticipatory. adjustment" hypothesis was

propos~d

such

that:
The individual anticipates a drastic and involuntary
change in his environment in the near future.
Anxie.ty mounts as the future becomes increasingly
more salient and looms menacingly. The ego seeks to
protect itself against this threat and to reduce
anxiety. One defense mechanism to which it may .
resort is a process by which the attention is
restricted to only those features in the present
environment that, from this individual's point of
view, are unattractive and undesirable. On the
other hand, those features hitherto viewed favorably
are carefully avoided or ignored. Concomrnitantly,
the intellectual scrutiny of the future state into
which the individual expects to move shortly is
motivated by a determination to find in it positive
features, which are then stressed and exaggerated
and operate as depr~ssors ·or the threatening
elements.61

.!
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After further research a U-curve pattern of adjustment
was predicted and found for Europeans who had a background
similar to that within the United States.

A fl-curve was

predicted and found for students from developing countries
(India and Israel).

These curves did not occur in real time

but rather in psychological time as the students prepared
for return to their homeland. 62
In other words, students from developing nations who
haq had less travel. experience were more likely to· dread the
unknown.
they

wou~d

Just prior.to and. upon arrival in the United States
exaggerate all the negative features of life in

the United States, but towards the middle of their stay they
would have a fairly positiye attitude.

The final phase of

their sojourn would once again find them poorly adjusted,
emphasizing the negative aspects of the United States in a
conjectured, " . • . feeling of mastery over ." • . destiny:
'I return, not because I am forced but because I choose
to. 6 3 The U-pattern was found to be more usual for
1

"

European students who were not" arriving into a totally
unknown situation.

. I

J

These studies emphasized_the.attitudinal changes of
foreign students' in the United States toward the United·
States over a period

of

time.

The usual .pattern of ·adjust-_

ment appears to. b~ a ·u-shaped pattern of positive,
and a return to positive feelings.
this pattern

refl~cts

neg.at~ve,

It seems probable that

the stages of relative

cul~ural

28

ignorance, culture shock, and

integra~ion

into the host

society, but this is not .certain.
Personal Factors Influencing Adjustment
Even though all people seem to go through the same
basic steps in the

p~ocess

of trait acquisition, the same

learning-socialization process, and the same adjustment
problems, personal factors may. significantly influence the
rapidity and ease of acculturation.
factors which have been found

Among the personal

sign~ficant

have been (1) a

person's national· background and previous contact with the
host culture, ·(2) personality characteristics_, and (3) the
.desire to remain permanently in the host culture.
Background and Contact
As seen above, Becker·' s "antic.ipatory adjustment"
hypothesis proposed that Europenas would follow a U-curve
pattern of adjustment

whi~e

students from developirig

nations (Israel and India) would follow a

n-patt~rn:

at

first they would dread the unknown and so, dislike the
United States; before return, the negative attitude would
reflect a conjectured unwillingness return.
Morris also 'found that "national status change is
more important

in.aff~cting ~djustment

status change. 1164

than is personal·

When students from developing nations

arrive in the United States expecting to have their country's
and their own status highly evaluated but find ·instead, a
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low evaluation, they feel a hurt and resentment toward the
host culture.

This reduces the .chance for close personal.

relationships 6 5 precluding facile adjustment.
Finally ease of communication with nationals and the
severity of role conflict is influenced by previous travel
experience and familiarity

w~th

the host culture.

As Morris

satisfaction with the sojourn is related to the·
amount of previous exposure and flexibility. 66 Those with

discove~ed,

previous contact with American culture and who were already
proficient in English were able to make friends more rapidly
and to more easily understand the patterns and values of
behavior found in.America.
Personality
As previously noted, the acculturative process is a
subt·re, gradual process of. l·earning and forgetting seemingly
induced by the secondary moti.ves of anxiety, prestige, and
acquired desires. 6 7 Since the acquisition and integration
of elements occurs only with internal conflict.over a spread
of time 68 it appears necessary for a person to be confident
and satisfied and to have a "will to adjust."

These will.

lead· to the greater degree of operiess and interaction which
enables a more rapid acculturation. 6 9
These dimensions of achievement. orientation and confidence alorig with the dimension of flexibility were found
crucial in several different studies.

Nash and Shaw, working

with Japanese immigrants 9n the Isle of Pine, Cuba, were able
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to delineate three personality types--the autonomous
(flexible) man, the transitional (bridging) man, and the
traditional (or conservative) man.

Of these three types, it

was the former two which acculturated
traditional.

mor~

rapidly than the

Spindler and Spindler found that the traditional

flexibility of the native

Am.e~ican

Menomini woman's role

allowed her a greater flexibility in the adaptation process
which was denied to men.

Hence, women from this society

were found to acculturate more rapidly than men.

Finally,

Weinstock found several traits to predominate among Hungarian
refugees who acculturated more rapidly to life in the United
States.

These traits included high ·cynical and achievement

orientations.7°
Bennet, Paspin, and McKnight are am.ong those who have
constructed typologies of personality types of foreign
students in the United States.

Although they found the

three types of constrictor, adjustor, and idealist among
Japanese students'they did not claim these types were univers.ally valid.7 1 . Neverth~less, t~e personality type
appears to be an aid in predicting how the student

w~ll

react to incoming.cultural stimuli:· whether he will retain
traditional patterns,

reac~

using both traditional and new

models, or wholeheartedly· accept the .new attitudes of the
host culture.
Intention of Permanent Residency
In addition to previous

experfen~e

and the aforemen-

tioned personality traits, another motivation has also been
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found to affect both the degree and rapidity of accultura-·
tion.

This motivation is the intent to remain permanently

in the new culture.

Weinstock found that Hungarian refugees

who had the intent to settle permanently in the United States
had acculturated more in a two-year period than those without
the intent of residing permanently.

Among Thai in Seattle,

De Young found that the migrant rather· ·than the norunigrant
acculturated to a greater degree an4 even to

~uch

an extent

that some new cor~ values, were being integrated.7 2
Methods of Studying

Accult~ration

Previous studies of acculturation

~n

anthropology and speech conimunication have

both fields of
~ainly

been

descriptive (obse.rvation, interview, essay) or index measurements (e.g., Likert scal~s, TAT, Rorschach).

Alt~ough

there have been many outstanding ·studies, even more study
has been called for in some- specific areas.
Prevfous Studies
Anthropology
Many of the ·classical studies of acculturation in
anthropology were made through observation and description.
Use of the Thematic Apperception Test (T_AT)_, Rorschach inkblots, and interview techniques is

a~so·

prevalent.

Spindler

and- Spindler devised· the Instrumental Activities Inventory
(a TAT modificat_ion) to test specifically for individual and
group differences in trait ~cquisiti~n.73
I

I
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More recently, DeYoung7 4 used the interview technique
and Likert scales to determine

t~e

degree of ·acculturation
1t

among Thai in Seattle.

Weinstock in his thorough study of

Hungarian refugees used several measures in addition to the
open-ended interview schedule •. These included the Campisi
scale, a 5-point Likert scale,
the . Information Scale (an
.
objective true-false test), the. F-scale, the Strodtbeck
Achievement Scale, and the Mach IV Scale.75
Speech Communication
Most communication studies have been conducted through
the use of intE?rview, essay; semantic-differential; and
Likert-type scales.

.

.

Selltiz and Cook though, included a

representational measurement, a Guttman-like scale in which
the instrument and the variable measured.interlock.

This

technique, however, is only infrequently used in communication studies of foreign student adjustment.
N for.these studies have ranged from

77~348

subjects.

Some studies have.been conducted with only one national
group; others have conducted studies with students
50

fro~

over

cou~tries.7 6
Need for Further Studies
These studies from both fields·have been thorough,

even elegant, yet as early as 1956 M. Brewster Smith was
calling for more careful and perhaps new

methodoio~ies

to
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study the specific problems of sojourn adjustment.77

In

1967 Ekroth reiterated and ex:p0nded the plea ·stating:
Studies over time of individuals learning to perform the communicative behaviors of a different
culture have not been done. Research has centered
around the amount and kind of interaction with members of the new culture or around personality
adjustment, but has n9t examined the development of
new communicative behaviors in the adapting individual.
Moreover, although studies have been done which.
relate personality and background variables with
personality adjustment, or with judgments of effectiveness in. communicating within a new culture, no examination has been made of.the chronology qf the!transculturation process in learning new communicative
behaviors.78
·
An exception to this was Weinstock's study published
in 1969 in which he measured self-perception and the desire
to acculturate as well as language use, food habits, measures
of association with Americans, and group identification by
means of the Campisi
a

Chi-squ~re

~cale.

In addition, Weinstock de.v_eloped

test to discriminate old-line and ethnic

responses in that " • • • 1) the ~egree to which a person of
foreign background internalized certain aspects of .the ..
American way of life and 2) the degree to which a person
retains some aspects of his foreign way of life"79 might be
measured.
The Weinstock study examined the acquisition of new
role-sets and some of the factors
ment.

influencin~·t~is

develop-

But the respondents of the study were dichotomized

among "old-timers" and those who had been in the United
States for only two-to-three years.

This meant that the

findings were not necessarily valid for subsequent years;
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the study was not truly a longitudinal study in the strictest
sense of the word.

In addition, even though a wide range of

trait variables was used to test· acculturation, these were
not ordered in any way.

The test showed whether or not an

acculturated person had a specific trait, but the order of
acquisition of the communicative traits·was indeterminate.
As the studies by Linton and DeYoung have shown, it
seems probable that traits are acquired in a specific order
(communicative behaviors inclusive).

It would therefore be

judicious to develop a test which would verify the order and·
'

.

rate of acquisition of these traits.

It would also be prof-

itable if the same test might indicate attitudes or feelings
attendant with

~

specific degree of acculturation, or if

this test might indicate congruencies or incongruencies
between self-perception of behavior and actual b.ehavi·or.
'

\

Summary
Foreign student adjustment is a sub-set of the process
of acculturation, ·i.e .• , of the. phenomena which· occur when
individuals or groups from different cultures come into
contact with the ensuing changes in the cultural patterns.
Only the traits with which one· is in contact will be integrated; traits which are at ·the periphery rather than at
the core of one's being or

cul~ure

will be more

q~ickly

adapted.
Since the new traits which one observes have very
little psychological depth or meaning, new elements· are

l
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first tried and used for their pragmatic value.
tangible traits are first acquired.

Hence,

_Though these ·concrete

behaviors are seen as necessary for "survival," even they
still appear meaningless.

Yet as the.student continues to

interact with members of his host ·culture his perception
expands and he
open,

lea~ns

the patterns of behavior.

If he is

will finally begin to perceive, comprehend, and

h~

perhaps assimilate core values· in .the growing

step-by-s~ep

process of differentiation/overgeneralization.
The

accultu~ative

process itself begins at the moment

of contact and continues through time. and· conflict as a
person is driven by motives of anxiety, prestige,. and desire
through the f o.ur phases of socialization.
c~use

a great deal of stress.

This process may

Especially after· the

fir~t

phase (the honeymoon period), a time of culture shock and
gra~ual

recovery is.probable.

continue through the learning

At this time one .may then
proc~ss

integrating into the

I
I

·r

new culture or one may opt for marginality or a return to
previous cultural patterns.

If one choose.s .to continue

through the learning process toward acculturation one m"ay
either adapt and form a third culture or assimilate. ·and
become "nationalized" even to core values.
The lea.rning-adjusting process is difficult.

The

·honeymoon, period followed by ·the time of shock and· gradual
reintegration of personality is graphically reflected intests of attitude and adjustment. change.

. In these t.ests,
·j
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U-curves and n-curves have been found to reflect changes in
attitude toward the United States and satisfaction with the
sojourn concomrnitant with changes in adjustment.
These adjustment phases are· caused by personal anxiety
brought on by the need to learn new role patterns which one
is ill-prepared to perceive o.r un9-erstand.

Nevertheless,

those who are confident, open, flexible, and well-.traveled
seem to acculturate more rapidly than those who ar'.e :not .
.

I
I

Those who intend to reside permanently acculturatei
~oth more
.
. i
:deeply and rapi_dly than those who do not intend to, ~tay.

.

.I

In ·gener·a1, the studies done in the field of speech
communication have confirmed that the variables of greater
amounts of interaction potential and a higher
interact with each other, each

i~fluencing

nation~l

status

more favorable

attitudes and even beliefs about the American interpersonal
and social patterns.

The size and -location of the school

attended has been found to make· little, if any, difference
in a foreign student's attitude tow~rd the United States. 80
The U-curve pattern of adjustment has.never· been
definitely proven; it is still tentative. 81 Yet the number·
of· studies.that have found this pattern strongly suggest
that it does exist.

N for these studies have

be~n

reason-

able and the students studied have ranged. from Scandinavian
to India~ students in the United States, to American
~tudents in France. 82 Becker also found a fl-curve which

.

seemed to reflect a different pattern of adjustment for ·

'

students from developing nations.

i
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Methods of studying acculturation have -concentrated on
the use of index .measurements although some use of representational measures has been found.

A call has been raised

for more studies of the "chronology of the transculturation
process."
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CHAPTER II
. BAS IS FOR THE .STUDY
Introduction

I

As mentioned previously, Ekroth has noted that,
fl

.I

• no examination has been made of the chronology of.

the transculturation process in learning new communicative

behavio~s.

111

Yet, as seen in other studies such as Linton's,

it appears that.this transculturation process should occur
in a set order and within fairly specific time periods.
However, the rate or ease of this process may be affected
by personal factors and may not even be accurately perceived
by.the person who is going through the process.
What would

~e

useful then would be a measuring device

which would elucidate the nature of some the perceptual
·process as one acculturates:

i.e., whether the cognition

and perception of acculturation als6 occur in a set order
and pattern over a specific time as does the actual
behavioral acquisition and use of elements.

Then, if the

instrument could also graph the change in a person's
perceptual pattern, as these graphs were compared with other
known data, congruencies and
between a

person~s

incongru~ncies

could be mapped

actual behayior as defined by other

variables and his perception of what he knows, i. e, the
phenomenology· of the accµl~urative process.

• i

4·3
Finally, it would be useful if there could be a standardized means of determining a perso~'s position aiong the
acculturative continuum which would incident.ally expand the
operational definition of acculturation.

An instrument such

as this would be an aid not only to advance the study of
acculturation but also to counselqrs and professors in the
design of appropriate orientation and counseling programs.
This study undertakes to formulate just such
suring device.

The purpose of the study and the

a mea-

~~derlying

assumptions will be set forth in the next two divisions,
'

followed by the method of study needed for such a device
and the theoretical hypotheses.
Purpose
The major purpose of this study is to try to discover
some of the characteristics of the .nature of the cognitive
processes and perceptions underlying acculturation.

This

will be done through three major approaches:
(1)

by an attempt to verify the existence of hier-

archies along various posited phenomenological dimensions
of

.1

acculturat~on,

l
'j

(2)

by de~~~m~ning if each of these nine hierarchie$

is a subhierarchy of the factoriai'iy complex construct,
fo~ward

"acculturation" thus helping to
definition of tracculturation,
( 3)

0

an operati·onal

and

by determining the congI'.Uencies between on·e •-s own

perception of how acculturated one i.s with other· known facts·
about the acculturative process.
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Assumptions
There are four major assumptions underlying this
phenomenological approach to (foreign student)· acculturation.
They will be briefly listed then discusses as necessary.
Before doing so, the following should be

1

~

seen in Chapter

l~

noted~

As

acculturation is a phenomenon which

concerns both groups and individuals.

Yet it was decided to

limit this study to foreign students for three reasons:
( 1) foreign students have been founO. to be a sourc.e of
culture chang~, 2 (2) they are a well-defined, important and
readily accessible group in the American university, and
(3) what is applicable or true for them should be generali-

zable to others 'in general who are undergoing the
ti~e

process (see Chapter

accul~ura-

l)~

The four assumptions are as follows:
1.

A person himself will perceive the acculturative

process as a gradual, growing process accruing. in stairsteps, each step dependent on the precedent. (i.e., the
phenomenology of acculturation is scalable).
2.

The phenomenological processes may or may not be

congruent with (a) one's behavior display, or (b).how others

j

think one perceives and acts.

l

3.

Ther'e are at least two ways of ~is-covering a

person's perception

of his.place on the continuum of

acculturative comp.etency:

(a) through his feelings of degree

of comfort and.satisfaction, and (b) through his perception
or understanding and being understood.

. 45
4.

An index of the (in)congruencies between self-

perception of acculturative competency and actual behavior
can be found by correlating feelings of comfort and satisfaction and perceptions of understanding and being understood with the amount of time spent with Ame.ricans •. An
,.

index of the degree of influenc.e of other factors known to
affect acculturation may also be found by graphing these
fastors against the person's own perception of acculturative competency.
The

Phenom~nology

of Acculturation · ~·

/

As seen in Qh~pter 1, the learning process is·a process
of differentiation/overgeneralization.

It is r.eadily seen

in the linguistic realm that this.process accrues in stairsteps", each stage of abstraction dependent ·on the precedent
stage.

It seems that, by

an~logy,

the same would be true

for learning the norms of another culture, especially since
such an abstract thing as moral development appears also to
accrue in stair-steps.3
If the acquisition of elements occurs in the manner
noted by Linton, then.it seems as if the more abstract
elements such as yalue orientations would be perceived as
more difficult ·to understand or to be .satisfied with.
perception of

~he

acculturative.process would

b~

y/'"

The

acctuing

in stair-step, i.e., would be scalable.

·1
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Congruency
As also see. in Chapter 1, a person may

thi~

that he

understands long before he actually· does understand.
person may perceive that it is

A

for·him.to understand

ha~der

the values of a new culture, but he may also think that he
does actually understand these values.

The Nigerian man may

perceive that it is harder for him to learn the new courtship patterns than it is to acquire the
blue jeans, but, in

spi~e

habi~

of wearing

of this he may think that he has

mastered the new patterns..

His perception of th·e degree of

difficulty is accurate, but his

perc~ption

of his ability

is incongruent with his actual ability.
These incongruencies may occur as one first makes
gross differentiations and generalizes to situations where
the differentiat.ion is inappropriate (calling a cow, "dog").
As one moves to finer and finer differentiations, after the
period of culture shock perhaps,

t~e

cong~uency

should be

closer.
_However,

th~re

is a wide range of variables which

might affect the 4egree of congruency.

For example, besides

the amount of contact with Americans (length of time-inc.ountry and percentage of time. spent -living with Americans,
inclusive) nation~li.ty and intentions of permanent residency may also be important.

1:
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Two Measures of Competency
A person's perception of his level of competency (of
his present stair-step) along the acculturative continuum
might be measured by two means:

(1) through discovering his

degree of comfort or satisfaction, or (2) .through his perceptions of understanding or being understood.

Either or

both of these may refleqt his actual comprehension of
events.
Feelings of Comfort and
Satisfaction
If a person becomes acculturated he must learn new
norms of behavior. · This in and of itself is a normal human
process as one moves from childhood to adulthood; but for a
stranger it'is much more difficult,

b~caus~

he is located

on the periphery of society while the rules are transmitted
from the center out.

In addition, he is perceiving· these

norms from a different perspective.

Actions, behavioral

patterns, attitudes are not seen in context.

Very little

makes sense using this inappropriate screen.

So normal

defensive measures are taken and he rejects that which
irritates.
If he remains open to the culture and tries to see it
as it is he still risks .discomfort.

As Barna notes:

Someone operating·in another culture often feels
confused and helpless. His normal props are gone.,
simple chores.are very complicated, and he feels
like he is walking on ice. If he is "broad-minded"
and full of good will he exposes hims.elf to a
myriad of different sights, sounds, smells,
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·Rttitudes, val~es and assumptions. All have tho
potential of upsetting his normal base of sepurity,
his own cultural givens.
This nearly always arouses one's system to a
high tension level which, if prolonged, results in
fatigue and feelings of anxiety. The body eventually
"wears out" • • . • •
Common sympt·oms of culture shock are a rej.ection
of the new environment by withdrawal or a hostile
and aggressive attitude • • • • 4
From this it can be seen that when a .person enters a
new environment the lack of familiarity
.

~au.ses

dis-ease.

'

If he can tolerate this and the stimuli are organized into
a new and workable set, the gestalt becomes known, familiar,
comprehended.

The sense of anxiety should then lessen and

greater feelings of comfort and satisfaction be present than
if the stimuli were still discomfiting.
Again, one would first become comfortable with the
perception of tangible items--they are the
and understood, and hence, toierated.

mos~

readily seen

Only later would one

become more comfortable with patterns of behavior and finally
with value and attitude systems.
_Feelings of Understanding
and Being Understood

R. D. Laing in Interpersonal Perception:· A Theory
and Method of Research was among the first to plumb a
person's comprehension of a system

~hrough

various levels

and perspectives of f.eeling of understanding and being
understood.

In his research he found that self-report of

feelings of understanding and being understood on a paperand-pencil test could be a fairly accurate representation of
the actual.state of perception and of' reality.5

. ·!
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In summary, a person's perception of his degree of
acculturation will grow in a step-by-step process paralleling

the order of actual trait acquisition.

This perception can

be determined by knowledge of the amount of a person's
feelings of comfort and satisfactiDn and by knowledge of the
amount of his perceptions of understanding or· being understood.
Graphing the

Congr~encies

Inconsistencies between a person's own perception and
actual level of comprehension or behavior

m~y.be

caused by

the nature of the learning process and by defense mechanisms, as well as other factors.

When the person-' s perceive.d

level of understanding is, graphed against these other
variables known to affect
the acculturative
process such as
.
.
time-in-country or nationality the rate ·of the acculturative
process can be better understood and the influence of these
variables can be controlled.
Method of Study
The main criteria for a device which would measure the
cognitive acculturative process in such detail are two-fold.
First, the device must be one which.would show the GUmulaI

tive developmental properties of the process if such were· to
actually .exist.

Second, the device would have to be one ·

which would allow the researcher to know .if he were actually
measuring the construct "acculturatiqn," or if he were

..

l
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measuring additional sub-constructs, or a totally different
construct.
The type of instrument which would do this will be
further discussed in Chapter 3.
Theoretical Hypotheses
The three primary hypotheses of this thesis are as
follows:
Hypothesis I.

Acculturation is a

scal~ble

construct along

various posited phenomenological dimensions·.
This is to say that the phenomenological dimensions
b~

of acculturation will
opmental hierarchy.

perceived and will

~xist

in a·· devel-

As . seen before, each of these dimensions

of. satisfaction, understanding, or.comfort,

~tc.,

should

reflect the actual growing, expand~ng comprehehsion of t':he
new behavioral system.

The

proc~ss

of 'different_iation/

overgeneralization appears to be such that each step is

,.

dependent on the precBding step.
Hy~othesis

II.

Acculturation is~ factoria~ly-complex
construct which can be define·d as an amalgam
of sub-hierarchies along various phenomeno~qgical

dimensions which may or may not· be

related to each other.
Hypothesis III. Aiscaled self-report· of

the.degr~e·

of per-

ceived competency reached on a scale of a
·given phenomenological dimension of acculturation is related to.actual behavior· on that

.j

""!:.

\

-
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\

1

1

dimension as determined in other studies and

,,,.
,·~

..

"'II""''

defined by other variables.

The

relat~on

ship may vary adcording to other variables
and may or may not be linear.
The three secondary hypothe$eS

~hich

are· related tb

this third primary hypothesis are as follows:
A.

Perceived level of difficulty of the items
parallels the actual order of difficulty of trait
acuqisition.

B.

Perception of ability may be cqngruent or incongruent with the actual level of ability as
defined by the amount of contact with host
nationals due to the processes· of

diffe~entiation/

overgeneralization. .
C•. Other variables affect the response pattern on
scaled

r

self-rep~rts

of perceived level of

acculturation.

'

Summary
In this chapter the basic purpose and assumptions for
this study were given.

The criteria for a scaling method

were also listed, and the primary and secondary theoretical
hypothese·s were delineated.

·~ ..
..~'.'.
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"CHAPTER III
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METHODS AND PROCEDURES:

GUTTMAN

SCALOGRAl"I ANALYSIS
Overview
As seen in the previous chapter, th$re are three
primary hypotheS$S to be tested:

whether the construct,

"acculturation," is sca:)..able along various dimensions of
comfort, satisfaction, understanding, arid so forth; whether
or not acculturation is a factorially complex construct
composed of sub-hierarchies; and the relationship extant
between scale scores and other variables known to affect
acculturation.
In order.to test these hypotheses, the investigation
itself was conducted in three stages after the initial pretest period.

Each stage of testing focused on one theoreti-

cal hypothesis.
The pre-test period was conducted at Portland State
University.

At this time interviews were held with foreign

students and some.data

we~e

gathered from which material to

write scales was obtained.
The first stage of te2ting was the composition,
refinement,. and administration of nine scales to 150 foreign
students at both Lewis and Clark College .and Portland State

......
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University through three generations of testing instruments.
When the scales were determined to be significantly reliable,
the second stage of investigation.commenced.
This second stage was tq determine the complexity of
the construct, "acculturation."

This was fairly short and

simple as the degree of intercorrelations among

th~

scales

themselves and within the test battery as a whole were
computed.

Pearson's r, Spearman's rho, and Kendall's

coefficient of concordance:W were the measures used at this
1
.
t ime.

Finally, the congruency of an individual's scale
scores with demographic data and with other.known facts
about acculturation could be determined.

A battery of tests

was run to find these relat1onships--x2, ~pearman's rho, and
the Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance·by rank were
all used. 2
The major study, however, depended on the scalability
of the various posited phenomenological dimensions of the
construct, "acculturation."

Therefore, finding a suitable
I

scale and refining it was an important preparation for this.
The method of scaling finally chosen was a method which is
used in the field of anthropology--Guttman scalogram
analysis.

Since this technique is crucial and since it is

se.ldom used in the field of speech communication, this
chapter will focus on this method:
study; its previous

use~;

its.applicability to the

11hat it means as a "representat'ional

·~

---~ ~':;:,.;
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measurement"; the basic

theo~y

underlying it; and criticisms

'I

of the method.
The next chapter, Chapter 4., will elaborate on the
procedures in the investigation as a whole.
Applicability of Scalogram Analysis
·
to this Study
There were four major reasons why scalogram analysis
was chosen:

(1) there· was precedence in the field of

anthropology for this technique, (2) the

~echnique

is one in

which there is a two-way correspondence between the scale
and the property or the

con~truct

being measured, (3) the

technique would reveal the homogeneity characteristics of
the construct, "acoulturation," and thereby would show
where further clarification of the concept would be necessary, and (4) the technique is one which would illuminate
any of the cumulative

prope~ties

that· would be present in

the acculturative process.
Each of these four

reas~ns

will be explicated in one

of the following four subdivisions.

Precedent uses will

be discussed·under "Uses of Scalogram.Analysis."

The

second reason will be. discussed under "Measurement .Types."
the utility of.an1index of homogeneity a.nd cumulativity will
be forwarded under.the division

~ntitled

"Th$ Theory of

Scalogram Ana.lysis."
Other methods of scaling were originally considered
for t:Q.is study, especially the

Liker~

scale.

But· ·scalogram
!
'I

'

...
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analysis offered seve·ral advantages which the Liker.t.-type
I

scale could noi;i off er. · First, the Guttman scale ··i.s '. in

a:

different class· of me:asurement s· from. the Like rt·· scale. . It
is a representational measurement ·rather than .. a.n index
measurement' so that the' proper.ty and the scale reflect each
.

.

other; that is toi say, not only does the.property. of the
thi~g

being mea?ured d·etermine the index but also the index
I

can be used to make inferences about the property.· Second,

I

.J
, i

the Guttman scale is cumulative which the Likert scale is
not.

If this Guttman scale were to be used.it would show

the developmental aspects of the acculturative

proces~.

Third, the Guttman scale posits an underlying continuum.
The Index of Reproducibility (R) would indicate the homo1·

geneity of each dimension and would thus give some further
indication of the deg·re.e of ·complexity of the construct'

I

i

acculturation, itself.

I

I
I

I
I
I

Uses of Scalogram Analysis
In the survey of literature it was found
scalogram analysis was a test·

t~at

~ha:t

Guttman

could be used in a

variety of situations--to test attitudes, feelings-, and
future p~ans both within.and across cult~re~· and ov~~ an
.extended

I

~eriod

of time.

.

The test appeared to . ·have· been

u~ed in ~ituations ~nalogous to the testing si~u~tion.of this
I

.

.

study an& seemed capable of handling· the data.·

I

Twol areas will be briefly surveyed here.· One·will be
I

•

I

the generlal applicabil.i ty" of .. scalog~~: an~l,sis •.. The other

I·
I

I

I

'··~':'
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area will be the manner in.which
scalogram analysis has been
.
'

used in actual studies.
Scalogram analysis itself is " • • • a formal Analysis
[which] appli'es to any universe' of qualitative data of any
science, obtained by any manner· of observation. "3.

It is a

means.which will allow the quantification of qualitative
data.

1

·:

i
This data may' be ~btained by any means of observa-!

tion--interview, questionnaire, participant observation, I
etc.--and still be usable. 4
!
The problems which are .best ailalyzed by scale

anal~sis
I

are those problems

simil~r

to

. I
I

• . . many problems in social psychology. [which]
regard a qualitative item, like. an opinion or
attitude statement, as but a. sample from a universe of similar items. Here is where a scale
analysis is helpful.· It tells whether o~ not
the universe is scalable by using only a small
sample of the· items. Social phenomena are. usually
complex. However, if a seal~ is found to: exist
for a univers~ of phenomena,·that means that a
certain simplicity attends those phenomena. T~e
theory of scales tells how to recognize and take
advantage of that simplicity. If the phenomena
do not follow a simp~e pattern, then ~cale a~al
ysis shows that a more complicated technique is
needed to handle the data properly.5

I

1

The prototype of scalogram analysis was the Bogardus
Social Distance Scale..

Scal.ogram analysis . its elf was orig-

inally c<;mceived of by Louis Guttman 'in 1940.

The theory

was expanded and applied in the Research Branch of the
United

Sta~es

Government in 1941 and was used in research
:
6
throughout the war. years~
Though originally intended as an aid to measure

att·itudes, ·it was fourid during this time to also successfully
I

\

'I

\

'i

·~~
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measure morale, screen psychoneurotics, and predict afterwar vocations.7.

Since then.Guttman and others.have used

scalogram analysis for sociological analysis. including·
role conflicts. 8

In addition, Riley et al. used this method

of analysis to .determine the structuring and perception of
roles, status, an:d. consensus."9
Scalogram analysis has been commonly used in the field
of anthropology to study culture synchronically and, more
recently, diachronically.

Goodenough, and Mahar were among

those who used scalogram a;nalysis tq study culture· synchronically, i.e., to study a particular aspect of

~ulture

across sections or across cultures at one point in time.

10

Rose and Willoughby used this form of analysis to determine
the distribution of arts·.

_Freeman, Linton, and Winch

us~d

scales of social co·mplexity to test if desc.riptions of

•1

gemeinschaft-gesellschaft (rurai-urban) polarizations
occurred along a single dimension.

They were-able to formu-·
late a scale with an index of reproducibility of 97. 11
Yet it was Carneiro who was the ·first to make a dia-

I.

chronic study of culture _using scalogram analysis; a dia-

I

chronic study of culture being one whi.ch will ". • • involve

I

I
I

I

the dimension of time and [which] may involve specific
historical or broad evolutionary processes.' 112 Carneiro
found that this method of analysis could be

u~ed

succe~s-

·fully to determine cultural evolution .over time • 1 3
In the cross-cultural context, Guttman scales were
first used by Stephens who found that the extensiveness of
I

I
Ij

'·.:::~
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menstrual taboos formed a scalable hierarchy. · These scales
'
were refined by
Young and Backayan. 14
Thus, ip surveying studies which utilized scalogram
I

analysis in

!

t~e

fields of social psychology and

anthropol6gy~

I

it was found ;that the method had been used to determine
attitudes, cross-cultural variations, and differences in
cultures over time.

Even though these three areas had not

been studied simultaneously in one test, there did not
appear to be any reason why they could not be successfully
combined.

Scalogram analysis would thus· appear t.o be

appropriate to this particular study.
Measurement Types
Most reported research found in the survey of acculturatioh in both fields of anthropology.and speech communication
has used one of the teqhniques of 1ndex rather than representational measurement.

Index techniques used have ranged

from the more indirect means of

obs~rvation

such as Rorschach

Ink Blots and the Thematic Apperception Test to more direct
measures such as the Likert scale.

Yet.the basic premise

l
\

of these techniques is the same.

Guttman scalogram analysis,

however, _is an interlocking technique which is a form of
representational· measurement.

A representational

measure~

ment differs from'an index measurement in that there is a
two-way correspondence between the scale and the attribute
measured

rat~~r

I

-than a simple one-way correspondence.

, I

~~~~
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Index Measurement
Dawes states that ". • • index measurement. occurs ·
whenever a property of the thing·being indexed determines a
corresponding index, but not vie~ versa." 1 5

An index mea-

surement cannot be evaluated' in terms of its internal con-sistency, but only in terms of whether or not it makes valid
predications to exteinal and

~ncertain

a response to an item may be

determin~d

attitude.
such

t~sts

events.

In addition,

by factors other than

Dawes would consider.it a fallacy to interpret
literally stating that they

only in terms of their

predict~v.e

~hould

utility:

be evaluated

the individual's
·1

response in and of itself does not prov1de a certain set of

!

. f orma t•ion. 16
in

Representational Measurement
Representational measurement is based on the idea of
psychological brightness.

Its core property is that of a

two-way correspondence between the property of the construct
being measured and the s_cale itself.

In a representational
!

measurement, the property defines the scale and the scale
in turn defines the property.

This means that the test may

be evaluated in terms of its internal consistency in addition to being evaluated in terms of its predictive validity.
Psychological Brightness
!

Psychological brightness is found by one of the confusion methods.

The one most commonl:y used is that o.f "just

noticeable differences"· in which

.l

,..
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stimulus 2. is • . • defined to. be just noticeably
different f~om stimulus b whenever it is judged to
be more intense than b with p~obability .75.
These just noticeable differences are regarded as
units ~n the scale of psychological intensity •. 17
These units are cumulative magnitudes of the factor under
consideration and may be use.d in contexts

whe~e

no physical

dimension parallels the psychological dimension under
investigation.
Two-way Correspondence
With a representational measurement there is a two-way
correspondence between the property.of the construct being
measured and the scale •.

T~is me~s

that the property of the

items being measured determines their scale position which
in turn can be used to make inferences about the property
be~ng

measured.

For example, if several people are asked

to choose between two apples, Apple A and Apple B, Apple A
can be defined as the preferred apple as it is chosen significantly more

f~equently.'

But since Apple A is also

larger than Apple B, preference can be defined in turn as
the larger apple.
Thus the measurement scale represents the property.
The. thing ordered with its crucial property forms. an
empirical relational system.

The measurement scale with
its property form· a rel~tional system •. 18

Validity
The validity of a measurement based 9n the confusion
method.is established. by its consistency in prediction in

·1
t

~.~
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much the same way that the validity of a theory is established:

it can never be provert to be

valid~

yet, until it

·makes inconsistent p~edictions, it is never disproven to be
valid. 1 9 These measurements are not as vague as index measurements nor are they as vulnerable to external and
uncertain events.

This is so because they make predictions

about !'the same class of events used to obtain the measure. 1120
Predictions are certain except for a
the instrument due to a lack of

malfunc~ioning

co~respondence

of

between tech-

nique and actual behavior in the domain due to experimenter
ineptitude.

Once the instrument is perfected, a representa-

tional measurement is more certain and elegant than an

inde~

measurement.
Techniques
Of the representational measurements, proximity techniques are used to find the basic dimensions, and magnitude
technqiues are used to fi.nd specific bi ts of information
about the dimension.

An interlocking technique such as the·

Guttman method of scalogram analysis goes even further thari
either of the above techniques in that its purpose is
• . • to represent both people .and stimuli jointly-in such a way that orde~ in the presentation reflects
behavioral_dominat.ion. For example, an indiyid~al
judges that a particular beer is too tart; the beer
may then be represented above the individual's ideal
on a dimension of tartness. Or an individual.
endorses a monotone attitude statement; • • • the.
resulting representation places th.e individual above
the sta~ement on a dimension.of favorability. toward
its subj~ct matter.21
·

'1
1
'
· 1
1
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Hence, the method of scalogram analysis seems to afford the
best method of determining an in9.ividual 's relati.onship ·to·
an item whether it is a skill or an

attitu~e.

The Theory of Scalogram.Ana'iysis
In this division, a "working .definition" of scalogram
analysis will be set forth followed by some of the

p~oper

t ie s inherent in this representational measurement.
Scalogrcµn
process,

ir.

•

•·

analysi~

is basically a simple concept and

a procedure for ordering individuals along

a single dimension, at the same time testing the.assumption
that the several acts or items 'hang together' to represent
a unitary concept." 22 This is accomplished by means of
rank order and internal metric~ 2 3 .
It has been explained

t~at,-

in presenting this tech-

nique,
• • • Guttman offered a model which dispenses with
the concept of a latent or underlying continuum to
which the responses to a particular item is to be
related. He considered an attitude "scalable" if
responses to a set of items in that area arranged
themselves in certain specified ways. ln particular, it must be possible to order the items such
that, ideally persons who answer a given item
favorably all have higher ranks than persons who
answer the same question unfavorably. From a
respondent's rank or scale score W€ may knowexactly which items he· endorsed. Thus ~e can.
say that the response to any item provides a
definit~on of the respo~dent's attitude.24
This

~s

interlockin~

to say ·that Guttman scalogram analysis is an
technique in which persons and responses are

inseparable and

i

cumulativ~ly

ordered in

a stair-step

pattern

.>

~
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along a continuum.

The cumulated.responses of all respon-

dents determine the ranking of the scale i.tems.

The rank of

the items.last accepted by the person then places the person
in an ordinal rank compared to all other respondents thus
defining his .attitude.
For example:

if 10 people were told to mark whether

or not they enjoyed each small.Apple C, large Apple B, or
huge

A~ple

A, and one person

~arked th~t

they enjoyed only

small Apple C, three people marked that they enjoyed both
small Apple C and large Apple B, and six people marked that
they enjoyed all three apples, a Guttman scale would exist.
No person chose

A~ple

A without also choosing Apple B.

person chose Apple B without choosing Apple C.

No

The· responses

of the people determined that. Apple. A should be given the
highes-t rank and that Apple C should be given the lowest
rank.

Conversely those who chose only one apple were placed·

in a lower rank than those who chose two or three apples.
Reliability .
The basic measure of the Guttman scalogram is the
Index of Reproducibility (R) which indicates the reliability
of the test.
areas:

R in turn gives information about three

(1) the unidimensionality or homogeneity of the

test (whether or not the test is measuring ''the single
meaning of an area"), (2) the cumulative properties of the
area being scaled, and (3) the universe of attributes (i.e.,

.'

l

'':...__
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whether or not the items chosen

~ff~rd

an.adequate sample

"representative of all possible questions").
Each of these, the index of reproducibility, homogeneity, cumulativity, and the universe of attributes will
be discussed iri turn.
The Index of Reproducibility
The index or coefficient of reproducibility has been
defined as; ". • • the empirical relative freq.uency with
which the values or the attributes do correspond to the
proper intervals on the quantitative variable."~5

In other

words, it is the number of deviations from perfect correlation (i.e~, how many people chose the combination of Apple C
and App·le A, rather than Apple C and Apple B).
The deviation is computed as
(l°) the question and answer categories are. ranked
in a preliminary order of extremeness with the
"most extreme" category, i.e. , the o·ne which is
endorsed by fewest people, placed first and the
other categories following in decreasing order of
"extremeness," and (2) the people are ranked in
order of "favorableness" with the "most favorable"
persons, i.e., those who answer all questions
"favorably," placed first and the.other individuals
following in decrea~ing order of "favorableness. 11 26
Next one
[coupts] up the errors for each person on each
item . . . . If the errors of reproducibility are
random, and if the population reproducibility is
at least .90, then the standard error of a sample
proportion of reproducibility is at most .013,
which allows a devi~tion in_ the proportioµ of.at
·most .040 a~ the three standard error level of,
confidence.· 7

~.
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Since, "perfect scale scores are not to.be expected in
p~actice ,." 28 a scale score of 90-100 is now used as the "efficient approximation" of a perfect scale.

In the early stages

.

of testing, however, 85 was regarded as acceptable.

29

Homogeneity
Three degrees of homogeneity can be represented by the
index of reproduqibility.
lity,.non-scale, and

are scale or unidimensiona-

Thes~

quasi~scale.

Scale
A scale is indicated
is 90-100.

wh~n

the index ·of reproducibility

This shows that " • • • the responses to each

item are in [as] close agreement as they should be in a

homoge~ous test,"30 and defines a_ single continuum.

This

single continuum is
• . . a series of items each of which is a simple
function of the scale. scores [permitting] a clearcut statement of what is meant by a rank-order
based on a· single· variable • • . a result of 1
working with unidimensional universes . . • • 3
When the correlation is near perfect, only one dimension or one sub-set of a universe.is being measured.

Errors

must be random.
For example, if and only if everyone who. c_hose Apple A
also chose Apple B and Apple C, and if everyone who chose B
cho~e

C, ·and if those

would exist.

Thi~

was based on size.

w~o

chose C chose only C, then a scale

would show that'the·preferehce of apples

'··

r
I
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Non-Scale
· A non-scale type is .indicated when the index. of reproducibility falls below 85-80 and there are non-random. errors.
When this occurs, two or.more variables are.present.

Further

dissection and reordering of the items may reveal.two or more
attitude sub-areas each of which might be scalable.3 2
With the apples, this would occur if some people were
choosing apples based on preference by size and some people
were choosing apples based on preference by colo'r.

Even

though size has been determined to be scalable--all people
who prefer large apples also enjoy small apples--color may
or may not be scalable.
Quasi-Scale
A quasi-scale is found when the index of reproducibility is between 80 or 85 and 90 and the errors are random.
These errors are caused by the presence of one dominant
factor and a gradient of many small factors.

For example,

some people might base their apple preference on the size
of the apple, but some might base their preference on color,
or on shape, or on the number of worm holes.

.l

Each of these

areas would be·cumulatively scalable.33
The presence of a true quasi-scale can be determined
by the Israel Alpha technique in which, " • • • the ideal
types [of the image] form a perfect scale."

The image of a

quasi-scale is a scale of the coded responses that

·I

. ~~-

'j"
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"

. . expresses

wha~

the variable has in

remaining variables in the universe

co~on

with all the'
4

f~r. the pop~lati.on. "3

Even though a quasi-scale is not a "true" unidimens.ional scale, it is equally as good as a true scale for
external prediction problems as, " • . . the prediction of
the external variable rests on the dominant factor that is
being measured by the quasi-scale score·s. rr35
In addition, quasi-scales are still an important means
of scale

meas~rement

in that they:

• . • seem to enable.one to take a large number of
items which have some strong common content and to
derive from their intercorrelations a score which
permits a rank order independent of item weights.
It would thus appear that quasi-scales offe~ a
promising avenue of research into some complex areas
which are neither scalable nor divisible into ·scalable
sub-areas. While the single dominant variable of a
quasi-scale cannot be represented by me.ans of a small
number of items due to the amount of error involved,
increasing the number of items which contain this
dominant variable makes this error·assume a gradient
pattern, and permits an invariant rank order.36
For this parti?ular study of acculturation, if the
various scales of the dimensionr. show a high level of
reproducibility and, thus, unid[mensionality, it would
indicate that each scale was measuring only one dimension;
or aspect, of the constI'1:1ct, "acculturation."
j

scale would be a simple,

Thus each
•

un~tary

dimension; yet., the com-

·plexity of the construct would be known in and because bf
the number and variety of sub-sets.

"Acculturation" would

be a factorially complex construct composed of sub.

'

hierarchies along various dimensions.

::..-.._
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However, if the index of reproducibility were to be
lower, indicating the presence of quasi-scales, the construct,
"acculturation," would be revealed as even more complex-.

.

each dimension would include two or more sub-sets of the
construct rather than the unitary sub-set.
cate the ·need for more probing
redefinition of the construct.

i~

This would indi-

the area and for a possible

Deviations from the norm

would help to determine what is normal to the core of the
acculturative process and what is peripheral and may help
in the operational redefin~tion of the construct.37
Cumulativity
When the index of reproducibility is between 90-100,
it indicates that a

~cale

exists; i.e., that a single

dime~~

sion is being measured, that the items are in a single
continuum, and that the same common factor is being measured
in all individuals in all items.3 8 As was seen with the
quasi-scale, the items are in a gradient.

In other words,

the same common·factor is being measured in all individuals,
yet the items that each person has passed are of differential
magnitudes so that the amount of the common factor found in
each trait is cumuiative.39
This leads to the following six formal properties of
a scale.
1.

A rank that is higher than another has all the

properties of a rank that is lower plus one.

Large Apple B

has all the volume of small Apple C plus additional.

.

~

i

i- ...

..
.I
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2.

If one trait is known to be present in an indivi-

dual by his rank score,· t:p.en the

p~rson

will also have all

the traits which are below the known trait.

If a person is

known to enjoy Apple B, then he will also enjoy Apple C.

3.

If one trait is absent, then all the traits ranked

higher than it will also be absent.

If a.person does not

enjoy Apple B, then neither will he enjoy Apple A.
Therefore:
4.

If the scal·e. score of an individual is known then

the complete inventory of his traits (positive and negative)°
can be deduced. 40 If it is known that a person likes Apple
B, then it is .also known that.he likes Apple C and does not
"

'I

like Apple A.

5.

Two persons with the .same scale score should have
responded the same to all items. 41 Two pers.ons with a scale
score of 3 (they bo'th like Apple A) should also both like
Apple B and Apple C.
6.

The rank order of an individual holds good for the

individuals not only within this series of questions but in
the entire

univer~e

under

scrutiny~

If a different set of

questions representing the same universe were placed before
the same individuals they would have the same rank order. 42
Hence, ·it ip seen that scalogram analysis is cumulative based on the idea of functional prerequisites, i.e.,
the idea that trait a of necessity'preceeds trait b, so
th~t

is one _pos9esses trait, or skill b one must first possess

~
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trait or skill a.

Since this technique does reveal cumula-

tive properties., ·it would be the preferable scal;ing technique to use in this study since it would reveal whether or
not the cognitive process of acculturation is indeed a
cumulative process learnedlli a

step-by-s~ep

manner over

specific periods of time.
In addition, if a scale is cumulative along a single
continuum it

form a matrix, a parallelogram which is
readily scanned and coded (see Figure 1). 4 3
wi~l

A

B

c

I x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Apple

x
x
x

x
x

I

x

Person

I

8

r

7

.1

6

I

5

I
I

4

3
2

1

Figure 1. A matrix of a
homogenous scale.
The Universe of Attributes
One of the basic premises of scalogram

anal~sis

is

that if a universe ·contains a single variable then the
individuals will have the same rank order regardless of the
sample of questions used so that, . ~·. • . from a sample of
attributes we can draw inferences about the universe of
attributes.

1144

If a scale is found-. to exist then inferences

may be drawn about the whole universe under consideration.

~~

•f

1
I
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But what is this universe?

The universe is the concept

which is being tested for scalability and consists of all
·attributes defining the concept.

The universe is defined by

the attributes assigned to it by virtue of their content
·which is the title given them by the researcher; i.e., the
hypothesis or attitude under question. 4 5
For example, in this instance the experimenter's
hypothesis might be that "acculturation is scalable ''--that
the integration of new values does not occur until new
behavioral patterns or new artifacts have been integrated.
His

samp~e

which

of attributes is a series of checks to determine

trai~s,

behavioral patterns, and values, if any, have

been integrated.

If this series scales, then an inference

can be drawn about the universe of attributes--that acculturation is cumulative dependen·t on the order of trait or
element acquisition.
Sampli~g

of this universe is intuitive ..· In addition,

item selection can be improved_after the initial run by use
of the H-technique in which two or more ·items are used to
determine the cut9ff point rather than one item as in
. 46
sea 1 ogram ana 1 ysis.
Scale analysis does not define or judge content;

"

. it presumes that the universe of content is already

defined, and merely tests whether or not the area_ is
representable by a single variabl~.,, 4 7

A scale does not

define the universe nor does it define whether or not a

-~
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universe is scalable.

It merely represents and illuminates

that which already exists.

If ·enjoyment of apples was not

a cumulative property based on the size of apples, no scale
would be apparent in the testing.
However, even when the scale is reliable and does
accurately represent the universe of attributes, it .is still
relative to time and to populations.

One must be wary

especially of the latter as different populations may define
the issues

diff~reritly.

The samples and, hence, universes
would then differ·not in degree but in kind. 48 Foreign
students might define acculturation in terms .of adaptation
to the university situation.

For overseas businessmen,

acculturation would be defined by their colleagues, employers,
and employees.

The basic process of

acculttirat~on w~uld

be

the same in either case, but different populations might
understand.and identify with different sets of items.

..

Predictive Validity
In scaling, an

att~ibute

is reproduced from a quanti-·

tive variable, e.g., p~eference in enjoyment of apples is
reproduced from the size' of apples.

In prediction, this

attribute is then used 'to predict the variable.

(How much

one enjoys apples will be determined by which apple was
chosen, A, B, or C.).
When· the index of reproducib.ility is between 90-100
the items have a mult·ivariate distribution that is
scalable, Jarid] it can easily be seen that no matter
what the outside variable may be;. the same prediction

--.....
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I
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weights may be given to the items. The correlation
of any outside variable with the scale scores is
precisely the -same as the multiple correl81tion of
the outside variable with the items in the scale.
Thus, we have an outstanding property of scaling,
namely, that it provides an invariant quantification of the attributes for predicting ati outside
variable. No matter w~at prediction purpose is to
be served by the attributes, the scale scores will
serve that purpose .. 49
Even though the scale scores are stable for predictive
p~~pos.es,

the success of the items and hence prediction

..

·

depends on some very human factors.

Predictive validity is

most likely to be successful when there is a fair degree of
correspondence

betwee~

the origin, test, and criterion

·l
I

situation.

The items should be unambiguous:

i."e., they

must be interpreted in only one way, the individual

!

l

shou~d

be able to understand what ·the author is trying to test;
and the individual should

re~pond·to·the

test" item using

the.same .criterion that the author intended when he wrote
the test.50

'

· Because· of the formal relational system existing
between the property under measurement and the

seal~

(homeomorphism), prediction is certain except for a malfunctioning in the instrument.

If the instrument does nQt·

predict, it is due to the experimenter's lack of observation
and/or technique and the actual behavior in the universe
under consideration.5 1
Reliab~lity·and

gram analysis.

I

validity are interdependent in scalo-

Yet there is a conflict between maximal

~.
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reliability and maximal validity in that, generally, the
former requires high
low.

i~ter-item

correlations and the latter,

The problem is easily solved, though, by using a

battery of .tests to determine the profile of an attribute.
Each individual test should aim at high reliability while
the whole battery should aim at high validity; i.e., there
should be homogenous tests within heterogenous batteries.
A useful

ave~age

for inter-item correlations in such a

battery would ~e between ~10 and .6o.52

However·, since the

items are important in and of t4emselves as attributes of
the universe and are not merely means of prediction, interitem correlations for scalogram analysis are not as important
in determining the reliability of.a scale .as they are in
determining the reliability of some other kinds of tests.53
Criticisms
Seven major criticisms have been made of the method
of Guttman scalogram analysis:

(1) the criterion of scal-

ability is rarely achieved, (2) if scalability is achieved,
I

there is a question whether the score is univocal or a
uniform combination of two or more factors,
effec~ive

(3) there is ·no

means of item selection, it is by investigator

luck only,

(4) ~here are no rigorous rules for combining

response categories and for counting errors of reproduction,

(5) reproducibility is related to response popularity,
( 6) that it

II •

•

•

·favors.groups of items that turn out to be

• !
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virtually r·ewording of the
variable emphasized
.

.

coul~

than a common factor,"

54

s~me

content, in which case the

well be a specific factor rather

.

·and {7) that [a] the cutoff point

is too lenient, or [b] that the cutoff point is too
stringent.55
In response it can be mentioned that the cutoff point
for a.scaie is an arbitrary point analogous to .05.5 6
Since the first use of
have changed with
i.
I

i

scalogra~

exper~ence.

analysis some standards

But it has been found through

continued use that a Guttman R of 90 offers both high testretest reliability and satisfactory extern~l vaiidity.57
Scales with an R of 100 are not to be expected in practice,
but scalability between 90-100 has been achieved in many .
studies.
The most

~elevent

6riticisms for this

study--thos~

deploring methods of item selection and of counting and
combining of errors and response ca:tegories--are valid.
The process does depend heavily on the inv"estigator Is own
astute observations and common sense recognition of the
relevant items and processes involved in the particular
ar_ea under considerati_on.

Newer techniques such a$ the

Israel Alpha technique and the H-scale should help to
improve this somewhat.
In spite. of these problems,

sca~ogram

analysis seemed

to be the appropriate measure for this study as it would
clarify whether ·or .not phenomenological dimensions of

I
I

I

'"

~~.

r
l

l
I
I
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acculturation were cumulative existing in scalable form and
whether these dimensions are unidimensional.

Summary
In this chapter, critici

of Guttman scalogram

analysis were given, the basicltheory underlying the method
was explained, the. technique
.

w~s

located and explained as a

form of representational measu:¢ement' and l ts usage wa's made
known.
Theoretically, scalogramlanalysis has two properties
which would help illumine .the donstruct acculturation.
These are the properties of cululativity and homogeneity.

.
i.

I

Guttman scalogram analysis was also found to be applicable
to, the study because of its st ength as a representational
measure.

In

a~dition,

s~alogr

analogous studies in other

analysis had been used in

disiiplin~s,

so it seemed tb be

the appropriate measure to use \in this investigation.

'
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CHAPTER· IV
METHODS .AND-PROCEDURES:
One~

GENERAL PROCEDURES

the scaling method was determined and found to be

reliable, the rest of the study could be conducted.

In this

chapter, the .operational hypotheses will be given.

This will

be followed by the methods and procedures which were used to
test them.
Research Hypotheses
The three primary and the three secondary theoretical.
hypotheses can be restated as thirteen research hypotheses.
Hypothesis I.

Acculturation is a scalable construct along
various posited

phe~omenological

Three criteria will be used to assess
l·.

dimensions.

scalabil~ty:

A ·reliable and valid scale of a dimension will
have an Index of Reproducibility greater than
or equal to 84.

2.

Scales will be accepted as reliable at .01
lev~l

3.

of confidence.

Inter-item correlations should be low to
moderate.

Hypothesis II.

Acculturation is a factorially complex
construct.which can be defined as an
amalgam of sub-hierarchies along various

-...
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phenomenological dimensions which may or
may not be related to each other.
1.

All phenomenological dimensions are related to
the construct ''acculturation. "

2.

Sub-hierarchies of the construct, "acculturation," may or may not be related to each
other.

Hypothesis III.

A scaled sel'f-report of the degree of
perceived competency reached on a scale of
a given phenomenological dimension of
acculturation is related to actµal behavior
on that dimension as determined in other
studies and defined by other variables.
The relationship may vary according to
other variables and may or may not be
linear.

Secondary hypotheses and research hyp_otheses de.fining
the third theoretical hypothesis are as follows:
A.

Perceived level of difficulty of the items parallels the actual order of difficulty of trait
acquisition.
1.

Item ranks will parallel Linton's order of
trait acquisition.

B.

Perception of ability may be.congruent or incongruent with the actual level of ability as
defined .by the amount of contact with host

·1
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nationals due to the processes of differentiation/
overgenera~ization.

L.

Scale scores will vary with

2.

Scale scores will vary with the amount of

time-in-count~y.

time spent living with host nationals.

3.

Students carry a rrsliding-scalerr of progress
in communicative ability.

C.

Other variables affect the response pattern on
scaled self-reports of perceived level of
acculturation.
1.

Scale scores will vary with national background.

2.

Scale scores will vary with intention of

I.

I
I

permanent re9idency.

3.

Scale scores will correlate with perceived
status and position.

4.

Scale scores will correlate with perceived
ability to communicate.
General Procedures

In this division a discussion of the pre-test will be
followed by a discussion of the subjects, testing
and

~ata

analysis.

conditi~ns,

Last, ·some of the procedural choices

rp.ade will b.e explained.
Pre-Test
Pre-test data were gathered frbm three sources:
(1) personal experience, (2) a survey of English as a

-~
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Second Language (ESL) students who had been in the United
States for less than one year, ·and (3) in-depth interviews
with foreign students who had been in the United States
one· to seven years.
The interviews

w~re

abstracted, and data from the

interviews and surveys were then subjected to an informal
content analysis.

Statements which appeared to pertain to

different posited dimensions of
together.

accultura~ion

were grouped

A test comprised .of representative statements

was given to several students.

However, the items were

found to be too complex and subjective-, the dimensions, too
vague.

All dimensions. except that of linguistic· competency

!

iI

.were abandoned.

The test w&s rewritten in a Guttm.an format

f

j

·

along ·nine dimensions.

I
Subjects
The actual testing was done in three generations and
involved students from Asia, Africa, the Middle East,
Europe, and South .America.·

Subjects (Ss). for Generation 1

were drawn from two classes at.Portland State University,
a moderately-sized urban university.

Fifteen Ss came from

the writer's class Introduction to Intercultural Communication.

A broad range of ages

a~d

various amount of time in

the United States were represented by this group'.

Sixteen

Ss came from students in a third-level English 110 class·,
English as a E?.econd Language.

-.-.
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During Generation 2 tests were administered at both
Portland Stat·e University .and Lewis and Clark College, a
small, private.college in the suburbs.
responses

f~om

The breakdown of

Lewis and Clark is as follows.

Of the

54 students who were in the ESL program only, 8 responded
(14%); 2 out of 19 students who were half-time in the ESL
program and half-time in regular classes responded (15%);
22 out of 64 foreign students who participated full time in

regular classes responded (34%).

The one permanent resident

of alien status did not respond; four students whose status
was undetermined responded.
response rate of 27%.

Total N was 36 out of 132, a

The complexity of the. test, the

timing of its administrat.ion, and its optional return.
probably precluded a high.response.rate.
At Portland State Uni·versity during

Generatio~.

the total N was 14, a response rate of 45%.·

2,

Tests were

given to 20 E.SL students and to 11 students who were colleagues or members in·an upper division psychology class
which dealt with problems of .adjustment to the United States.
Generation .3
University.

W?-S

administered only at ·Portland State

There were 14 .Ss from the

~r~ter's

speech

class, lntroduction to Intercultural Communication, and

·14 Ss from a moderate level ESL class •.
Te~ting

Conditions

Testing con4iti6ns were approximately the same for
Generations 1 and 3 but.were quite different for Generation

86
2.

I

F'or Generation 1 a colleague administered the test to

the writer's class by reading aloud the directions given on
the page marked "To the Respondent."

Ten.minutes were

allowed· for completion of Part I, Demographic Date (see
Approximately 30 minutes were allowed for

Appendix A.)

responding to the. actual scales.
during the
later.

te~t.

The purpose of

Translation
th~

~elp

was given

test was explained

The same·administration .procedure was used.by the

writer in the ESL, English 110 ·class.
The same general procedure was followed for Generation

3.

A colleague administered the test in the writer's ctass

using

th~

same basic procedures.

How.ever, as the demo-

graphic data were now at the back of the packet, 40 minutes
u~interrupted

response time was allowed.

debriefed later.

The writer administered the test in the

English 110 classroom.
but only 30

Students were

minute~

The

~ame

procedure was followed,

response time was allowed.

Generation 2 was administered in a proctorless
situation.

At Lewis and Clark College, the survey was

placed in the mailboxes of all foreign students with a
cover letter indiGating that it had been approved by the
foreign student aQ..visor on campu.s (see Appendix B).

Full

instructions were on the page marked "To. the Respondent" and
demographic question's. were placed ?.t the back .of the
pack~t

were

(see

place~

Append~x

.B). ·Follow-up letters and· phone calls

later as'the

respon~e

rate was slow.

.i
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At Portland· State University, the test was passed out
as an optional homework assignment in an ESL class.

The

only instructions given were that it be returned to class by
the following week.

The· test was also given to students in

an upper division class and to 6olleagues.
were returned the purpose and method were

As the tests
expla~ned.

Data Analysis
Data analysis will be presented .in three sections-scale development, construct definition, and the relationships between test results and demographic data.
Scale Development
.,
i

Generation 1

I

After perusal of DeYoung, simple concrete items were
written and r.andomly ordered within six po'sited phenomenological dimensions.

These were:

II. I Understand Ameri-

can • • • , III. I Understand American Reactions to
My • • • , IV. Americans Understand My

• , V. Americans

Understand My React·ion to • • • , VI. I am Comfortable with
American· • • . , and VII. I am Satisfied with My •
Some items were left out of some dimensions due to inappropriatene.ss.

Other items were ordered into I. Linguistics

and VIII. Americans

Each dimension was placed on

a separate page and placed in a packet with two pages of
bibliographic data to be completed (see Appendix· A).

--
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Data was hand-tabulated and Guttman's· reproducibility
was obtained for each scale. 1

Coefficient of Reproducibility =
1 -

number
- of errors
.
.number of questions x number of respondents

Generation 2
Ambiguous items, items with a high error rate, and
some obviously non-monotonic items from Generation 1 were
discarded.

These last items were items that two sets of

people could respond to • . A new scale dimension, IX. I am
Comfortable • • • was added,. and ·the demographic data was.
placed at the back of the packet (see.Appendix B).

The test

was readminist.ered.
Since the r~sponse rate was so low from ~ewis. and
Clark College, responses from Lewis and Clark College and

~

1·
4
~

j

i
l

Portland State University were tabulated separate-ly to
determine if the populations were similar on three randomly
selected scales.
R's.

No major differences were found in the

So, the Lewis and Clark and Portland State populations

were combined and results tabulated for all dimensions.
Since items were not ·placed in the same hierarchical rank
order that they had been ranked in during

.an~lysis

of

Generation 1, the 'stability of the new R's was left in some
doubt.
1·

It was decided to retest.
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Generation 3
At this time scale items were kept only if 'they met
three criteria:

(1) they did not change their relative rank

position between Generations 1 and. 2, (2) they had a low
error rate, and (3) they were the more clearly worded in the
case of tied ranks.

Scales V and VI were

complet~ly

dis-

carded due to the instability of their items (see Appendix
1

b).

The test was ad.ministered a third time.

When tabu-

lated, items were given the same rank order they had had in
Generation 2 except for the items on Scale VII.

These

items were ranked, in ascending order of positive responses
since the scale had been drastically modified after the
Generation 2 analysis.

Scale III was dropped from all

further analysis. since its R fell below .83 and had sharply
dropped from the R score it had obtained in Generation 2.
After all the data were in, Kuder-Richardson's 20,

a
. I

l
~

l.
I

test for reliability, was run on all the remaining sc.ales
from.Generations 2 a~d 3. 2

!
l
~

rtt
.

=f~)
\k: 1 . (

1 -

.

~)
cr2t

The reliability was corrected (Horst Correction for Uneven
It em 1'1arg ina-1 s ) • 3
crm

2

=

rtt (corr.)

2~

p s - 1'1t ( 1+1'1t)
.

{m2- ~PJ (~.

.- crt 2 ~. ~pq ..

crm2 )
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The significance of rtt (qorr.) was tested by the F-ratio.

4

Finally, the inferred average inter-item correlations were
found.5
rtt
k + (1-k)(rtt)

This·measure is an estimate of the.correlation of each scale
with a hypothetical scale that would be one item in length.
Construct Definition
The heterogeneity of the battery was measured by two
different tests.

Pearson's product-moment correlation

coefficient (r) was computed on the psychome.tric scores of
' 6
each scale.
rx:y

=

~
SxSy

i

This was a parametric measure of between scale correlations.

I!

A

no~-varametric

measure of ·between scale· correlation

(Spearman's rho)7

N

l-6~d
rs =

,

2

L =l

N3-N.

was computed for Guttman's R's.
· At this point Generation .3 was dropped from all further
analy~is

due to insignificant Kuder-Richardson 20 reliabiiity

on some scales.

For the "successful" scales of Generation .2

.

.

the homogeneity of the total battery and hence of the
construct, "acculturation," was determined by use of Kendall's.
coefficient of con6o~dance:w. 8

I

~
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s

w-

. - lil2 k 2 (N3-N).

Relationships
Relationships

bet~een

a person's response to the.scales

and other variables were determined in three sets of procedures:

(1) a notation of item ranks, .(2) a determination of

the independence of the samples; and (3) measures of correla~
tion.
Item-ranks

I
I
I

The perceived (i.e., ranked) order of i_tem difficulty
across the scales was compared with Linton's "educed order
of cultural trait acquisition."
the perception of

·This provided a check on

difficulty~

Independence .of Samples
Both the X2 ,test fork independent samples and the
Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance by ranks for
large samples corrected for ties (H) were used to determine
if different populations were indicated by differences in
(1) time-in-country, (2) percentage of time spent liv{ng

with Americans, (3) nationality, and (4) intention of
p_ermanent residency.
r

x2

=

i.

6
=j

k
6
,j=l·

( Oi·j - Eij )

Eij

2

9

!
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R 2

k _j_ - 3(N+l)

12
H

10

L::.nj

"=l

= ----Si!.1--=--.2:_T_ _ __
N3 - T

Correlations
Spearman' s Rh.o was used to determine any correlation
be_tween perceived ability to communicate (question 27 '·
demographic data) and perceived status (question 28, demographic data) and scale scores.
A simple computation of the mean and median 11 were
used to determine the possibility of an internal "slidingscale" ·which would affect perception of communicative
abilities and thus cause inflated scale scores.
Procedural Explanations
Following are some notes on the procedures used for
scale c·onstruction and determining the relationships
between scale scores and other variables.
Scale Construction
In this section, item choice; source, choice, and
meaning of the

di~ens.ions;

and demographic data will ·be

examined.
Item Choice
Basically, items for dimensions II-VII and IX were
chose~

to represent various traits that could be acquired.

These included concrete traits (food), behavioral

pattern~

I
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I
I
I

(customs), and abstractions (goals and philos9phies).

These

latter were deliberately left undefined, although, if. a
student didn't understand the meaning of a. word, a v·erbal
definition might be given.
Items for dimensiqn I. Linguistics were chosen from·
the original

surv~ys

and interviews and from observations

made by teachers of English as a Second Language.
for dimension VII~ Americans •

Items

were selections from and

modifications of the dimensions of competency, empathy, anq
affiliation/support in the "Test ·of Effectiveness in
.
.
Interpersonal Communication.". by John Wiemann. 12
Source, Choice, and Meaning of
Dimensions
Dimension I. Linguistics.

This dimension directly·

measured the student's felt competency in the English
language in an objective, true-false manner.
included as it seemed basic to acculturation.
wer~

It was
If a person

not proficient in the language, it would be harder for

him to interact in a wide variety of social situations and
\

to

compreh~nd

the abstractions behind. the behaviors.

Dimensions II-VII and ·IX.
on the

pre~ises

These dimension$ were based

set forth in Chapter 1 that degrees of

'satisfaction and comfort with, and understanding of traits
reflected degrees of ·acculturation.
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Dimension II. I Understand American • . . was an
attempt to directly-measure comprehension.

It was based on

the supposition that if a person says that he understands a
trait he is likely to (a) comprehend it and the system which
it~

at least on· that level, and (b) have internalized

the trait.

The more one says he understands the more one is

embeds

acculturated.
Dimension III. I Understand American Reactions to
My • . • was based on the premise that if a person said he·
understood American reactions to his behavior two things
would be occurring:

(1) he would probably be in a fair

amount of contact with Americans in order to know that they
were reacting to his behavior, and (2) as he would be inter-

. i

!

acting with Americans and.understanding their reactions to
his behavior he would come to see that there were two different systems in operation and might begin to sense the
amount of disparity between the two.
A high scale score on dimension IV. Americans Understand My· • • • would indicate a moderate degree of involvement with Americans and their ·thought patterns and would
show that the student was becoming involved in the American
thought processes.

Dimension V. Americans Understand My

Reaction to • • • would in an indirect way test the level
of interpersonal involvement.

For a ·student to get a high

scale score he would.have to know the American reaction to
his own thoughts and would have to feel that Americans were
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in some degree of empathy.

This could occur only with a

fairly high development of verbal and interpersonal.skill
after much time in interaction.
Dimensions VI, VIII, and IX •.

These dimensions were

more direct measures of acculturation than were the "understanding" dimensions, II-V.
The two "comfort" dimensions, VI and !X would test a
much more basic.level of acculturation than would any of
the dimensions testing for

unders~andihg.

Nevertheless,

discomfort with certain traits inhibits the use of those
traits even though it may not check the actual understanding
of such.

Dimension VI. I am Comfortable with American ••

tested to see how comfortable the student felt in observation of and

inte~action

daily tasks.

with Americans going about their

If a person.is comfortable with what someone

else is doing, he: is more likely to adopt it or to
already done so.

~ave

Dimension IX. I am Comfortable • • • mea-

sures how comfortable the person is while actually partic· ipating in

Amer~can

life.

If one is cqmfortable doing

something, one may or may not understand, but at least one
is beginning to integrate into the social structure.
The idea for and some of the items for dimension
VII. I am
Morris'

Sati~fied

discussio~

with My •.••

s~rang

from part of

in The Two-Way Mirror in which he states

concerning satisfaction:

I
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In view of the relation between academic difficulty and language difficulty (significant at
the .05 level), we can construct, provisionally,
an even longer chain of· variables: students who
have language difficulty have a harde·r time adjusting

academically; this requires more ·time for study; this
in turn cuts down the amount of time which can be
spent with Americans, which.results in dissatisfaction with the stay her~ • • • • 13
If the abo:ve is true, then this dimension would be
scalable.

A person with a high scale score should have

integrated many levels of behavior and be interacting in
some depth with Americans.
This dimension was

Dimension VIII. Americans. • •

somewhat a measure of interpersonal competency.

The

respondent was asked to judge Americans' interpersonal
competency.

Even though some of the statements were obvi-

ously stereotypic and were biased toward Ameri'can cultural
patterns a high scale score would most likely show that
the respondent could interact easily with Americans, would
probably have some close American friends, and would understand the principles behind the American form of interaction.
The possibility that two

kin~s

of

people~-th~se

with

ii tt"le comprehension and those with high comprehens·ion,
those who thought1they understood and those who actually
understood--were both receiving high scale scores could be
.

.

.

'

determined through c·orrelation with outside variables.
Demographic Data .
The information asked .under ·demographic data were all
data that had been found to influence adjustment in previous
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studies.

The data survey· itself was moved from the front to

the back of the packet to prevent biased and contaminated
responses to the test items.
Relationships
In previous studies of acculturation five variables

appeared to be salient· in determining the rate and degree of
acculturation:
with

America~s,

the length of stay, the amount of time spent
nationality, the intention of

perm~nent

residency, and national status (see Chapter 1).

Perceived

ability to communicate and perceived rate of progress also
seemed as if they would be of consequence.
In the actual data analysis, time-in-country and the
p·ercentage of time

spen~

living with Americans were used .as

the indicators· of the amount of contact a foreigner had
with Americans. · Students were divided into one of four
categories for both time-in-country and percentage of time
i.

spent living with.Americans.

Time-in-country was divided

at 0-5, 6-12, 13-29, ?nd 30+ (30-216) months •.

These divi-

sions had been found to represent important stages in the
processes of trait acquisition, perceptual growth, and
socialization in
prev~ous

p~rsonal

interviews and in comparison with

stud~es •.

The classifications for the percentage of time spent
living with

~ericans

were as follows:

L-L (students who

had spent less than 30 months ·in the United States and less
than

75%

of their time living with Americans), L-H (less
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[

than 30 months in the United States but 75% or more time
spfnt living w:lth Americans), H-_L (those who had spent 30 or

mo~e months in the United States but less than 50% of their
time living with Americans), and H-H (30

o~

more months in

United States, 50% o.r more time living with
Nationaliti~s

Americ~ns).

were grouped into four major categories:

anese, Asian (all Asians from India to the Philippines,
lusive of Japanese), Middle-Eastern (Persian and Arabian
co111ntries), and Other (European'· African, and South American
stmtes).

The inadvisability of some of these groupings is

re¢ognized.

However, the numbers of students in some cate-

golies and the statistical measures used enforced these
cl ssifications.
Summary
In this chapter, the operational hypotheses were set

fo~th

as were the procedures for testing the.se hypotheses.

Af~er

writing and refining Guttman scales of nine phenomeno-

10Jical dimensions of acculturation through three generations
of testing, the complexity of the construct; ·"acculturation, 11
I

· was determined.

The relationships between scale responses

ana other variables was also determined.

\

\

r
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
SCALABILITY.
Since each of the theoretical hypotheses required a
different type of

·~esting

instrument or

meas~rement

and

sin.ce each hypothesis. was dependent on the preceding one,.
the test results and discussion of each theoretical
esis will be presented in separate

chapte~s.

hypoth~

Chapter 5

will present the results and discussion of the. scalability
hypothesis; Chapter 6, the construct hypothesis, and
Chapter 7, the relationship hypothesis.

The final chapter,

Chapter 8, will summarize the results and discussion and
will present some ideas for further research.
Within each chapter, the relevant theoretical and
operational hypotheses will be restated.

These will be

followed by the test results and a discussion of such.
Hypothese.s
Theoretical Hypothesis I:
Acculturation is a scalable construct along various
posited phenomenological dimensions.
Operational Hypotheses:.
1.

Eabh of the various posited phenomenological
dimensions of th1s study will be considered

I
I

I
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to .form a reliable and valid· scale if the
Index of Reproducibility (Guttman R) is
greater than or equal to 84.
2.

A scale of a phenomenological dimension of
acculturation will be considered reliable at
greater than or equal to .01 level of significance.

3.

Inferred average inter-item correlations on .a
reliable scale of a given phenomenological
dimension of acculturation will be less
than • 60.
Results

Guttman' s R was found for each scale in al.l three
generations.

Reliability of the R was found

~y

use of

Kuder-Richardson's.20, the Horst Correction for Uneven Item
Marginals, and the_ F-test.for selected scales in-Generations
2 arid 3.

Lastly, the inferred average inter-item correla-

tions were.computed.

The results are summarized· in Table I ..

I
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TABLE I
INDEX OF REPRODUCIBILITY (R) ., RELIABILITY (rtt), RELIABILITY
CORRECTED (CORR. } , AND INFERRED AVERAGE .INTER- ITEM
(INF.· COR.) CORRELATIONS FOR SELECTED SCALES
GENERATIONS 1, 2, ANP 3
Generation
2

1
'

(PSU)

Dimension
N

R

I. Linguistics

31

81.5

II. I Understand
.American .. ~

29

85.7

III. I Understand
American
reactions •••

28

84.3

IV. Americans
Understand
My .••

26

89.9

27

85. 5.

27

85.7

VII. I am Satisfied •.•

-30

82.5

VIII. Americans ..•

30

78.6

V. Americans
Understand My
· Reaction to ...
VI. I am Comf ortable with
American •.•

IX. I am Comf ortable ..•

(PSU)
N

(I&C)
R

N

R

14

93.8

35

89.0

13.

88.9

35

85.1

13

85.3

36

84.6

f
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TABLE I--Continued

Generation
2

3
(PSU)

49

(combined PSU and L&C)
R
rtt
(corr.) inf.
cor.·
**
90.4 .547 .57
.147

47

83.9

45

84.7

44

84.6

46

86.2

'47

87.3

·. 67

.718

48

86.4

• 64

• 92

46

82.2

.597

.628

46

84.2

.39

N

.856

·87

.

**

**

**

~434

**
**

N

R

rtt

(corr.) ;~~:

27

83.6

.?O

.815

,28

'87.5

.723

.790

24

80.2

.202

28

83.2

.407

.425

• 03

27

85.8

.343

.357

.080

.102

26

86.5

.51

.545

.lJ-5

.·074

24

84.9

.498

.526

.35'.L

*
**sig. at .05 level of confidence (~-test)
sig. at .01 level of confidence (F-test)

**
**

*

**

.226
.246

.089

.110

lOLf-

Hypothesis I
Generation 1
.The Guttman R for the original scales ran between
78.6-89.6.

These can. be classified as quasi-scales.

Generation 2

R appeared to

rema~n

stable.

However, since item rank

orders were not kept, the stability of the R might be
pect.

R for Scale VIII increased 3.6.

at +4.2.

su~

Scale VII improved

R for Scale I increased from 81.5-90.4 making it a

unidimensional scale.

Improvement on all scales might have

been due to a shortening of the

t~sts

and to the dropping of

ambiguous items.
The response patterns of populations drawn from Lewis
and Clark ·college and Portland State University oh randomly
selected scales did not appear.to be significantly different.
Generation 2

R fell in excess of 4.0 for Scales I, III, and IV
between Generations 2 and 3.

!t remained stable (+.7) for

IX; and rose in· excess of 4.0 for Scales II and VIII.
Hypothesis II
In Generation 2, R was significant at .01 level of
significance on all scales.
In Generation 3, R was

si~nificant

at .01 level of

confidence for Scales I, II, VIII, and IX.

R was significant

I
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at .05 level of confidence for Scale VII.

R was not sig-

nificant at .05 level of confidence for Scaie VI.

Hypothesis III
Inferred average inter-item correlations were low to
moderate for all scales in both Generations 2 and 3.

The

lowest was .03 for Scale VII. I am Satisfied • • • (Generation 2).

The

hig~est

was .351 for Scale II. I Understand

American • . . (Generation 2).
inferred correlation was
fied • • • •

~

In Generation 3 the lowest

080 on Scale VII. I am Sat.is- .

The highest was again on Scale II. I Under-

stand American ••

~

at .246.

These low inter-item correlations are preferred in a ·
battery of Guttman scales (see Chapter 3).
Discussion
The criterion for scalability was originally defined
ap R·

84.0+.

=

This was justified by Gut.tman·•s original

criterion of 85+.

An R significant at 84 was found to

exist for six scales in Generation 2 and for five scaies in
Generation 3 . . All

b~t

one of these (in

~eneratjon

found to be reliable at .01 level of confidence.

3) were

These were

accepted then as quasi-scales, indicating that two or more
sub-sets were being measured, but not as unidimensional
scales.
The appearance of quasi-scales rather than homogenous
scales may have been caused by (1) the true measure of two
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or more sub-sets within each dimension, or (2) experimenter
ineptitude:

reliability, may have been lowered due to

ambiguity in

~anguage

or response criteria.

Each of these

aspects will be discussed in the sections below as will the
further determination of sub-sets and the effect on prediction.
Scalability
Internal Difficulties
~anguage

Many of the words used in the test were abstractions
("goals," ."values") with no set definition (i.e., the
language was ambiguous).

Each student could have been

defining each word in a different way.

There was no control

for this.
Beginning English students found difficulty even with
such words and phrases as "manners" and nhow Americans act
with me."

Although the tests were coded for general

Englisp language ability, no control was made for this in
tabulation. · If the language. were simplified, if some control were made for abstractions, and .if some control were
made for English language ability, the quasi-scales might
be found to be closer to true scales:

one of the sub-sets

that might h,ave been integrated into and measured by all
the scales might have been linguistic

ab~lity.
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Response Criteria
It was thought that it would be preferable to have a
self-anchoring test in order to have realistic responses as
the stu.dents reported on their perception of their competency.

Therefore, no standards were given with which they

could compare their behaviors and feelings.

Yet had such

standards been given, disparity between actual and perceived
behaviors might have been lessened and thus, a more stable
response pattern may have become apparent.
For example:

.a new student is still in the honeymoon

stage where everything is new and· exciting and in which he
thinks he understands ·or can cope with
ring.

mu~h

that is occur-

Especially if he has been studying a lot he may not

hesitate to state-, "yes, I understand American, goals and
philosophy.rr

He might still hesitate, though to state that

he understands American customs.

This is the reverse of

what is expected according to Li'nton's notation of the progression in acculturation.
However, if the student were forced to compare himself
with other students that had, been in the.same situation a
much longer period of time, he might be more hesitant to
mark

tha~

he understood American goals and philosophies.

This would be a closer reflection of the actuality and would
give a response pattern closer to the expected.
A check against the

dispa~ity

between actual behavior

and self-perception of behavior could be built into the

r
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test fairly easily by one of two methods for Scales I, II,
IV, VII, and IX.

The first would be by simple comparison,

the second would be by using trichotomised rather than
dichotomised answers.
provide an excellent
compute.

Eve~

though.this latter method would
it would be difficult to

profil~,

Computer aid wo'uld be necessary, or one could us.e

the H-technique (see Chapter 3).

If this latter were used,

a positive response on the second item would be scored as a
positive response to either the first or third item to
determine the reliability.
Example A, below, is an actual test item; B is the
comparative form, and C, the trichotomised.

A.
yes

B.
yes

Circle one
no

I am comfortable using American customs.

Circle one
no

I am more comfortable using American customs than
most foreign students i~ the United States.

C.

Circle one

1.

I am more comfortable using American customs than most
foreign students in the United
States.

2.

I am as comfortable

3.

I am less comfortable using American customs than most
foreign students in the United
States.
·

using American customs as most
foreign students in the United
States •.

\

\'

'\

., .,.
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Analysis of Quasi-Scales

l

Scales could have been tested to see if they were true
quasi-scales by use of the Israel Alpha technique (see
Chapter

3).

In addition, a factor analysis might have been

run to determine which sub-sets were being tested across
which dimensions.

If this were done, the sub-sets could

possibly be factored out and the true scales found.
Validity
A quasi-scale is a type of scale in and of itself.
Its validity can be determined by means other than by
reliability.

And even though it is not a homogenous scale,

a quasi-scale is still valid for external prediction, since
prediction rests on the dominant factor being measured (see
Chapter

3).

Scalable Dimensions
Acculturation was found to be scalable along the six
dimensions of I. Linguistics, II. I Understand American,
VI. I am Comfortable with American, VII. I am Satisfied,
VIII. Americans, and IX. I am Comfortable.

These scales

were straightforward, direct observations on linguistic
ability, understanding, satisfaction, comfort, and interpersonal relations.

These dimensions are related to the

dimensions whicb other researchers have found to be satisfactory indices of acculturation (see Chapter 1).
Three dimensions did not scale:

III. I Understand

American Reactions to My • • . , IV. Americans Understand
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My • • . , and V. Americans Understand l"Iy Reaction to
One reason for their failure may have been ·the level of item
complexity.
reactions.

They dealt with reactions, and reactions to
The subtlety of these items would have been

difficult for even native English speakers to respond to,
let alone someone just learning.the language.

Simpler

items with a built-in response criterion might have made R
more stable.
It may also be that understanding at these levels of
meta- and meta-meta-perspective truly does hot reflect
perc~ived

levels of acculturation.

These levels may be so

covert that item responses are mere guesses at feelings
that barely

exist~

Testing Conditions
Te~ting

conditions in Generations 1 and 3 were stable

and relatively good:

a standard

did a standard response time.

i~troduction

prevailed as

However, the allqted response

time could have been longer.·
Testing conditions in Generation 2 were quite different
from the conditions found in Generations 1

~nd

·3.

All stu-

I

dents in Generation 2 had the same conditions--uniimited
time, use of dictionary, and instructions not to speak to
other foreign students.
over

respon~e

Yet there was.no direct control

conditions nor could there be a.standard

response provided to vocabulary questions.

The possibility

r
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of selective bias in those who completed and returned the
survey may also have limited the range of response types.
Overall, testing all stud·ents at one time· in one room
with proctors and 1-1 1/2 hours alloted time would be the
preferable conditions.
Summary
In this chapter, it was seen that the primary theoretical hypothesis that accul turati.on is a ..scalable construct
along various posited phenomenological dimensions is valid
for qua'si-scales even i.f it is not necessarily valid for
homogenous or unidimensional scales.
In Generation 1 .fiye quasi-s.cales were found to exist
for eight dimensions •. In Generations 2 and 3 six quasiscales.were found to exist .for nine dimensions.

This sup-

po·rted the first research hypothesis that posited phenomen,

ological dimensions of

perceiv~d

level of acculturative

competency were scalable.
Al~

six quasi-scales from Generation 2 and four quasi-

scales .from Generation 3 were found to be
.01 level of confidence.

reli~ble

at

All twelve of these scales were
.

found to have low ·inferred average inter-item correlations.
Quasi-scales rather than true ·scales might have been
found because of linguistic difficulties or uncertain
response.criteria,. or because
measured throughout.

s~veral

sub-sets were being

Nevertheless, ,the quasi-scales are

accurate enough for making .external predictions.

I

T
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Chapter 5..:.-Notes
1 Matilda White Riley, John W. Riley, Jr., and Jackson
Toby, Sociolo ical Studies. in Scale Anal sis (New ~runswick,

New Jersey:

Rutgers University Press, 1954 , p. 414.
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CHAPTER VI
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

THE CONSTRUCT,

"ACCULTURATION"
In this chapter, the complexity of the construct,
"acculturation," will be explored.
Hypotheses
Primary theoretical Hypothesis II:
Acculturation is a factorially complex construct
which can be defined as an amalgam of sub-hierarchies
along various-dimensions which may or may not be
related to each other.
Operational Hypotheses:
1.

All

p~~nomenological

dimensions are related

to the construct, "acculturation," if the
degree of concordance found is significant
at .01 level of confidence.

2.

Sub-hierarchies of the construct, "acculturation," may or may not. be. related.

·Pearson's

product-moment correlation coefficient (r) or
Spearman's rho (rs) significant

at~<

.05

level of confidence will show a relationship.

r
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Results
Two different tests of correlation were run to determine the amount of interrelationship among the various ·
dimensions.

One test of concordance was run to determine if

al'l the dimensions together were measuring the same construct.
Pearson's r was found for the six quasi-scales in
Generations 2 and 3.

The Ss psychometric scores (the total

number ..of·items passed) were used.
(the non-parametric coded
Spearman' s rho (rs).
and III.

score~)

The Ss Guttman scores
were used in computing

Re·sul ts are presented in Tables II

r
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TABLE II
RELATIONSHIPS AMONG SIX PHEN"OMENOLOGICAL DIMENSIONS
OF ACCULTURATION AS DETERMINED BY PEARSON'S
PRODUCT-MOME.N"T CORRELATION·COEFFICtENT (r)
. (GENERATIONS 2 AND 3) USING UNCODED
PSYCHOMETRIC SCORES
Dimension

I

II

VI

VII

IX

VIII

l

Generation 2 (N=47)
I. Linguistics. t l;o

. 52

II. I Understand

VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.

American
1
I am· Comfortable wit
American
I am Satisfied with My
Americans
I am Comf·ortable
I

**

.19

.19

·.45 ** .• 3.3 *

1.0

1.0

.19

= 45

*

**

.27
.37 *
**
.39

.23
1.0

.29
. 32
1.0

3 (N=24)

.25
.30
.2·7
1.0

. 67
-.06
.12
.23
1.0

sig. at .01 level of confidence

N = 47, d.f.
r = .288
r = • 372

. 61

.33

* sig. at .05 level of confidence

**

.29

**

1.0

1.0

II.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.

.70

.33 *
1.0

1.0

Generatio~

1.

.07

N = 24, d.f.
r = .404'
r = ·.515

= 22

**

.·07
-.10
.55 *
-.15
-.19
1.0

·r
r

l
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TABLE III
RELATIONSHIPS AMONG SIX.PHENOMENOLOGICAL DIMENSI'ONS
OF ACCULTURATION AS DEI'ERMINED BY SPEARl"IAN'S
RHO (rs) ·(GENERATIONS 2 AND 3) USING NON-

PARA1'1ETRIC, CODED GUTTMAN

Dimension

I

II

VI

SCOR~S

VII

VIII

IX

Generation 2 (N=47)
I. Linguistics I l.o
II. I Understand
American
1
VI. I am Comfortable witl::
American
VII. I am Satisfied with My
VIII. Americans
IX. I am Comfortable
I

.33 *
1.0

.31 *

.27

.51'**

.31 *

.16

.39 *

.26

.53 **

.32 *

.23

.36 *

1.0

1.0

.. 19
1.0

• 65 **
.35 *
1.0

Generation 3 (N=24)
I.
II.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.

1.0

-.02
1.0

.19
.19
1.0

.57 **' -.08
.30
.20
.20
.09
.02
.15
.36 *
. 1. 0
• 08
-.003.
1.0
-.25
1.0

* rs = sig. at .05 level of· confidence = .306
** rs = sig. at .01 level of confidence = .432
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Because there were only four reliable scales in it,
Generation 3 was dropped from further analysis.

Generation

2 data supported the research hypothesis that the various
phenomenological dimensions or sub-hierarchies of the
construct, "acculturation," may be but are not necessarily
directly related.
Kendall's

coefficie~t

of concordance:W was computed

for six Generation 2 scales (I, II, VI, VII, VIII, and IX).
W was found to be .67 whic~ is equal to a

157.45 with five degrees .of freedom.

x2-

value of

This is significant

I

at .01 level of confidence where .Chi-square is equiyalent
to 20.52.

The research hypothesis that all scales or the

given phenomenological dimensiqns are

rel~ted

to the

construct, "acculturation," is supported.
Since all the scales of the given dimensions are
related to the construct, "acculturation," and since some
of the 4imensions, but not all, are

re~ated

the theoretical hypothesis is supported:

to each other,

acculturation is

a factorially complex construct which can be defined as an
amalgam of sub-hierarchies along various dimensions which
may or may not be related to each other.
The relationships among the scales as determined by
Pearson's r can then be diagrammed as in Figure 2.

The

relationships among the scales as determined by Spearman's
rho is represented in Figure 3.
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Ac cul turat·ion

I

.

LINlSTIC~~·
i .

III AMERICANS

l·
~
.l
~VII SATISFACTION

UNDERSTANDING

[X COMFORT

Figure 2. Significant relationships among dimensions as determined by Pearson's r.

AcculTation

.

IX COMFORT

/t~
I LINGUISTICS~VI

VIII .AMERICANS~

t

II UNDERSTANDING

COMFORT

i

)VII SATISFACTION

Figure 3. Significant relationships among dimensions as determined by Spear~an's rho (rs).
Discussion
Both research hypotheses and the theoretical
eses were supported.

hypoth~

All the scales of given phenomeno-

logical dimensions of acculturation are related to one
construct; yet, tb,ese scales do not need .to be directly
related to each other although they may be.

Thus,

acculturation is a factorially complex construct which can

T

l
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be defined as an amalgam of sub-hierarchies along various
dimensions which may or may not be related to each other.
The table of rho correlations is mo·re important than
the table of r correlations, for rho shows the relationships among ranked scores and not just raw data.

From this

set of data, it is readily seen·that comfort with the actual
use of American behaviors (Dimension IX) is the central
dimension; it correlates with all other dimensions.
Dimension I. Linguistics is the next most central or important dimension--the only dimension it does not correlate
with significantly is Dimension VII. I am Satisfied.
Therefore, if a student is comfortable using the new
behavioral patterns, then he will feel comfortable with the
language, with Americans in inter-personal relationships,
and with Americans in their own culture.

He will feel as

if he understands the culture fairly well and will be satisfied with his sojourn.
Conversely, a high scale-score on the inter-personal
dimen~ion,

Dimension VIII • .Americans was related only to

linguistic ability and to personal comfort.

How one

perceives Americans (as difficult or easy to be with) does
not appear to· have too much relationship with other aspects
of acculturation, such as feeling satisfied with the stay,
or understanding the culture.

This series of low correla-

tions appears to be saying that inter-personal

relation~

ships are just that--inter-personal relationships which are
formed in spite of cultural difference.
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Dimension VII. I am Satisfied correlates with both
comfort dimensions (VI and IX) and with understanding (II).
It does not correlate with either Dimension I._Linguistics
or Dimension VIII. Americans.

Some of· the items on the

scale deal with more personal facts such as feelings of
progress.

Inter-personal relationships may not be influ-

ential in this area.

However, some of the items do deal

directly with r_elationships with America.ns.

They may be

such a small part of the total, though, that they are
insignificant.
Dimension VI. I am Comfortable with American correlates with the other comfort dim~nsion (IX) which is
active

participat~on,

tion (VII).
mor~

with

Linguis~ics

(I) and satisfac-

If one is comfortable, observing, then one is

likely to participate.

If

on~

is

s~tisfied

with his

sojourn and with his linguistic ability, one is, perhaps,
also more apt to feel comfortable in the culture or vice
versa.
The last dimension, Dimension II. I Understand American, correlates with Dimensions I, :VII, an~ IX (linguistics,
satisfaction, and participatory comfort).

Linguistic ability

is basic to comprehension of a new\system.

Then as one uses

the new elements, one begins to understand them or vice
versa.

If one feels that he underqtands the new system he

is in, then he feels comfortable irt his relationships and
feels as if he has made progress arld ·so, feels satisfied
with his stay.

r
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The way these dimensions fali seems to indicate that
the construct, "acculturation," is. composed of branching
sub-hierarchies.
sub-sets.

Th~se

Nodes where the branches diverge are basic
sub-sets may

filte~

all the way through

each node which might also cause the appearance of quasirather than unidimensional scales.

Further research to

factor out specific and common factors and a further listing
of all dimensions involved would help to clarify the hierarchical structure.

Testing a scale comprised of one

similar item from each of the various dimensions might also
show if the dimensions themselves exist in a cumulative
hierarchy~

one level dependent on another,

in another configuration.

O!

if they exist

CHAPTER VII
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

RELATIONSHIPS

BETWEEN PERCEPTION AND
OTHER VARIABLES
In this chapter, item ranks and scale scores are
compared or correlated with other variables to determine
the

congruen~y

of a person's self-perception with actual

behavior and to determine

~hat

effect outside variables

have on scale scores.
Hypotheses
Primary

theoret~cal

Hypothesis III:

A sca_led self-report of perceived competency along
a given phenomenological dimension of acculturation
is related to actual behavior on that dimension as
determined in previous studies and defined.by other
variables.

The relationship may vary according to

other variables and may or· may not be linear.
Secondary theoretical hypotheses and operational
hypotheses:
.A. ·Perceived level of difficulty of the items
parallels the actual order of
l
I

trait acquisition;

d~fficulty

of
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1.

Item ranks will parallel Linton's
order of trait acquisition.

B.

Perception of ability may be congruent or
incongruent with the actual level of ability
as defined by the amount of contact with host
nationals due to the process of differentiation/
overgeneralization.
1.

Scale scores will vary with time-incountry at the .05 level of significance · 2 -test for k indepen~ent

ex

samp~es

and Kruskal-Wallis ·One-Way

Analysis of Variance by Ranks).
2.

Scale scores will vary with the amount·
of time spent living with host
nationals

(signifi~ant

of confidence'·
C.

x2-

at the .05 level

and Kruskal-Wallis).

Other variables affect the response pattern on
scaled self-reports of perceived level of
acculturation.
l~

Scale scores will yary with national
background (significant. at the .05
level of confidence,

x2-

and Kruskal-

Wallis).
2.

Scale

~cores

will vary with the inten-

tion of permanent residency (significant at the .05 level of confidence,

2

X

....-:.

.

and Kruskal-Wallis) •
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3~

Scale scores will correlate with
perceived status and p6sition (significant

a~

the .05 level of confi-

dence, Spearman's Rho).
4.

Scale scores will correlate with
ability to

percei~ed

commu~icate

(significant at the .05 level of
confidence, Spearman 's Rho) •.
Results
Five different types of measures were used to ·determine. the relationships between scale scores and demographic
and other

va~iables

and as affected by other variables.

A

s~mple

non-statistical comparison was made between itemranks and Linton's order of trait acquisition. x2 -tests
for k independent samples and the Kruskal-Walli.s one-way
analysis of variance by ranks were computed to determine if
different populations were indicated by varibus (1) times
spent in the country, (2) amounts of time spent living with
Americans, (3) nationalities, or

(~)

~ntentions

nent residency in the United States.
was

com~uted

of perma-

Spearman's rho (rs)

to riorrelate scale scores with perceived status

and perceived ability to communicate.
Perceived Level of Difficulty
Item-ranks from the most frequently passed to.the
least frequently passed were arranged and compared with
.

Linton's educed order of trait

.

~cquisition

from concrete
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elements, to patterns of behavior, and lastly, abstraction.
As can be seen in Appendix D, students generally perceived
that concrete elements were the easiest to understand, to
feel comfortable with, or to use, etc.

Patterns of behavior

and abstractions were succeedingly more difficult.

There

were a few exception to this, e.g., it was easier to understand the way a friend behaved. than it was to understand the
way Americans in general behaved.
There was one dimension, VII. I
item-ranks were not as expected.

am

Satisfied, in which

Students were more easily

satisfied with their general progress arid social life than.
they were with .t~eir linguistic ability.

Morris (Chapter 4)

had found the opposite pattern--that students ·were not
satisfied unless they were competent in English.

The

results of the rankings might have fallen this way for
Generation 2 for two reasons:

(1). quality of contact with.-

Ame_ricans (which ranked lower than linguistic ability) was
differentiated from general social life .and quality of contact with co-nationals, and (2) this was a measure pf
perception, not actual competency; even students who have
been in the United States for over three years and who are
fluent in the language can be and are dissatisfied with
their abilities.
On Dimension VIII. Americans, the most di{ficul t items
by rank for Generation 2.were "Americans understand other
people" and "Americans know ho.w others feel."

~

The low
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rank of this item shows the difficulty that exists in truly
coming to feel comfortable with a person of another culture.
Even if an .American is perceived as a good.listener and easy

to get along with, that does not necessarily mean that these
are valued traits in the student's home culture.

For·

example, listening to someone, paying close attention to
them in the norm of the United States culture entails looking
someone in the eyes.

A Thai woman who is being looked in

the eyes though, may not perceive this as a compliment and
may feel that Americans

~o

not understand other people.

This supports the research hypothesis

item-ranks

tha~

will parallel Linton's order of.trait acquisition.

This

also supports the secondary theoretical hypothesis that the
perc~ived

level of difficulty

ot the items

doe~

actually

reflect the true level of acquisition difficulty.
Overgeneralization/Diff.erentiation
To determine in what manner the processes of
overgeneralization/differentiation were occurring; both the
x2 -test for k independent sampl~s ~nd ·the Kruskal-Wallis
one-way analysis of variance by ranks were computed for two
different variables:

time-in-country and the percen.tage of

time spent living 'with Americans·.

Results for both tests

are summarized in Table IV.

(,

,::.t,,
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TABLE IV
INDEPENDENCY OF SAMPLE POPULATIONS ACCORDING TO THE
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES OF TII"IE-IN-COUNTRY AND
PERCENTAGE OF T.Il'1E LIVING WITH AMERICANS
AS DETERMINED BY .KRUSKAL-WALLIS
(H) AND x2
Independent Variable
Time-in-countrya
Dimension
I. Linguistics
II. I Understand
American
VI. I am Comfortable with
American
VII. I am Satisfied with 1'1y
VIII. Americans
IX. I am Comfortable

% of Time Living
with Americansb

H

x2

H

x2.

10.191 *

ns

9.668 *

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

9.036 *

ns

ns
11.376 **

ns.
ns

ns
. 10. 562 *

n·s
ns

ns

9.322 *

ns

ns

14.010 **

*sig. at .05 level of confidence (Chi-square =

ns

7~82,

d.f. 3).
** sig. at .01 level of confidence (Ch.i-square = 11.34,
d.f. 3).
aPopulation~ for the independent variable "time-·incountry" were classified: .1 ( 0-5 mos. n=l3), 2 ( 6-12 mos.
n=lO), 3 (13-29.mos. n=lO), 4 (30-216 mos. n=l2).
bPopulations for the independent variable "% of time
spent living with Americans" were classified: L-L (<30 mos.
in U.. S., <75% of time spent living with Americans), L-H
(<30 mos. ~75% with Americans, n=7), H-L (~30 mos. <50% with
Americans, n=6), H-H (~30 mos. ~50% with Americans, n=6);
d.f. for both independent-variable~ = 3; (n L-L =26).

::,;.

. f

j
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None of the ·x2 tests were sig~ificant.

H for the

independent variable, "time-in-country," was significant at
.05 for Dimensions I and VI, and at .01 for Dimension VIII.
H for the

in~ependent

variable, "percentage of time spent

living with .Americans," was s-ignificant at .05 for Dimensions I, VIII, and IX, and at .01 for Dimension VI.
The results. of the x2-test are not as important as the
results of the Kruskal-Wallis test for determining whether
or not different populations ·were indicated by the different
variables: the x2 -test collapse.d the data in such a way
that significant differences were shown not to exist (a "type
2" error). However, when the x2 scores are graphed as in
Figures 4 ahd 5 they do give a visual representation of the
gross differences between response groups which is not .
possible with the

~

Kruskal~Wallis.
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Dimension I. Linguistics
H was significant for ·both variables on this dimension

(.05);

x2-

was not significant for either.

people attaining high scale

score~

The percentage of

rose linearly with time-

in-country until the thirtieth month when there was a drop
from 70% to 58% scoring above the median scores.
spent a greater

amou~t

Those who

of time living with Americans scored

higher on linguistics than those who spent less time
with Americans.

living~

This drop in the percentage of people

. scoring above the median after 30 months might be attributed
to two factors:

(1) a recognition that one has more to

learn than previously thought since language is complex and
subtle and that what might have appeared as a simple substitution process is actually multi-faceted hiding different
value orientations and behaviors,.· and (2) a recognition of
the rhetorical structure of the language and its complexity
beyond the grammatical structure.
Dimension II. 1 Understand
American
Although the Kruskal-Wallis and the

x2 were not sig-

nificant for both variables on this dimension, there
appeared to be a trend for "understanding" to correlate
linearly with time-i_n-country.
.

There was little, if any,
.

difference between people who spent much time living with
Americans and those who didn't;· about 50% of all the populations scored above the median.

Amount of contact appears

•
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to play

very·l~ttle

role in determining how much one thinks

one understands a new host culture.

Dimension VI. I am Comfortable

with American

x2 was not significant for this dimension; KruskalWallis was significant at • 05 (time-in-country) ·.and • 01
(percentage of time spent living with Americans).

Time-in-

country formed a J-curve of 53% above the median (0-5 months)
followed with the low points of 30%
months).
median.

~bove

the median (5-29

At 30+ months it rose to a high of 76% above the
This would appear to, correspond to the

hqne~oon

period, when one is perhaps being treated like a.guest and
in which problems do not seem overwhelming, followed by the
time of culture sh.ock when the customs become unnerving and
one realizes that he is unable to communicate.

This is

followed once again by an integration of the traits and a
true acceptance of and ease in the host culture.
For those who

h~d be~n

in the United States for less

than 30 months, there was a slight rise from 38%-43% above
the median for those who spent more than 75% of their time
living with Americans.

United States for 30

or

All students who had been in the
more months and who had spent

at

least 50% of their. time living with An+ericans scaled as
being very comfortable with .Americans in.their own milieu.

The amount of contact and the period of time that one
is in does determine how comfortable one.feels in the host

culture.

~

.

[

.
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Dimension VII. I am Satisfied
with My
Neither the Kruskal-Wallis nor the

on this dimension for either,variable.

x.2-

were significant

However, it appears

that there is a trend to a higher degree of satisfaction if
one spends more time living with the host nationals.
Dimension VIII. Americans
H was significant at

.01.(time-i~-country)

and .05

(percentage of time spent living with Americans) for this
dimension; x2 was not significant for· either va~iable. The
correlation between time-in-country and the percent scoring
above the.median revealed a

../\.:curve.

Of the students

who had bee·n in the United States 5-12 months, 80% scored
above the median while only about 40% of all .other time
blocks scored above the median.

This might indicate a type

_of· positive stereotyping which was preceded by uncertain
evaluations and followed by more realistic

_evalua~ions.

The more time one spent living with Americans, the
higher one scored.

These high scale scores by those who

had lived with Americans might indicate a type of haloeffect as positive reactions to friends and host families
are transferred to all Americans.
Dimension IX. I am Comfortable
Only H for the variable, "percentage of time spent
living with Americans," was significant (.05). Neither H
2
nor x was significant for the· variable, "time-in-country. "

;::;.

1'·
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The X graph for the variable, "percentage of time
spent living with Americans,." indicates that students who
have been in the United States for 30+ months but who have
spent less than 50% of their time living with Americans
feel the least comfortable using American clothing, customs,
thought patterns, ·etc.

This is perhaps so because those who

have spent over 30 months and over 50% of their time liying
with Americans are probably starting to
feel comfortable.

integ~~te

and so,

Those who have been here less than 30

months may think that they are using

Am~rican

thought

patterns, etc. and say that they feel comfortable using
such when, in actuality,. they are still on the surface level.
Those who have been here and who have not spent much time
living with Americans are perhaps feeling the enormity of
the differences which separate the cultures.·
When one is looking at time-in-country, there appears
to be a trend to a J-curve for the percentage scoring above
the median.

The low point again comes at 5-12 months which

seems to indicate the onset of culture shock.
Profile
From the above information, it is.fairly simple to
graph a profile of the student at various times in· the
country as seen in Figure 6.
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Students who have been in the U.S .. -0-·5 months
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Students who have been in the U.S. 13-29 months
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Figure 6. x2-tests for k independent samples--percentage
scoring above the median along six dimensions for the independent
variable 11 time-in-country 11 : profiles of .each time group.
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In addition, when one looks at how a student perceives
his rate of progress (demographic question 29,. Appendix B),
one sees a sliding scale of perception similar to an
""1-curve.

At mean of· 15. 08 months, students feel that they

are making "good progress."

At mean of 24.80 months, stu-

dents feel they are making "some progress."

At mean of

50.85 months, students feel they are finally making "excellent progress."

The results ·are· presented in Table V.
TABLE V

STUDENT'S PERCEPTION OF PROGRESS
Very Little . Some Frog· Progress
ress
n
% of Total N

1

15

2%

31%

Good Frog·ress
25

Excellent
Progress
7
'14%

53%
·.

Median 1'1ohths
in U.S.

1

10

12.5

24.5
..

Mean Months
in U.S.

1

24.80

15 •.08

50.85

Standard
Deviation

0

36.61

13.13

74.18

2-43

5-216

Range of
Months

..

.I

1

2-144

Summary
The. research hypotheses
with the length of time in the

th~t

scale scores may vary

co~ntry

and with the per-

centage of time one spends living with the host nationalq

.-..
"

~~,,..
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were supported.

Thus, the relevant secondary theoretical

hypothesis was supported:

perception of ability may be

congruent or incongruent with the actual level of ability
as defined by the amount of contact with host nationals due
to the process of differentiation/overgeneralization.
Perception of difficulty may be

accu~ate,

but one's·

perception of one's own leyel of proficiency is not necessarily accurate.
Effects of Other Variables on Scale Scores
Three different statistics were used to determine if
other variables affected scale scores and their distribution. The X2 -test for k independent samples and the Kruskal- ·
Wallis one-way analysis of variance by ranks were used to
determine if students from different origins and of dif f·ering
intentions of permanent residency comprised different populations.

Spearman' s rho (rs) wa's used to determine the

amount of correlation between scale scores and perceived
status and perceived ability to communicate.
Effects of National Origfn and
Intention to Reside
Permanently
The results of the x2 -test for k independent samples
and the Kruskal-Wallis for the independent variables,
"national origin," and "intention of permanent residency,"
are presented in

--

Tabl~

VI.
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TABLE VI
INDEPENDENCY OF SAMPLE POPULATIONS ACCORDING TO THE
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES OF NATIONAL ORIGIN AND
·INTENTION OF PER1'1ANENT.RESIDENCY AS
DETER1'1INED BY KRUSKAL-WALLIS
(H) AND x2
Independent Variable
Nationai Origina
Dimension
I. Linguistics
II. I Understand
American
VI. I am Comfortable with
American
VII. I am s·atisfied with My
VIII. Americans
IX. I am Comf ortable

d. f.

H

x2

8.778 *

ns

17.878 *** ns
ns

ns

Intention of Permanent Residencyb
' x2
H

* .

6. 931-

ns

6.674 *

ns

ns

13.303 ** 11.56 **
ns
ns

ns
8.:273 *

11.338 *

8.273 *

ns

8.24 *
ns
8.18 *
ns

* sig. at .05 level of confidence (Chi-square = 7.82,
3' 5. 99' d. f. 2).
** sig. at .01 level_of confidence (Chi-square = 11.34,

d.f. 3, 9.21, d.f. 2). .
*** sig. at .001 level of confidence (Chi-square = 16.27,
. d • f • 3 ' 13 • 82 ' d • f . 2 ) .
aPopulations defined as Japanese (n=l2), Asian (n=l3),
Middle-East (n=ll), and Other: .Europe (n=2), Africa (n=2},
South America (n=5); d.f. = 3.
bPopulations- defined as no intention of permanent
residency (n=26), uncertain or possible intention of permanent residency (n=9), and definite intention·of .permanent
residency (n=lO); d.f. = 2.

:.t.

--
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For th.e independent variable, "national origin,"

x2

was significant at .01 on Dimension VII. I am Satisfied.
For the i~dependent variable, "intention of permanent
residency, 11 x2 was significant at • 05 for Dimension VI. I
am Comfortable and Dimension VIII. Americans.
For "national origin," H was significant at .05 on
Dimension I. Linguistics; .001, Dimension II. I Understand
American; . 01, Dimension VII. I am Satisfied; and .• 05,
Dimension IX. I am Comfortable.

For "intention of perma-

nent residency," H ·was significant at • 05. for Dimension I.
Linguistics, Dimension II. I Understand American, Dimension
VIII. Americans, and Dimension IX. I am Comfortable.
National Origin
The graphs of ~he percentage scoring above the median
in. the x2 tests (independent variable, "national origin")
presented in Figure 7 help clarify some of the effects that
nation~l

--

origin has on the distribution of scale scores.
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Dimension I. Linguistics.

~ is not.

H is significant although

The graph indicates that Asians are likely to

have fewer scores above the median than Mid-Easterners or
Others.

The interpretation is clear:

the Other grouping

consists of those whose language comes from the same IndoEuropean base as English or who have· been raised in Britishspeaking schools.

Although the Mid-Eastern languages are

slightly more removed from English than the Romance or
Germanic languages, they are still more similar than the
Oriental languages.

In addition, instructors o·f English

as a Second Language have noted that Middle-Eastern students
are quite fluent in verbal English while ~sian students are
more hesitant verbally. 1 In addition, many Iranian· students
scored high on this scale due to the transfer of the teasing
repartee from Persian to English interactions.

This

cultural response pattern also helped to pull the MidEasterners above the median.·

These factors would contribute

to differences in the ease of the. new language.
Dimension II. I Understand American. H was significant at .001; x2 was not significant. Mid-Easterners scored
fewer above the median than any of the other three groups.
Dimension VI. I am Comfortable with American.
Neither H nor x2 was significant. It appears as a trend,
though·, that Asians as a whole.are less comfortable with
Americans in their own milieu than those of other national
origins.

"~

-·

i
.t

I
1
t
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Dimension VII. I am Satisfied with My.
were found significant at .01.
scored above the median.

Both

x2

and H

Only 18% of the Japanese

Out of the other groups, 41% of

the Asians, 66% o'f the Other, and 72% of the Mid-Easterners
scored high.

It .seems as if the Japanese may be placing

higher demands on the $nvironment and on themselves.

It is

uncertain what the major influence is here, but.perhaps the
change from a very tightly structured community to a more
loosely structured community is a factor. 2
Dimension VIII.

Americans~

Nationality did not seem

to play an important role in determining an individual's·
response to Americans personally: neither H nor 2 was

x

significant.

Mid-Easterners tended to score somewhat

higher.
Dimension IX. I am Comfortable.
cant, but H was significant at .05.

x2

was not signifi-

Asians feel less

comfortable than the other groups in actually using American
dress, linguistic, and philosophic patterns, etc.

This

could be because of the wide and readily noticed disparity
between Asian and Western culture, a gap that is perhaps
not quite as jarring between the other cultures and the
United States.
Intention of Permanent Re.sidency
The graphs of the percentage scoring above the median
in the x2-tests for this independent variable, "intention
of permanent residency," shown in Figure 8, helps to present
the effect of this variable on different populations.

-"'-
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I. Linguistics
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Dimension I. Linguistics.

H was significant (.05)

indicating that those who did not intend to stay, those
who were· uncertain, and those who definitely did intend to
stay formed different populations.

The graph of the

percentage scoring above the median shows that of those with
no intention of staying only 42% scored above the median as
opposed to

67% and 60% of those with probable or definite

intention.
Dimension II. I Understand American. H was significant
at .05,

x2

was not significant.

indicated.

A linear progression is

The more definite one's intention of staying,

the more likely one is to score higher.

A reference-group

theory might hold the explanation· for what is happening
here.
Dimension VI. I am Comfortable with American. H was
not significant, x2 was significant at .05"• Of those with
a probable intention of

st~ying,

89% scored above the

median as opposed to 35% and 60% of those with no intention
and those with a definite intention, respectively.
Dimension VII. I am Satisfied with MY.
nor

x2

was significant.

Neither H

However, there is a· trend for

those with a definite intention of staying to score higher.
·~

Dimension VIII. Americans.
.001, x2 was significant at .05.

H was significant at
Of those with no intention

of staying only 30% scored above the median while.67% and

71% of those

.,

high.

~~

--

w~th

probable and definite intention scored

As with Dimensions II, VI, and IX (understanding,

~

"i
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observatory, and participatory comfort) the question is
raised:

do people intend to stay because they understand

and like the new host culture, or do they understand and
like the new host culture because they intend to stay or
must stay, as in the case of refugees?
Dimension IX. I am Comfortable. H was significant at
.05, x2 was not significant. Of those with no intention of
permanent residency only 35.% scored above the median while
of those with probable or definite intention of staying,

67% and 70% scored above the median.
National Status and Perceived
Ability to Communicate ·
Student's perception of their status level.

Percep-

tion of status level in the United States as compared to
their home country (demographic data, question 28, Appendix
B) fell into a bell-shaped curve with the majority perceiving
their status here to be the same as their status in their
home country.

Perception of national status correlated with

only one set of scale scores, Dimension IX. I am Gomfortable:

a person who felt that

~is

status here was higher

than at home would score quite high.

Results are summarized

in Table VII.
Perception of ability to communicate.

This.was a

skewed distribution with more students feeling that they were
above average; (demographic data, question 27, Appendix B).
There were no significant correlations.
in Table VIII.

<

·2~

-

Results are shown

[
l
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TABLE VII
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN STUDENTS' PERCEIVED
STATUS LEVEL AND SCALE s6oRES
Perceived Status Level in U.S. in Comparison
with Perceived Status in Home Country
Response Category
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

n

much worse
worse
the same
better
much better

% of

Response

3

6

6

12
59
12
8

28
6

4
Correlation with Scale Score

Dimension
L

II.
VI.
VII.
IX.

·""""

-

Linguistics
I Understand
American
I am Comfortable
with American
Americans
I am Comfortable

rho

t(d.f. 2)

l

• 11

I

.25

1.93

.23
.19
.44

1.75
1.41
5.0.

• 78 .

sig.
ns
ns
ns
ns
• 05
(t=2.920)

.,.,.
1
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TABLE VIII
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN STUDENTS' PERCEIVED ABILITY
TO C01'11'1UNICATE AND SCALE SCORES
Perceived Ability.to Communicate in Comparison with
All Other Visitors that Students Have
Heard About . or Know
.

Response Category
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

% of Response

n

I

much poorer
poorer
about average
better
much better
among the best

17
23
40
8

8

11
19
4
3
2

6

4

Correlation with Scale Score
Dimension
I. Linguistics
II. I Understand
American
VI. I am Comfortable
with American
VII. I am Satisfied
with My
VIII. Americans
IX. I am Comfortable

,,.~4.

_,,
.-.

I
I
I

rho

t(d.f. 2)

sig.

.02

.13

ns

.15

.10

ns

• 07

.48

ns

.28
.10
.31

2.21
.70
2.50

ns
ns
ns

y~

15.3
Summary
The research hYPotheses that scale scores will correlate with perceived ability to communicate and perceived
status leyel were not supported except in one instance.
The research hypotheses that scale scores will vary with
nationality and with the intention of permanent residency
were supported.
The secondary theoretical hypotJ:iesis that o_utside
variables affect the response pattern was supported.
Discussion
Even though two research hypotheses were not supported,
the three secondary theoretical hypotheses were. ·These
hypotheses
were:
.
.

A.

The perceived level of difficulty of

acquisition will parallel. the
difficulty; B.

~ctual leve~

of acquisition

A process of differentiation/overgeneraliza-

tion is occurring so that perceived level of competency may
or may not be congruent with the actual amount of time spent
with Americans; C.

Outside variables will affect the

response patterns.
The primary theoretical hypothesis was thus supported:
a scaled self-report of the degree of perceived competency
reached on a scale of a given phenomenological· dimension is
related to behavior on that dimension as determined in
previous studies and defined by other variables.

The rela-

tionship may vary according to other variables and may or
may not be linear •

..-...

. .r-
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In these next sections, the methodology will be
critiqued and the.meaning of the ·results will be explored.
Methodology.
There are two major areas to critique

here~

the

testing instrument itself and the statistical methods used.
As mentioned in Chapter 5, the scales were written
for self-anchoring responses.

In some instances, this led

to non-monotonic or ambiguous response patterns in which
students who had been in the host culture a short time and
students who had been in the host culture for several years
were responding in the same way.

This was disadvantageous

in that the true subtleties which would distinguish newand old-timers were not found.
Conversely, the non-monotonic .response pattern was
advantageous in that it did clarify and validate some aspects
of the process of differentiation/overgeneratlization for
second-culture learning.

It was discovered that for some

dimensions a person would think that he· comprehended when
he first arrived.

However, after 5 months his feeling of

mastery would diminish.

It would only be after a year or

two-and-a-half years that his feeling of comprehension would
reassert itself, this time with much firmer grounding.
This seems to indicate that there is a time of gross
.differentiation between own-culture and host culture.
Because one recognizes that there are differences (a dog is
not a cat), one feels as if one understands what is

..

~
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happening (it makes.no difference whether the cat is a
tiger or a house cat).

As one begins to make finer distinc-

tions, one realizes that a set response pattern.is inadequate.

One feels lost, culture shock is. setting in.

After

a period of relearning and of integrating, one is again
confident and does not hesitate to say that he understands.
Of the statistics used to interpret

th~

Guttman scores,

the Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance by ranks
was the most

~fficie~t,

2

ranks.

preserving the magnitude of the

.

.

.

The X -test collapsed response rankings so that

viable differences were not noted (a type-2 error).· The
x2 was useful, though, in that it was easily graphed and
thus, helped· to interpret the results of the Kruskal-Wallis.
Simpie corre·lations revealed very little about the
relationship between

perceive~

status and communicative

ability to scale scores other than that no relationship
existed.

It may be that there is no

relations~ip,

but

some other patterns might have been revealed by use of the
Kruskal-Wallis.
One difficulty with non-parametric statistics is that
it is not easy to factor out specific influences.

Thus,

when one is looking at the charts it must.be remembered·
that nationality is contaminating
the

intent~on

of permanent

time-in~country,

res~dency,

and so

fort~.

as is
As

these are graphed some .of the relationships among comp9nent
parts can be revealed, but the simplicity and elegance of
the parametric statistics are still missing.

~~
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Results
Going through the dimensions briefly, the influential
factors are easily found for each dependent variable.
A longer time-in-country, more time spent

livi~g

with

the hosts, and non-Oriental backgrounds all influence high
response scores on Dimension I. Linguistics.
Nationality and an intention to reside permanently in
the United States are positive influences toward a high
scale score for Dimension II. I Understand American.
Amount of contact played no significant role. ·
However, amount of contact with Americans (both in
length of residency and percentage of time spent living with
Americans) was important in Dimension VI. I am Comfortable.
A J-curve was

app~rent

for the correlation of time-incountry with high scale scor~s. x2 was significant for the
intention of permanent·residency--those with a possible
intention of staying in.the United States had a

h~gher

percentage of above median scores than did the others.
was not significant for· national origin.

x2

H was not signifi-

cant for either of these latter two populations.
Only nationality played a significant role in the
response pattern to Dimension VII. I am Satisfied with My.
Mid-Easterners and Others were more satisfied than Japanese
and other Asians.
Nationality,: however, was the only factor that was
not significantly influential for Dimension· VIII. Americans.
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Those with a definite intention of residing in the United
States, those who spent a majority of their time

~iving

with

Americans, and those who had.been here 5-12 months.were the
ones who rated Americans high on inter-personal skills.
Some of this might have been due to positive stereotypic
attitudes and/or to the halo-effect.
Time-in-country had no significant effect on a person's
ability to feel comfortable using new American traits.

Those

who had been in the host country·30 months or more and who
had spent less than 50% of their time living with Americans
were definitely less comfortable.

Asians and those with· no

intention of residing permanently in the United States were
also less comfortable.

One's perceived status

with one's scale score on·this
Basically, the length of

correlat~s

dimension~
stay~

the amount of contact

with host nationals, national origins, and the intention of.
permanent residency were all influential.

Perceived statu?

and perceived ability to communicate were not related to
scale scores.
A person's perception of the degrei of difficulty in
acquiring a trait ·is generally accurate
hypothesis A).

(secondar~

theoretical

Yet even though a person's perception and

skill is growing in a step-by-step process through the process
of differentiation/overgeneralization, his perception of his
ability is not necessarily congruent with his
(secondary theoretical hypothesis B).

~~

b~havior

For example, the
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J-curve for Dimension VI. I am Comfortable with .American
demonstrates an incongruency while the basically linear
,/'-curve for .Dimension I. Linguistic,s illustrates a closer
congruency between perception of ability and behavior.
Other variables such as national origin and the intention of

pe~manent

.residency can also affect the perceived

level of ease of acculturation (secondary theoretical
hypothesis C).
Even though different types of curves are apparent,
it is evident that they are dependent on both

th~

indepen-

dent and the dependent variable which are being measured.
Specificity is required when describing not

on~y

patterns

df adjustment but also .patterns in the acquisition of new
behaviors.
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Chapter 7--Notes
1

rnterview with Kris Kern, Instructor, English as a
Second Language Program, Portland State University, April·

1976.

2
rnterview with Noriko Huruse, Portland State University, November 1976.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSION
Even though this paper did not explore "the. chronology of the transcul turation proce_ss" per se, it did
explore and uncover some of the characteristics of the
nature of the cognitive processes and perceptions underlying
acculturation over time thus arriving at a chronology of the
phenomenology of the acculturative process.
through three major
1.

This occurred

approach~_s:

By an attempt to verify the existence of hierarchies

along various posited

phenomenologic~l

dimensions of

acculturation.
2.

By determining if each of these nine hierarches

was a sub-hierarchy of the fact9rially complex construct,
"acculturation."

3.

Be determining the congruencies between one's self-

perceptionof how acculturated one is ·with other known facts
about the acculturation process.
In exploring these three major approaches, the three
primary

a~d

by the data.

three secondary hypotheses were all supported
Hence, acculturation is a factorially complex

construct comprised of an amalgam of sub-hierarchies.

These

sub-hierarchies are scalable phenomenological dimensions of
perceived competency.

-~
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Responses to scaled

se~f-reports

along these phenom-

enological dimensions are related to actual behavior.

This

relationship is affected by other variables and is not neeessarily linear.

The perceived level of item difficulty

parallels the actual level of difficulty in trait acquisition.

But, this does not necessarily mean that a person

perceives himself in the correct perspective--bepause of
the continuing expansion and growth in perception, perceived
level of competency is not necessarily congruent with actual
behavior even though it can be.

Scale responses are also

·affected by other variables such as national origin and the
intention to reside permanently.

Variables such as the

perceived ability to communicate and perceived status level
did not have any direct correlation with scale scores.
Even though these relationships were.discovered only
indirectly, it is expected that third party observations of
the behavior should confirm these two facts:

(1) that

perception of the difficulty of trait acquisition does
actually parallel the actual observed

~rder

and

difficu~ty

of trait acquisition, and (2) that perception of one's level
of achievement is sometimes linearly and sometimes curvilinearly related to 'one's actual level of achievement.
~everal

relationships found in this study were of

special note.

Comfort with Dimension I. Linguistics was

associated with a non-Asian background and with .more contac·t
with Americans.

Amount of contact, however, was not

I
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significantly related to Dimension II. I Understand American.
Nationality and the intention of permanent residency were the
salient variables here.

A J-curve for

time-in-cou~try

was

associated with Dimension VI. I am Comfortable with American
(i.e., comfort with the observation of American traits);
yet no relationship was found between length of

~tay

and

Dimension IX. I am Comfortable (i.e., comfort with the actual
~

of traits).

Nationality

~as

the only independent vari-

able that was significant for VII. I am Satisfied--Asians
were less satisfied.

But nationality did not play any role

in inter-personal stereotypic responses to Dimension VIII.
Americans.

Those who intended to reside

perma~ently

in the

United States, those who had been in the United States 5-12
months, and those who spent most of their time living with
Americans were those who gave Americans the highest interpersonal rating.
Among the scales themselves as

deter~ined

by rho

correlations, Dimension IX. I am Comfortable was the central
dimension to which all other dimensions related.
guistics was the next most central.

I. Lin-

Dimension VIII. Ameri-

cans was peripheral indicating that inter-personal satisfaction occurred perhaps in spite of cross-cultural
differences.
Of final note is the fact that quasi-scales were
found in not only one but in three generations of testing.
This firmly establishes that hierarchical relationships

~,,
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exist along .six dimensions.

Since the scalability of these

dimensions is established, this same rank ordering will hold
true across different populations for the same universe.
Different items, however, may be necessary in order to
establish viable, unambiguous scales in which the examiner
and the subject have the same response criterion.
Out of this study though have risen some areas which
need further clarification and exploration.
1.

More research needs to be done on the variables which

affect the ease of acquisition of second-culture traits.
Especially

~ore

research needs to be done on the role and

influence of language skills both as a bridge and as a model
for second-culture acquisition.
2.

More research can be done on the inter-relationships

among variables:

the effect of linguistic ability on

comfort and on inter-personal relationships; the effect of
inter-personal relationships on unde·rstanding.

3.

The construct, "acculturation,rr was given an opera-

tional definition, i.e., competency along given phenomenological dimensions.

However, this construct should be

further explored so that what is central and what is peripheral to the construct is made known.

In addition, the uni-

versal, general, and specific factors for each level of
hierarchy and sub-hierarchy and for each sub-set could be
clarified.

One way of determining hierarchical .levels might

be by forming a scale comprised of one similar item from

--
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each of the Bxtant dimensions.

Other ways might include

factor analysis and serendipity.
4.

The dimensions could be redefined and/or the scales

refined so that unidimensional scales rather than quasiscales would be indicated.

Factor analysis, again, or the

H-technique are two possible ways of

reach~ng

this.

Finally, the meaning of the quasi-scales themselves
needs to be determined.
might have helped.

3

Further testing on Generation

Use of the Israel Alpha technique would

definitely have provided further insight into the nature of
the scales and of the construct, "acculturation."

Sub-sets

within the dimensions or the meaning of the sub-sets within
the dimensions might be clarified by this technique.

If the

scales were rewritten with firmer response criteria and with
.simpler language, more

o~

might also be indicated.

a tendency towards homogeneity
This remains to be seen.

However, this investigation has explored some new
facets of the construct, "acculturation," and has also
explored, if not the acquisition of new communicative
behaviors, at least a person's perception of his acquisition
of new behaviors over time and as affected by other variables.
Even though the order.and rate of actual acquisitiqn
of behaviors is not defined by this study, even knowledge
of a student's perception of his ability and the
surrounding him can be beneficial •.

:~
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instructors or counselors know that,· generally, between

5~12

months a foreign student will not feel very comfortable in
the host culture preparatory measures can be taken to guide
the student through the times of dis-ease.
Finally, if the quasi-scales were. further refined so
that their parameters were known or so that they were homogenous scales, one might,
diagnostic instrument.

lat~r,

be able to use them as a

For example, deviant patterns on

some dimensions might indicate that a person was becoming
marginal rather than integrating himself into a social
group.
With the increase in contact between cultures and in
foreign student exchange it might be profitable to further
investigate these areas.

~~
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INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS FOR
GENERATIONS 1 AND 3
The proctor for the test was. introduced to the class
by the instructor. The proctor explained to the classroom
that this was research being conducted by a graduate student
in the department· of Speech Communication as a requirement
for a master's ·thesis.
The purpose of the test was introduced as an attempt
to better understand how students felt in the United States:
if American instructors and counselors could understand
better how the international students felt then perhaps
better programs could be designed to meet their requirements.
It was emphasized. that there were no right answers, that
there were no wrong answers--that everyone went through
times when they were more or less comfortable than at other
times.
Students were given a brief chance to ask questions
and then were told that if they had any questions about the
test they could raise their hand and ask for help during
the testing.
Instructions were then read off the test packet
(see To the Respondent).
Students for Generation 1 were told that th~y would
have 10 minutes to complete Part I~ Wh~n time was called,
they were allowed approximately 30 minutes to complete the.
scales. Students·for Generation 3 were told that they had
the rest of the class period to work (30-40 minutes) •
.Any further questions about the test and any further
.
comments ·Were handled .on an individual basis after the
class.
'

,~~~~~
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To the Respondent:
This survey is being conducted in partial fulfillment of
the requirements for a master's thesis. Your help in
rap.idly and accurately responding to the statements would
be greatly appreciated4
This survey ~s in two parts. The first part is background .
data on yourself. The second part is a survey of your
feelings about life in America.
In the first part only, please circle the correct response(s)
and/or fill in the blank with an appropriate answer. Please
stop writing after you finish the first two pages and wait
for a further signal to continue.
In the second part, starting with t~e page titled LINGUISTIC,
underline either ~ or Il.Q. whichever is closest to what you
feel or know .ll.Qli, today. Do not leave any statements
unanswered. After you finish each page go back and check for
any blanks and underline the prope~ response; then go
immediately to the.next page. It is very important that you
work both accurately and quickly. Therefore you will be given
about 30 minutes to complete the whole survey.
In this survey there are llQ right ~nswers, there are .IlQ. wrong
answers. All that is important is your true· response to the
statement, as you are feeling ll.illi·
Example:
X§.§.

no

yes

.llQ

1.
2.

X§.§.

no

3.

yes

ll.Q.

4.

I like American food.
I like American singing.
I understand American comic books.
Americans understand my study habits.

This person today likes Americ.an food now and now understands
American comic books. But he doesn't like American singing,
nor does he feel that Americans really understand his study
habits.

Please do not talk while you are responding to these items.
If you need help, raise your hand, and.someone will be
present to answer your questions.
If you have no more questions, you may start.

: .......~,,..,. ... ~
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DEMOGRAPHIC DATA
PART I·
l~

social security number_______________

3. sex

2. age

male/female

4~ nationalitY.----------------------------~-

5.

graduate student/undergraduate student/other~--~--~~-

6. major
7. profession~--------~----------8. raised in what religion...._____~~------------~----9. I am still practicing this ~eligion yes/no other~~~--10. I come from
a) a rural area
b) a suburban area
c) an urban area
11. My parent.s were considered
a) of low income
b) of low~to-middle income
c) of middle-to-high inc.cine
d) of high income

12. My family was considered
a) well educated
b).moderately educated
c) poorly educated

130 Before travelling I had previous· contact with Americans
a) at home

d) as friends

b) at school

·e) as tourists or guests only

c) as co-workers
f) .other
g) no contact
14. Before travelling I had previous contact with other
internationals (people not from the United States nor
from my home country)
a) at home
d)-as friends
b) at school
e) as tourists or guests only
c) as co-workers
f) other
g) no contact
15. I travelled in other countries before coming to the
U.S.A.

yes/no

16. If yes to

#15, where------------------------~---------
for how lon

...........
~

---

...

'--'-------------------------------Please Continue ..• ~
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17.

How long have you been in the United States~~--------18. How long do you plan to stay_____________________________

19.
20.

Do you plan to reside here permanently yes/no/maybe
What is your reason for coming?
a) to ·study English only

21.

d) business concerns

b) for general study
e) other--------------~----c) marriage
Did you have relatives or friends from your own country

waiting for you when you arrived in the U.S·:? yes/no
22. Did you have American _f.riends wai tirig for you when you
arrived? yes/no
23. Did you have a host family waiting for you when you
arrived? yes/no
24. Do you have contact with home (letters, phone calls,
newspapers, etc.)?

25.

a) once a week or more
b) 1-3 times a month

d) on special occasions only
(birthdays, _holidays, etc.)

c) 8-11 times a year

e) less frequently

About what percent of the
with

t~me

a) people from your own country
b) other internationals
c) Americans
d) alone

have you spent living

0-25%
· 0-25%
0-25%
0-25%

25-50%
25-50%
25-50%
25-50%

50-75% 75-100%
50-75% 75~100%
50-75% 75-100%
50-75% 75-100%

26. I am currently living with
a) people from my own country
b) other internationals
c) Americans
d) alone
e) with a mixture of people from America and

27.

I like to spend as much leisure time as possible with
a) people from my own country
b) other internationals
c) Americans
d) alone

..,.,..,....

...

_.....
~~

,,..

.....~·
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28. As compared to all the other visitors (touris~s; students,
migrants, etc.) that I have heard about or known, my
ability to communicate is
a) much poorer
e) much better ·than
c) about average
most
b) poorer
d) better than
most
f) among the best
29. As compared to my status and position in my home country,
my status and position here are
a) much worse
c) the same
e) much better
b) worse
d) better
30. Compar~d to when I first arrived in the United States,
I am making
a) very little progress
b) some progress
c) good progress
d) excellent progress

Please

....... -?

,,_

~~"

~ ..

.... ;:-.-"'
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SCALES FOR GENERATION 1
I. LINGUISTIC

PART II
whichever is closest to your own

Underline ~ or .ll.Q.
feelings or knowledge.
For example:
yes
1 • I can sing in English
.ll.Q.
no
2. I can read and understand comic books in
~
English.
This person feels that he cannot stng in English. (Th~s
is alright--many Americans do not feel they can sing
either) This person also feels that he can read and·
understand comic books.
Start here:
yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes
yes
yes

no
no
no

yes

no

yes
yes

no
no

1. I can read, understand, and even laugh at most
~ditorial (political) ca~toons.
2. It is easy to speak in a classroom of Americans
(discuss, question, give opinions, etc.).
.
3. It is as easy to speak in a formal situation
here as in my own country (for example: a
business interview, speaking with a supervisor).
4. American professors seldom· ask me to explain or
Clarify what I have written.
5. It is easy to speak on the phone with American
friends.
6. It is easy to talk to Americans I don't know
too well.
7. It is easy to joke with Americans.
8. I no longer need to study English full time.
9. Americans are not impatient with me when I
speak.
10. It is easy to go to the store and buy what I
need.
11. It is easy to call a business and get information.
12. It is easy to carry on an informal conversation
with Americans.
Please Continue •••

_,.....
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.I UNDERSTAND Al'1ER ICAN • . •
Underline ~ or Il.Q. whichever is closest to your own
feelings or knowledge.
For example:
.:Y.§.§.
no
1. I understand American singing.
yes
11.Q.
2. I understand American study habits.
This person feels that he can understand American singing-the words are· clear, the music is beginning to make sense,
and he can tell what songs will be sung at. what time.
However, American· study habits are a little strange to him.
Americans just seem to study a few minutes before class and
this doesn't make sense. (Maybe American student's parents
don't understand this either.)
~

Start here:
yes
yes

no
no

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
ye.s
yes

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

yes

no

1. I understand
2. I understand
Americans.
3. I.understand
4. I understand
5. I understand
6. I understand
7. I understand
8. I understand
9. I understand
10. I understand
11. I understand
12. I understand
ideals.
13. I understand

American manners.
how Americans act with other
American goals an~ philosophies.
the American sense of humor.
American values and ideals.
my American friend's customs.
American customs.
the way Americans think.
how Americans act with me.
the way Americans behave.
the way Americans speak.
my American friend's values and
the way·Americans dress.
Please

,,.,.

.... ~

..

~·~·

Continue.~.
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.I UNDERSTAND AMERICAN REACTIONS TO MY • • .

PART III
whichever is closest to your own

Underline ~ or llQ.
feelings or knowledge.
For example:
l~ I understand American reactions to my singing.
yes
11.Q.
yes
2. I understand American reactions to my study
no
habits.
This person feels that Americans don't understand his
singing. This person doesn't understand why Americans
react as they do to his singing. Perhaps he doesn't think
that he sings well, but Americans always want him to sing,
and he can't understand why. Perhaps he sings well, but
Americans don't seem to like it, and he can't understand
why. So, he marks 11.Q.. If he knew that Americans just didn't
enjoy singing, so they always told him to be qµiet when he
sang (even though he sang well), then he would have marked
~ (I understand American reactions to my singing).
He
knows they don't like it, because they don't like singing.
This person does understand American reactions to his study
habits. Perhaps he knows that.Americans don't like to study
very much, so he knows that Americans think he is strange
when he spends six hours a day studying.
·
Start here:
yes

no

1. I understand American reactions to my goals

yes

no

2.

yes

no

3.

yes

no

4.

yes

no

5.

yes

no

6.

yes

no

7.

yes

no

8.

yes
yes

no
no

9.

io.

yes

no

11.

.:::::.-·-·

and philosophy.
I understand American reactions to the way I
dress.
I understand my American friend•s reactions to
my values and ideals.
I understand American reactions to my relationships with people from my own country.
I understand Americans reactions to the way
I think.
I understand my American friend's reactions
to my customs.
I understand American reactio'hs to the way I
speak.
I understand America~ reactions to my values
and ideals.
I understand American reactions to my manners.
I understand American reactions to ·the way I
behave.
I understand American ~eactions to my.sense of
humor •

"I
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yes

12. I understand American reactions to my customs.

no

Please Continue •.•
PART IV
AMERICANS UNDERSTAND MY • • •
Underline ~ or Il.Q. whichever is closest to your own
feelings or knowledge.
For example:
.:Y.§.§.
no
1. Americans understand my singing.
yes
Il.Q.
2. Americans understand my study habits.
This person feels that Americans understand his singing--they
understand why he sings whe~ he does, they understand his
vocabulary, they understand what it means to him. It
doesn't matter if the Americans like his singing or if they
don't like his singing. The Americans understand his singing
and he knows this. This person feels that Americans do not
understand his study habits. He studies six hours a day,
and Americans just cannot understand why anybody would spend
six hours a day studyi~g. Perhaps even when he tries .to
explain to·them, they still don'~ understand--maybe they
will someday~
·
Start here:
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

yes
yes
yes

no
no
no

1. A.nericans understand my sense of humor.

2. Americans understand my manners.

3. Americans understand my goals and

philosophy~

4. Americans understand·my customs.

5. My American friend understands my customs.
6. Americans understand the way I behave.

7. Americans understand my values and ideals.
8. My American friend understands my values and

ideals.
9. Americans understand the way I dress.
10. Americans understand the way I think.
11. Americans understand the way I speak.
Please Continue •.•
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AMERICANS UNDERSTAND MY REACTION TO . • •

PART V

Underline ~ or ll.Q. whichever is closest to your own
feelings or knowledge.
For example:
yes
1. Americans understand my reaction to their
llQ.
singing.
no
2. Americans understand my reaction to their
~
study habits.
Perhaps Americans don't sing very much at all. You think
that this lack of singing makes the Americans unhappy,
because they always frown. You tell this to Americans, and
they just don't understand you. Maybe they don't even listen
to your reasoning. Therefore, .Americans don't understand
your reaction to their singing, so you mark this statement
ll.Q..
But perhaps Americans know that you think their study
habits are really strange, and you have told your friends it
is because you just don't understand how t4ey can study for
class in just a few minutes while it takes you hours.
Perhaps the Ainericans respond, "yes, we can see why you think
our study habits are strange • • • . " You would then mark
~' Americans understand my reaction to their study habits.
Start here:
yes

no

yes

no

yes

no-

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

::::·~---&

1. My American friend understands ~ reactions to
his values and ideals.
2. Americans understand my reactions to their
relationships (how they act with each other).
3. Americans understand my reaction to their
humor.
4. Americans understand my reactions to the
relationship we have together (how we act with
each other).
5. Americans understand my reaction to how they
dress.
6. Americans understand my reaction to their
goals and philosophy •.
7. Americans understand my reaction to their
values and ideals.
8. Americans understand my reaction to how they
think.
9. Americans -q.nderstand my reaction to their
manners.
10. Americans understand my reaction to how they
speak.

184
yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

11. Americans understand my reactions to their
customs.
12. My American friend understands my reaction to
his customs.

13. Americans understand my reaction to how they
behave.
Please Continue •••

I AM COMFORTABLE WITH AMERICAN • . •
PART VI
Underline ~ or .llQ whichever is closest to your own
feelings or knowledge.
For example:
yes
.llQ
1. I am comfortable with American singing •
.:i..Ei§.
no
2. I am comfortable with American study habits.
Perhaps Americans don't sing very much. Perhaps this person
even understands why Americans don't sing very much (maybe
he doesn't understand). But not having any singing around
makes this person feel very sad. He is not comfortable with
American singing. On the other hand, it doesn't matter to
him that Americans only study just before class. That is
their problem, not his, so he continues to study six hours
a day. He is comfortable with American study habits.
Start here:
yes
yes

no
no

1. I am comfortable with American manners.
2·. I am comfortable with American leisure

3.

yes
yes

no
no

4.

yes

no

5.

ye~

6.

yes

no
no

7.

yes

no

8.

activities.
I am comfortable
I am comfortable
here.
I am comfortable
phil.osophies.
I am comfortable
I am comfortable
ideals.
I am comfortable

with American .food.
with the housing situation
with American goals and
with American customs.
with American values and
with American dress.

Please Continue •••
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PART VII
I AM SATISFIED WITH MY . . .
Underline ~ or 11.Q. whichever is closest to your own
feelings or knowledge.
For example:
1. I am satisfied with the quality of my singing
no
~
here.
yes
IlQ
2. I am satisfied with my study habits here.
This person is satisfied that his ·singing is as good as he
expects it to be. He may not be able to sing as often as
he likes, but when he does sing, he ~s satisfied with what
he does. On the other hand, he is not satisfied with his
study habits. Perhaps he wants to spend fewer hours studying
or maybe he wants to spend even more time with his books.
Start here:
yes
yes

no
no

yes

no

yes
yes

no
no

yes

no

yes
yes
yes

no
no
no

yes

no

yes
yes

no
no

yes

no

yes
yes

no
no

/''

. ._. ., ... ,,.A•

.,. ~ ... _..,.......
~

1. I am satisfied with my position here.
2. I am satisfied with the amount of contact I
have with internationals in the U.S. (people
neither from my o~n country nor from the U.S.).
3. In comparison to before I arrived in the
United States, I am satisfied wit~ my general
state of health.
·
4. I am satisfied with my personal friends ~ere.
.
5. I am satisfied with the quality of contact I
have with Americans.
6. I am satisfied with how much independence I
ha~e in this country.
7. I am satisfied with my behavior here.
8. I am satisfied with my progress here.
9. I am satisfie4 with the quality of contact I
have with people from my illtl1. country here.
10. I am satisfied with the amount of contact I
have with people from my own country here.
ii. I am satisfied with.my social life here.
12. I am satisfied with the quality of contact I
have with internationals here.
13. I am satisfied with the amount of contact I
have with Americans here.
14. I am satisfied with my English.
15. I am satisfied with my academic or professional
life here.
Please Continue ••.
'
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Al'1ERICANS • • •

PART VIII

Underline ~ or 11.Q. whichever is closest to your own
feelings or knowledge.
For example:
1. Americans sing.
2. Americans rarely study for a long period of
~
no
time.
This person has rarely if ever heard Americans sing. On the
whole Americans don't sing. This person has also noticed
that most Americans do all their homework just before·class
time, therefore he marks "yes", Americans rarely study for
a, long period of time.
yes

llQ.

Start here:
yes

no

1. Americans find it easy" to get along with
others.
2. Americans are supportive of others.
3. I can got~ Americans with my.problems.
4. Americans listen to what peop~e say to them.
5. Americans like to be close and personal·with
people.

yes
yes
yes
yes

no
no
no
no

yes

no

6. Americans are good listeners (they let you say
what you want to say without judging your
ideas or feelings).

yes
yes

no
no

7.

yes
yes

no
no

yes

no

Americans can deal with others effectively.
8 . .Americans can easily put themselves in another
person's shoes (or position).
9. Americans ignore other people's feelings.
10. Americans let others know that they understand
them.
11. Americans generally say the right thing at the

right time.
yes

no

12. Americans generally know how others feel.

yes
yes
yes

no

13. Americans are rewarding (satisfying) to talk to.

no
no

yes
yes

no
no

14. Americans understand other people.
15. Americans usually do not make unusual demands
on their friends.
16. Americans are likeable people.

17. Americans' personal relations are cold and
distant.

~"'

~~"......

. r
~
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yes

no·

18. Americans are easy to talk to.
You have finished!

Thank you very much for your time and help.

~..r~
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COVER LETTER

Dear Student,
This is a survey being conducted in partial fulfillment of
the requirements for a master's thesis by a researcher who
is a graduate of Lewis and Clark College currently enrolled
at Portland State University.

Mrs~

permission for this research to be
and Clark campus.

Dimond has given full
con~ucted

on the Lewis

And, this is the kind of research that

needs to be conducted so that professors and counselors can
better understand and deal with the problems of international
students.
You will notice that no names or identification is asked for.
There is no record at all of who you are except for your
nationality, etc. which is information you complete on the
last two pages.

All information is confidential .•

Your help in promptly and completely finishing this survey
is deeply appreciated.

'When finished, if you would return

this form to Mrs. Dimond, L.C. Box 192, on or before noon
on Friday,

Feb~uary

13, I would be grateful.

Thank you for your aid.
Since~ely

yours,·

Janet Metzger

~~~··

.T
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INSTRUCTIONS, GENERATION 2
To the:Respondent:
This survey is in two pa~ts. In the first part--pages 2-10-(starting with the page titled LINGUISTICS) underline either
~ or llQ., whichever is closest to what you feel or know 11.Qli,
today. If you felt or knew something in the past, but don't
feel or know it QQli, mark "ll.Q.." If you think you will feel ·
or know something in the future but don't feel or know it
11.Qli, mark "QQ.. 11
If you have neyer felt or known something,
or if you disagree with the statement, mark "no." Mark
"~" only if the statement expresses a thought or feeling
you now have.
In this part of the survey there are .llQ. right answers, there
are .llQ. wrong answers; all that is important is your true
response to the statement, as you are feeling 11.Q!J:..
For example:
~

no

1. I like American food.

yes

Il.Q.

~

no

yes

11Q.

2. I like American singing.
3. I understand American comic books.
4. Americans understand my study habits.

This person likes .American food now and now understands
American comic books. But he doesn't like American singing,
nor does he feel that Americans really understand his study
habits.

Do not leave any statements unanswered. After you finish
each page go back and check for any blanks and then underline
your response; then go immediately to the next page. It is
very important that you work both accurately and quickly.
Try to finish.this part in 15-20 minutes. Do not discuss
these statements with anyone until after you have returned
the survey. If you do not understand a word, try to under-stand what it means from the rest of the sentence. If you
still don't understand just how it is being used, respond
to what you think it means.
Part II of this survey (pages
) is background data on
yourself. Please circle the correct response and/or fill
in the blank with an appropriate answer. Again, all information is confidential •

. ..--::;:.~. .
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Again: JDo not leave any page or any statement blank.
Work as accurately and quickly as possible.
Return this as soon as possible.
Do not discuss this with anyone until after you
have returned· it.
Thank ypu for your cooperation in completing this!
Begin here •••

.-~=~"
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SCALES, GENERATION 2
I. LINGUISTICS

PART I

Underline ~ or UQ. whic~ever is closest to your Qlill
feelings or knowledge now, today.
For example:

1. I can sing in English •
.:l§..§.
no
2. I can read and understand comic books in
English.
This person feels that he cannot sing in English.
(That is
alright--many Americans feel that they cannot sing either.)
This person also feels that he can read and-understand comic·
books in English.
yes

11.Q.

Start here:
yes

no

yes

no

1. It is easy to speak in a classroom of
Americans.
2. It is as easy to speak in a formal situation
here as in my own country (for example: an
interview or a ceremony).

yes

no

3. I don't need to study English anymore in a
formal program.

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

6. It is easy to talk to Americans I don't know
too well. ·

yes
yes

no
no

7.

4. Americans seldom ask me to explain or clarify
what I write.
5. It is easy to speak on the phone with American
friends.
·

It is easy to joke with Americans.

8. It is easy to go to the store .and buy what I
need.

yes

no

yes

no

9.

It is easy to call a business and get information.

10. It is easy to carry on an informal
with Americans.

~onversation

Please Continue •..
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II.

d

UNDERSTAND AMERICAN • • •

. Underline ~ or Il.Q. whichever is closest to your
feelings or knowledge now, today.

.Qliil.

For example:
X§..§.

no

1. I understand .American singing.

yes
llQ.
2. I u~derstand Ameriqan study habits.
This person feels that she can understand American singing-the words are clear, the music is beginning to make sense,
and she can tell what songs will be sung at what time.
However, .American study habits are a little strange to her.
Americans just seem to study a few minutes before class,
and this doesn't make sense.
(Maybe American students'
parents don't understand this either.)
Start here:
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

1. I understand
no
2. I understand
Americans.
no
3. I understand
no
4. I understand
no
5. I understand
no
6. I understand
no. 7. I understand
no
8. I understand
no
9. I understand
no 10. I understand
ideals.
no 11. I understand
no

.American manners.
how Americans act with other
American goals and phi~osophies.
my American friend's customs.
American customs.
the way Americans think.
how Americans act with me.
the way Americans act.
the way Americans speak.
my American friend's values and
the way Americans dress.
Please Continue ...
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III. d UNDERSTAND AMERICAN REACTIONS TO MY • • .
Underline ~ or llQ. whichever is. closest to your ~
feelings or knowledge now, today.
For exampl_e:
1. I understand American reactions to my singing·.
yes
11Q.
2. I understand American reactions to my study
no
~
habits.
This person doesn't understand-why Americans react as they
do to his singing; Perhaps he doesn't think that he sings
well, but Americans always want him to sing, and he can't
understand why. Perhaps he sings well, but Americans don't
seem to like it, and he can't understand why . . So, he marks
"I!.Q.." If he knew that Americans just didn't enjoy singing,
so they alwa~s told him to be quiet when he sang (even though
he sang well), then he would have marked "yes" (I understand
American. reactions to my singing). He would know they
didn't like it just because they didn't like any singing at
all. This person does understand American reactions to his
study habits. Perhaps he knows that Americans don't like to
study very much, so he knows that Americans think he is
strange when he spends six hours a day studying.
Start here:
yes

no

1. I understand American reactions to my goals

yes

no

2.

yes

no

3.

yes

no

4.

yes

no

5.

yes

no

6.

yes

no

7.

yes

no

8.

yes
yes

no
no

9.
10.

yes

no

11.

and philosophy.
I understand American reactions to the way I
dress.
I understand my American friend's reactions
to my values and ideals.
I understand American reactions to my relationships with people from my own country.
I understand American reactions to· the way I
think.
I understand my Ameri.·can friend's reactions
to my customs.
I understand American reactions to the way I
speak.
I understand American reactions to my values
and ideals.
I understand American reactions to my manners.
I understand .American reactions to the way I
behave.
I understand American reactions to my customs.
I

Please Continue .••
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IV. AMERICANS UNDERSTAND .fil . . .
Underline ~ or n.Q. whichever is closest to your ·.Q.Yi.ll
feelings or knowledge now, today.
For example:
~
no
1. Americans understand my singing.
yes
IlQ. · 2. Americans understand my study habits·.
This person feels that Americans understand her singing.
Perhaps they understand why she sings when she does, or maybe
they understand her vocabulary, or maybe they understand
what it means to her, or maybe it is all of the above. It
doesn't matter if the Americans like or dislike her singing.
The Americans understand her singing, and she knows this.
This person feels.that Americans do not understand her study
habits. She studies six hours a day, and Americans just
cannot understand why anybody would spend six hours a day
studying. Perhaps even when she tries to explain to them,
they still don't understand--maybe they will someday.
Start here:
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

yes
yes
yes

no
no
no

1. Americans understand my sense of humor.
2. Americans understand my manners.
3 . .Americans understand my goals and philosophy.
4 . .Americans understand my customs.
5. My American friend understands my customs.
6. Americans understand the way I act.
7. .Americans understand my values and ideals.
8. My American friend understands my values and
id$als.
9 . .Americans understand the way I dress.
10 • .A.meri·cans understand the way I think.
11 • .Americans understand the way I speak.

Please Continue •..
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V. AMERICANS UNDERSTAND MY R~ACTION TO • • .
Underline ~ or QQ. whichever is closest to your .Q1l1l
feelings or knowledge now, today.
For example:
1. Americans understand my reaction to their
yes
llQ.
singing.
no
2. Americans understand my reaction to their
X§.§.
study habits.
Perhaps Americans don't sing very much at all. You think
that this lack of singing makes the .Americans unhappy,
because they always are frowning. You tell this to Americans
and they just don't understand you. Maybe they don't even
listen to your reasoning. Therefore, -.Americans· don't understand your reaction to their singing (or lack of it), so
you mark_ this statement"ll.Q.." But perhaps .Americans know.
that you-think their study habits are really strange, and
you have told your friends even that you think that it is
funny that they spend only a ·few minutes before class to
study while you must spend six hours a day. Perhaps the
.Americans respond, "yes, we can see why you think our study
habits are strange • • . ";perhaps they don't say anything,
but you know.that they understand how you feel about their
habits. You.would then mark"~," Americans understand my
reaction to their study habits.
Start here:
yes

no

1.

yes

no

2.

yes

no

3.

yes

no

4•

yes

no

5.

yes

no

6.

yes

no

7.

yes

no

8.

yes

no

9.

r

+,

~·.
.,
.~

understand my reaction to their
relationships (how they act with each other).
Americans understand my reaction to the
relationships we have together (how we act
with each other).
Americans understand my react on to how they
dress.
.Americans understand my reaction to their
goals and philosophy •
.Americans understand my reaction to their
values and ideals •
.Americans understand my.reaction to how they
think •
.Americans understand my reaction to their
manners.
Americans understand my reaction to how they
speak.
Americans. un~erstand my reactions to their
customs.
Arneric~ns

r
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yes

no

yes

no

10. My American friend understands my reaction to
his customs.
11. Americans understand my reaction to how they
act.
Please Continue ••.

VI. I AJ.VI COMFORTABLE WITH AMERICAN
Underline ~ or QQ. whichever is closest to your Q1cill.
feelings or knowledge now, today.
For example:
yes
Il.Q.
1. I am comfortable with American singing.
:Y§..§.
no
2. I am comfortable with American study habits.
This person was not comfortable with American singing, but
was comfortable with American study habits. These statements
have nothing at all to do with how you feel when you sing
American songs or .when you use American study habits, etc.
These statements are just how you feel when you see Americans
living their lives.
Start here:
yes
yes

no
no

yes
yes

no
no

yes

no

yes
yes

no
no

yes

no

1 •. I am comfortable
2. I am comfortable
activities.
3. I am comfortable
4. I am comfortable
here.
5. I am comfortable
philosophies.
E. I am comfortable
7. I am comfortable
ideals.
8. I am comfortable

with American manners.
with American leisure
with American food.
with the housing situation·
with American goals and
with American customs.
with American values and
with American dress.
Please Continue .•.
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VII. I .Al'1 SATI$FIED WITH l"IY • • •
Underline ~ or .UQ. whichever is closest to your .QiLU
feelings or knowledge now, today.
For example:
1. I am satisfied with the quality of my singing
no
~
here.
yes
IlQ
2. I am satisfied with my study habits here.
This person is satisfied that.his singing is as good as he
expects it to be, all things considered. He may not be able
to sing as often as he likes, .but when he does sing, he is
satisfied with what he does. ,On the other hand, he is not
satisfied with hi~ study habits. Perhaps he wants to spend
fewer hours studying, or maybe he wants to spend even more
time with his books.
Start here:
yes
yes

no
no

yes

no

yes
yes

no
no

yes

no

yes
yes
yes

no
no
no

yes
yes

no
no

yes

no

yes

no

1. I am·satisfied with my position here.

2. I am satisfied with the amount of contact I
have with· internationals in the U.S. (people
from neither my own country nor from the U.S.).
3. Compared to before I arrived in the United
States, I am satisfied with my general state
of health here.
4. I am satisfied with my personal friends here.
5. I am satisfied with the quality of contact I
have with Americans.
6. I am satisfied with how much independence I
have in this country~
7. I am satisfied with my behavior here.
8. I am satisfied with my progress here.
9. I am satisfied with the amount of contact I
have with people from my· own country here.
10. I am satisfied with my social life here.
11. . I am satisfied with the quality of contact I
have with other internationals here.
12. I ani satis£ied with the amount of contact I
have with Americans here.
13. I am satisfied with my ability to communicate
in English.

Please Continue •••

~~·,... --
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VIII. AMERICANS • • •
Underline ~ or 11.Q. whichever is closest to your
feelings or knowledge now, today.

.QJtLU.

For example:
yes

1. Americans sing.
2. Americans rarely study for a long period of
no
.:z.fili
time.
This person has rarely if ever heard Americans sing. On the
whole, Americans don't sing. This person has also noticed
that most Americans do all their homework just before class
time, therefore she marks "yes," Americans rarely study for
a long period of time.
.ll.Q.

Start here:
yes
yes

no
no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

y~s

yes

no
no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

1. Americans listen to what people say to them.
2. Americans like to be close and personal with
people.
3. Americans ·can deal with others effectively.

4. Americans do not ignore other people's feelings.
5. Americans let others know that they understand
them.
6. Americans generally say the right thing at the
right time.
7. Americans generally know.how others feel.
8. Americans are rewarding (satisfying) to talk
to.
9. Americans understand other people.
10. Americans usually do not make unusual demands
on their friends.
11. Americans are likable people.
12. Americans personal relations are not cold and
distant.
13. Americans are easy to talk to.
Please Continue •••
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IX. I AM C01'1FORTABLE
Underline .:.Y.§.§. or .UQ. whichever is closest to your
feelings or knowledge now, today.

Q1ll1

For example:'
yes
.:.Y.§.§.

llil
no

l!. I am comfortable singing American songs .
2. I am comfortable using American study habits.

Perhaps Americans don't have many songs, but this person
has learned to sing them all.
But, even then, he doesn't
feel comfortable with them--they just don't sound right.
This person may or may not enjoy studying six hours a day
any more like he used to do at home. At any rate, he now
enjoys studying just before class like the Americans do-this may or may not be frequent.
He is comfortable using
American study habits.
If he had never tried studying the
American way, or if he disliked studying the American way,
he would mark 11.llQ.." These statements have nothing to do
with how you feel when you hear Americans sing, or see them
study just before class, etc. These statements are about
how you feel when you do things "the American way."
Start here:
yes

no

1. I am comfortable using American manners.

yes

no

2. I am comfortable hoiding American values and
ideals.
I

yes

no

yes

no

3- I am comfortable wearing American dress.
4. I am comfortable eating American food.

yes

no

5.

yes

no

6. I am comfortable doing American leisure-time
(free-time activities.

yes

no

7.

yes

no

8. I am comfortable in American housing.

I am comfortable using American customs.

I am comfortable holding American goals and
philosophies.

You have now finished Part I.
Please continue on to Part II .•.
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DEMOGRAPHIC DATA
GENERATIONS 2, 3
PART II
2. sex: male/female

1.

age~~----

3.

nationality~--~------~-

4. profession
. major~----~--~~~--~~~~
6. undergraduate/masters/Ph~D. candidate/other~~~----~---

7. raised in what

religion.~--~~--~~--------------------~

8. still practicing this religion: yes/no/other______~~--9. for most of m~ life I lived in
a) a farming community
b) a small town
c) a large city
10. my parents were considered 11. my family was considered
a) of low income
·a) poorly educated
b) of low-to-middle income
b) moderately educated
c) of middle-to-high income
c) well educated and
d) of high income
progressive/traditional
12. before travelling I had previous contact with Americans
a) at home
d) as friends
b) at school
e) as tourists or guests only
c) as co-workers
f) other
) no contact
13. before travelling I had previous contact with other
internationals (peo~le from neither the United States
nor my home country).
a) at home
d) as friends
b) at school
e) as tourists or guests only
c) as co-workers
f) other
g) no contact
14. I travelled in other countries before coming to the
USA: yes/no

15. if ~ to #15, where
________
for how
lon.u_~----------------------~--______________________________
16. how long have you been in the US (in months~------~--17. how long do you plan to stay?~--------------~~------~
18. do you plan to live here permanently: yes/no/maybe
19. what is your reason for coming?
a) to study English only b)marriage
d) study other than English language

,.,,.--~"'"':

c) husiness
e) other____~----

r
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20. did you have relatives or friends from your own country
waiting for you when you arrived in the U.S.: yes/no

21.

did you have American friends waiting for you when you
arrived in the U.S.: yes/no

22. did you have a host family waiting for you when you
arrived in the U.S.: yes/no
23. I have contact with home (letters, phone calls,
·magazines, etc.)
d) on special occasions only
a) once a week or more
(birthdays, holidays, etc.)
b) 1-3 times a month
e)
less
frequently
c) 8-11 times a year
24. I have spent about the following percent of time living
with
a) people from my own country 0-25% 25-50%.50-75% 75-100%
b) other internationals
0-25% 25-50% 50-75% 75-100%
c) Americans
0-25% 25-50% 50-75% 75-100%
d) alone
0-25% 25-50% 50-75%·75-100%
(circle one answer for a,b,c, and d)
25. I am currently living with
c) Americans
a) people from my own country
b) other internationals
d) alone
26. I like to spend as much.free time as possible with
a) people from my own country
b) other internationals

27.

28.

as compared to all other visitors to the USA· that I have
heard about, or know (tourists, students, migrants, etc.)
my ability to communicate is
a) much poorer c) about average e) much better than most
b) poorer
d) better
f) among the best
as compared to my status and position in my home country,
my status and position here are
a) much worse
b) worse

29.

c) Americans
d) alone

c) the same
d) better

e) much better

compared to when I first arrived in the USA I am making
a) very little progress
b) some progress

You have now completely

c) good progress
d) excellent progress

finished~

Thank you very much for all your time and help.
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INSTRUCTIONS, GENERATION 3

To the Respondent:
This survey is int o parts. In the first part, LINGUISTICS,
underline either
es or llQ., whichever is closest to what you
feel or know now, oday. If you felt or knew something in
the past, but don' feel or know it .ll.Q.il., mark "no." If you
think you will fee or know something in the future but don't
feel or know it no , mark "no." If you have never felt or
known something, o if you disagree with the statement, mark
11
11.Q.."
Mark 11.:YQ.§. 11 nly if the statement expresses a thought
or feeling you now
survey there are IlQ right answers, there
are Il.Q. wrong answe~s; all that is important is your true
response to the st~tement, as you are feeling 11.Q..'d..
For example:
.E..§.

no

yes

11.Q.

X!fi§.

no

yes

Il.Q.

a.
b.
c.
d.

li~e

I
.American food.
I li e American singing.
I un~erstaii.d .American comic books.
Amer·cans understand my study habi~s.

This person likes
American
nor does
habits.

erican food now and now understands
s. But he doesn't like American singing,
at Americans really understand his study

Do not leave any slatements unanswered. After you· finish
each page go back a d check for any blanks and then underline your response; then go immediately to· the next page.
It is very importa t that you work both accurately and
quickly. Try to fi ish this part in 15-20 minutes. Do not
discuss these state ents with anyone until after you have
returned the surve • If you do not understand a word, try
to understand what it means from the rest of the sentence.
If you still don't nderstand just how it is being used,
respond to what you think it means.
Part II of this sur~ey (pages
) is background data on
yourself. Please circle th.e correct response and/or fill
in the blank with a appropriate an~wer. Again, all
information is confidential •

...

---·
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Again:

Do not leave any page or any statement blank.
Work as accurately and quickly as possible.
Return this as soon as possible.
Do not discuss this with. anyone until after you
have returned it.

Thank you for your cooperation in completing

this~

Begin Here ...

""~ ~.,,:~
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SCALES, GENERATION 3
PART I
I. LINGUISTICS
Underline ~ or UQ., whichever is closest to your Qli!1.
feelings or knowledge now, today.
For example:
yes
1. I can sing in English.
lli2.
no
2. I can read and understand comic books.· in
~
English.
This person feels that he cannot sing in English. (That is
alright--many Americans feel that they cannot sing either.)
This person aiso feels that he can read and understand comic
books in English.

Start here:
yes

no

1. It is easy to speak in a classroom of

yes

no

2.

yes

no

3.

yes
yes

no
no

4.

yes

no

6.

yes

no

7.

5.

Americans.
It is easy to speak on the phone with American
friends.
It is easy to talk to Americans I don't know
too well.
It is easy to joke with Americans.
It is easy to go to the store and buy what I
need.
It is easy ·to call a business and get information.
It is easy to carry on an informal conversation
with Americans.
Please Continue .••

..
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II. i UNDERSTAND AMERICAN • • .
Underline ~or ll.Q., whichever is closest· to your illiU.
feelings or knowledge now, today.
For example:
.I:.§.§.
no
1. I understand American singing.
yes
ll.Q.
2. I understand Ameri.can study habits.
This person feels that she can understand American singing-~
the words are clear, the music is beginning to make sense,
and she can tell what songs will Be sung at what time.
However, American study habits are a little ·strange to her.
Americans just seem to ~tudy a few minutes before class,
and this doesn't make sense. (Maybe American students'
parents don't understand this either.)
1

Start here:
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

no
no
no
no
no
no
no

yes

no

1. I understand American manners.
2. I understand American goals and philosophies.

3. I understand my American friend's customs.
I

4. I understand
5. I understand
6. I understand
7. I understand
ideals.
8. I understand

most American customs.
the way Americans think.
the way Americans act.
my American friend's values and
the way Americans dress.
Please Continue •..

.~-
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III. 1. UNDERSTAND AMERICAN RE.ACTIONS TO l'1Y • • •
Underline ~ or DQ, whichever is closest to your
feelings, or knowledge now, today.

.Qill1

For example:
yes

llQ.

~

no

1. I understand American reactions to' my singing.

2. I understand American reactions to my study
habits.
This person doesn't understand why Americans react as they
do to his singing. Perhaps he thinks he sings poorly, but
Americans always want him to sing. He doesn't understand
why. Perhaps he sings well, but Americans don't seem to
like it, and he C?-n't understand why. So, he marks 1111.Q.."
If he knew that Americans did not enjoy anyone's singing
(and therefore did not like his) then he would have marked
"~" (I understand American reactions to my singing).
·
They don't like it because they just don't like singing.
This person does understand American reactions to his stu~y
habits. Perhaps he knows that· Americans don't like to study
very much, so he knows that Americans think he is strange
when he spends six hours a day studying.
Start here:

1. I understand American reactions to my goals
and philosophy.
2. I understand American reactions to ·the way I
dress.

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

3. I

yes

no

4. I understand American reactions to my relation-

u~derstand my American friend's reactions to
my values and ideals.

shi~s

with people from my own country.
I understand American reactions to the way I
speak.

yes

no

5.

yes

no

6. I understand American reactions to my values
and·ideals.

ye~

no

7.

yes

no

8. I understand American reactions to the way I

I understand American reactions to my manners.
behave.
Please Continue .• ,
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VI. I AM C01'1FORTABLE WITH Al"IERICAN
Underline ~ or D..Q., whichever is closest to your ~
feelings or knowledge now, today.
For example:
yes
llQ.
1. I am comfortable with American singing •
.:i.§.§.
no
2. I am comfortable with American study habits.
This person is not comfortable with American singing, but is
comfortable with Amer'ican study habits. These statements
have nothing at all to do with how you feel when you sing
American songs or when you use American study habits, etc.
These statements are just how you feel when you see
Americans living their lives.
Start here:
yes
yes

no
no

yes
yes

no
no

yes
yes

no
no

5.

yes

no

7.

1. I am comfortable with American manners.

am comfortable
activities.
I am comfortable
I am comfortable
philosophies.
I am comfortable
I 8.Il'.l comfortable
ideals.
I am comfortable

2. I

with American leisure

3.

w_i th American food.
w~th American goals and

4.

6.

with American customs.
with American values and

I

with American dress.
Please Continue .•.
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VII. I AM SATISFIED WITH MY • • .
Underline _:y.§.§. or 11.Q., whichever is closest to your Q.Ym.
feelings or knowledge now, today.
For example:
~
no
1. I am satisfied with the quality of my singing
here.
yes
11Q.
2. I am satisfied with my study habits here.
This person is satisfied that his singing is as good as he
expects it to be, all things considered. He.may not be able
to sing as often as he likes, but when he does sing, he is
satisfied with what he does. On the other hand, he is not
satisfied with his study habits. Perhaps he wants to spend
fewer hours studying, or maybe ·he wants to spend even more
time with his books~
·
Start here:
yes
yes
yes

no
no
no

yes
yes

no
no

yes

no

1. I am satisfied with my personal friends here.
2. I am satisfied with my progress here.

3. I am satisfied with the contact I have with

people from my own country here.
4. I am satisfied with my social life here.
5. I a~ satisfied with the contact I have with
Americans here.
6. I am satisfied· with my ability to communicate
in English.
Please Continue •••
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VIII. AMERICANS •
Underline ~ or UQ., whichever is closest to your ~
feelings or knowledge now, today.
For example:
yes
.ll.Q.
1. Americans sing.
E§.
no
2. Americans rarely study for a long period of
time.
This person has rarely if ever heard Americans sing. On
the whole, Americans don't sing. ·This person has also
noticed that most' Americans do all their homework just before
class time, therefore she marks· "~," Americans rarely
study for a long period of time.
Start here:
yes
yes

no
no

yes

no

yes

no

yes
yes

no
no

yes
yes

no
no

1. Americans listen to what people say to them.
2. Americans like to be close and personal with
people.
3. Americans let qthers know that they understand
them.
4. Americans are rewarding (satisfying) to talk
to.
5. Americans ~nderstand other people.
6. .Americans usually do not make unusual demands
on their friends.
7. Americans are likable people.
8. Americans are easy to talk ~o.
Please Continue •••
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IX.

I AM COMFORTABLE

Underline l:fil?.·Or Il.Q., whichever is closest to your m£ll1
feel·ings or knowledge how, today.
For example:
1. I am comfortable singing American songs.
yes
ll.Q.
2. I am comfortable using American study habits.
no
~
Perhaps Americans don't have many songs, but this person has
learned to sing them all. Yet, even then, he doesn't feel
comfortable with them--they just don't sound right. This
person may or may not enjoy stud~ing six hours a day any
more (like he used to do at home). At any rate, he now
enjoys studying just before class like the Americans do
(this may or may not be often). He is comfortable using
American study habits. If he had never tried studying the
American way, or if he disliked studying the American way,
he would mark "no." These statements have nothing.to do
with how you feel when you hear Americans sing, or see them
study just before class, etc. These statements are about
how you feel when you do things "the American way."
Start here:
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

no
no

1. I am comfortable using American manners.
2. I am comfortable holding American values and
ideals.
no
3. I am comfortable wearing Am.e~ican dress.
no
4. I am comfortable (I enjoy) eating American
food.
no
5. ~ am comfortable using American customs.
no
6. I am comfortable doing .American leisure-time
(free time)activities.
no · 7. I am comfortable holding American goals and
philosopI?-ies.
no
8. I am comfortabi.e .in American housing.

You have now finished Part I.
Please continue on to Part II.
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RAWK ORDER OF SCALE ITEMS
GENERATIONS 2, 3
These are the ·rank order of ~tems on scales I, II, VI,
VII, VIII, an4 IX for generations 2 and 3.· They are arranged
in order from the easiest (most frequently passed) to the
most diffiqult (least frequently pass~d).
Generation
2

rank

item
no.

3
item

item
no.

item

Dimension I. Linguistics
It is easy to . . •
1
8 go to the store and
5 go to the store and buy .
what I need.
buy what I need.
10 carry on an informal
7 carry on an informal
2
conversation with
conversation with
Americans.
Americans.
5 speak on the phone
2 spe~k on the phone
3
with American friends.
with American friends.
4
9 call a business arid
6 call a business and
get information.
get information.
6 talk to Americans I
3 talk to Americans I
5
don't k~ow too well.
don't know too well.
l speak in a classroom
1 speak in a classroom
6
of Americans.
·
of Americans.
7 joke with Americans.
4 joke with Americans.
7
8
2 speak in a formal
conversation here as in
my own country.
Dimension II. I Underst~nd
I understand . • •
1
9 the way American's
3
speak.
2
4 my American friend's
8
customs.
3
i1 the way American's
4
dress.

,...,.~

American
my American friend's
customs.
the way A~ericans
dress.
most American customs.
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Generation

2
rank

item
:p.o.

3
item

I understand (cont.) •
4
5 American customs.

5

10

6

2

7

1

8

7

9

8

10

6

11

3

my American friendis
values and ideals.
how Americans act
with other Americans.
American manners.

item
no.

7

item

1

my American friend's
values and ideals.
American manners.

6

the way Americans act.

2

American goals and
philosophies.

how Americans act
with me.
the way Americans
act.
the way Americans
think.
American goals and
philosophies.

Dimension VI. I am Comfortable with Ailerican
I am comfortable with American •
1
2

3
4

dress.
leisure activities.
the housing situation
here.
manners.
customs.

5

1
6

6

7 values and ideals.

7

5

goals and philosophies.·

8

'3

food

... _,,-·
~

8
2
4

7
2
1

5

dress.
leisure aGtivities.
manners.

customs.
6 values and ideals.
4· goals and philos~phies.
3 food
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Generation

2
rank

uem

no.

i

item

3

ltem

item

no.

Dimension VII. I am Satisfied with
I am satisfied with • • •
1

6

2

3

3

4

4

8

5

7

6

1

7

2

8

11

9

9

the amount of contact
I have with people
from my own country
here. ·

10
11

10
13

12

12

my ·s.ocial life here.
my ability to communica~e. in English.
the amount of contact
I have with .Americans
here.

13

5

~'?-"'

3

~y

how much independence
I have in this
country.
my general state of
health here.
my.personal friends
here.

~

5

the contact I have with
Americans here.

my progress here.
my behavior here.
my position here.

1
4
6

my personal friends here.
my social life here.
my abi~ity to communicate in English.

the amount of contact
I have with internationals in the U.S.
the quality of contact
I have with other
internationals here.

the quality of contact
I have with Auiericans.

the contact I have with
people from my own
country here.
my progress here.
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Generation

3

2

rank
1.

item
no.

I

item

item
no.

item

Dimension VIII. Americans
Americans
13
1
11
2

3

5

4

8

5

3

6

1

7

12

8

4

9

10

10

6

11

2

12
13

9
7

8
are easy to talk to.
7
are likable.
3
let others know that
they understand them.
4
are rewarding
(satisfying) to talk
to.
1
can deal with others
effectively.
listen to what people 6
say to them.
2
personal relations
are not cold and
distant.
5
do not ignore other
people's feelings.
do not make unusual
demands on their ·
friends.
generally say the right
thing at the .right time.
like to be close and
personal' with people.
understand other people.
generally know how others
feel.

are easy to talk to.
are .likable.
let others know that
they understand them.
are rewarding ·
(satisfying). to talk
to.
listen to what people
say to them.
do not make unusual
demands on their friends.
like to be close and
personal with people.
understand other people.

Dimension IX. I am Comfortable
I am comfortable • • ·•
1
8 using American man8 using American manners.
ners.
2
3 wearing American
3 wearing American dress.
dress.
6 doing .American lei~
6 doing American leisure
3
time (free time)
time (free time)
activities.
activities •

---

.
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Generation
2

rank

item
no.

3
item
no.

item

I am comfortable (cont.)

item

.

4

1

using American
manners.

1

using .American manners.

5

4

eating Ameri.cap food.

4

eating American food.

6

5

using American
customs.

5

using American customs.

7

2

holding American
values and ideals.

2

holding American values
and ideals.

8

7

holding American
goals and
philosophies •

7

holding American goals
and philosophies.

..
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